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PREFACE
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Recognizing the importance of Thermal Protection to NASA vehicle
programs, as well as to aerospace technology in general, the NASA
Research Advisory Committee on Materials established an ad hoc panel
"to consider the various methods that have been proposed for heat
alleviation of aerospace and power plant structures, with the objective
of providing guidance for materials research. "
The present report conveys a summary of the panel investigations
and the resulting conclusions. It further includes the comments of a
number of experts, who reviewed the first report draft.
The report does not attempt to give a complete account of the
entire area of thermal protection. It is focused solely at the following
two objectives :
(a) To give a general picture of the present state-of-the-art.
(b) To define the most important problem areas which are of
significance for the various programs of NASA.
This limitation required considerable confinement in the treatment
of the technical subjects involved. Prime emphasis was placed on the
aspects of materials and material systems. Related topics such as aero-
dynamic considerations, specific trajectories and even the immediate
aerothermal environment are only discussed to the extent to which they
are needed to understand and assess the performance of materials. By
the same token, design considerations as well as specific applications
and shapes have only been included in a generalized form, wherever
needed. It may further be noted that several significant areas of
application such as ballistic nose cones are omitted, as they are not
primarily the concern of NASA.
It is further recognized that most thermal protection systems are
exposed to secondary environmental influences which may affect their
thermal behavior. These have been disregarded intentionally with few
exceptions, as their interaction can only be viewed in the light of
specific cases. Besides, their discussion goes considerably beyond the
scope of this report.
The numerical values used throughout the report should not be con-
sidered as design data, as they are merely typical numbers, introduced
for the purpose of examples and the establishment of general relationships.
As the various sections have been prepared by various individuals,
the report represents a variety of concepts, approaches and opinions.
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No attempt has been made to moderate seeming discrepancies between some
chapters, as they are only part of the reasoning and do not affect the
prime objective of the report, namely the definition of problem areas
and the formulation of the pertinent R & D. Besides, this inconsistency
is representative of the general disagreement between experts in this
field, primarily resulting from the many disciplines and, therefore,
schools of thought involved. It was further felt by the Panel, that
this variety conveys the reader a true picture of the present situation
and, at the same time, gives him the background information to form his
own opinion.
Another inconsistency may be found in the symbols and dimensions
used in various chapters, even though the necessity of uniform and
standardized terms, symbols and dimensions is emphasized in the recom-
mendations. It is however recognized that another screening of the
terminology with the participation and the endorsement of all leading
agencies will be required before a gener Is!!y acceptable standard can
be reached. In the meantime, modified symbols have to be retained in
several areas of thermal protection in order to remain compatible with
the language used in the connected disciplines.
The reader may, further, miss specific references to the statements
made throughout the report. As the report is not a technical paper, the
detailed reference work has been omitted. It was felt that this omis-
sion does not interfere with the purpose of the report.
It is finally emphasized that the report is primarily directed to
the materials R & D co_munlty. Even though Thermal Protection involves
many other disciplines, such as aero-thermodynamics, physics and
chemistry, the problems are primarily Judged from the viewpoint of
materials and expressed in the language of the materials expert.
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Report on the Aspects of Thermal Protection of Interest to
NASA and the Related Materials R & D Requirements
Prepared by the Panel on Thermal Protection of the
NASA Research Advisory Committee on Materials
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The present study has indicated clearly that the wide spectrum of
requirements of future aerospace missions and vehicle designs calls for
the development of a variety of thermal protection systems. Even though
the general principles of each type of protection system are well
advanced, it is also apparent that considerable more information and
knowledge needs to be generated before optimum thermal protection sys-
tems can be reliably designed for many of the more critical applica-
tions. The following general conclusions appear to be in order.
1. Principles of Thermal Protection are well established.
2. Meaningful engineering properties and parameters for Thermal
Protection Systems are not available.
3- Standardized test methods for thermal protection materials and
the related test devices are non-existent.
4. Programmed environmental simulation tests will always be neces-
sary to evaluate Thermal Protection Systems for specific flight
requirements.
*Title, Unclassified.
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PART "I - STA_JS REPORT
i. PRINCIPLES OF THERMAL PROTECTION
If a structure is exposed to heat, there are two ways to compen-
sate for the decrease of physical properties in materials associated
with elevated temperatures:
a. Selection of a material which retains sufficiently high physical
properties in the specified temperature range,
b. Protection of the stress-carrying structure against the heat,
so that it can be designed on the basis of conventional material
properties.
The first way of dealing with high temperatures by means of so-
called heat resistant materials is usually designated as the "ho___tt
structure." It is obvious that the hot structure has certain limits,
as at very high temperatures practically all materials begin to lose
their strength or their solidity. In addition to this, considerably
lower temperature limitations than the ones indicated by the heat
resistance of the materials are often dictated by functional require-
ments or payloadsj such as instrumentation or a human crew. In both
cases thermal protection becomes imperative.
The device by which this protection is achieved is called "Thermal
Protection System" (in the following abbreviated by TPS). The TPS sepa-
rates the heat resisting and stress-carrying function of a structure
into an essentially non-load-carrying protection system, designed pri-
marily for thermal capability, and a load-carrying substructure, x In
its ideal form, the thermal protection system precludes any temperature
rise in the stress-carrying substructure. In most practical cases how-
ever, the TPS acts merely as an impedance to the heat transfer, and a
certain amount of heat is still absorbed by the substructure. The TPS
will always be designed so that the peak temperatures in the substruc-
ture do not surpass permissible limits, indicated by the high tempera-
ture characteristics of materials or by payload requirements.
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XAn ablative material may function as a load-bearing member in
addition to its thermal protection function. This has been demon-
strated experimentally in a USAF sponsored program with the Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory (74). (Numbers in parentheses refer to Refer-
ence List at the end of this report.)
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2. _ ENVIRONMENT
a. Heat Sources
The thermal environment responsible for the heat input may be pro-
duced by external or internal heating sources. The external thermal
environment refers primarily to the aerodynamic heating of a vehicle
hull connected with high speeds of flight in the atmosphere as well as
the solar heating in space. In addition, there may be secondary external
sources such as the heating of the structure in the neighborhood of the
tall flame of a propulsion system or the effect of nuclear explosions.
Internal heating is primarily connected with propulsion or auxiliary
power systems, as well as with heat released by electronic instrumentation.
b. Aerodynamic Heating
The amount of heat produced by aerod_namlc heating depends primarily
on the velocity and altitude of flight and, secondarily, on such param-
eters as the angle of attack and the flow pattern. In order to make com-
parisons, the variables may be fixed as in figure 1 where the convective
heat transfer at the stagnation point for a one foot radius is shown for
the entire altitude and velocity field. This chart is commonly used for
the representation of the thermal environment for a° specific vehicle
type, by superimposing the trajectory to the thermal profile lines as a
graphical background.
The heat flux or temperature lines represent steady state conditions,
where a complete equilibrium between the heat input and the heat dis-
sipated at the surface exists. As this state is attained only in long
time operation, the chart is primarily used for the representation of
the environment of cruise vehicles. The frequently practiced use for
transient cases of heating, as encountered in re-entry vehicles, has to
be taken with caution, as the chart neglects the time parameter, which
is of prime importance for TPS.
c. Transient Aerodynamic Heating
As the mission times of vehicles decrease with increasing speeds,
equilibrium conditions may no longer be obtained. In such cases, the
heat flux values no longer apply accurately, as the heat transfer depends
on the differential between the temperature in the boundary layer and
the surface temperature. This transient heating is even more pronounced
in all types of re-entry vehicles. In llft bodies, such as Dynasoar, the
re-entry time may be in terms of fractions of an hour, while a drag body
may encounter a heating of only minutes or seconds duration. In these
cases certain arbitrary definitions have to be made for heat flux and
time in order to obtain comparable values. After extensive considera-
tions the formal Panel on Thermal Protection Systems of the MAB selected
4
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the peak heat flux _ax as representative for a non-uniform charac-
teristic. The equivalent time is designated as _ and obtained from
the relationship Q = _ " qmax" By means of these values the original
sinusoidal heat flux is replaced by a rectangular characteristic of
equal total heat input Q, as illustrated in figure 2.
In order to arrive at comparable values, another definition has to
be made. In transient heating cycles the heat input changes continuously
with the temperature differential between the maximum temperature in the
boundary layer and the temperature of the surface, as illustrated in
figure 3. While for specific cases the material behavior has to be
determined under exact assessment of the heating characteristics, a sim-
plification is necessary to permit the establishment of generally appli-
cable materials data. It has for this purpose become customary to
represent the heat input in the so-called "cold wall" condition, i.e._
room temperature. The equilibrium surface temperatures, derived from
such cold wall heat flux values are therefore not accurate, however
adequate for the appraisal of materials.
With the so-defined values qmax and _, the thermal environment
of any vehicle exposed to aerodynamic heating can be expressed in terms
of time and heat flux. This permits a direct comparison in a heat flux-
time diagram as shown in figure 4. In general, the heating time becomes
shorter as the heat flux is increasing, with the exception of some
advanced manned re-entry vehicles, where considerable heat fluxes have
to be sustained over a prolonged period of time. From the viewpoint of
thermal protection, this condition represents the most severe case as
will be shown in Part I-5.
d. Solar Heating
As we move to extreme altitudes, aerodynamic heating becomes
extremely small due to the decreasing density of the atmosphere and,
finally, in deep space the sun remains as the only source of heat. While
in aerodynamic heating the heat flux is primarily convective, solar
heating is exclusively of radiant nature. The rate of solar heating in
the neighborhood of the earth is constant for all practical purposes and
amounts to 0.]2 Btu/ft2/sec. This value changes however for various
orbiting conditions in view of the radiation and reflection of thermal
radiation from the earth and with the passage through its shadow.
The change of the heat flux across the planetary space depends on
the distance from the sun. The following mean solar heat fluxes are
encountered in the vicinity of the closer planets:
5
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5Venus
Mercury
Mars
Jupiter
(Earth
O. 24 Btu/ft2/sec
0.79 Btu/ft2/sec
0.052 Btu/ft2/sec
O. 004_ Btu/ft2/sec
O. 12. Btulft21sec)
The thermal environment of space is discussed in more detail in
Part II-3.
External heating from other than natural sources, such as atomic
explosions or the radiant heating from the tall flame of a propulsion
system, are not considered here any further as the heating character-
istics depend too much on the individual vehicle conditions.
e. Internal Heating
The most severe case of internal heating in astronautics engineering
is encountered in rocket nozzles. This refers particularly to the throat
area of solid propellant motors where, contrary to liquid propellants,
cooling is usually prohibitive. Rocket nozzles and casings are dis-
cussed In detail in Part III-4.
The heating of the internal structure produced by propulsion sys-
tems, power units as well as by electronic instrumentation, Is mostly
conductive. Even though the heating rates are usually not very high,
considerable thermal protection particularly in manned vehicles is
required, as the dissipation of heat is somewhat more difficult than in
external heating confined to the outer surface. Even though the thermal
characteristics depend entirely on individual designs, certain selected
cases are discussed in more detail in Part II-5 in view of their
interest in NASA.
5. THERMAL PROTECTION SYST_4S
It has become customary in engineering, to connect TPS's almost
excluslvelywithaerodynamic heating. It is, however, apparent, that
TPS's have a much broader spectrum of applications. They are therefore,
appraised in this discussion from a very fundamental point of view.
a. General Criteria of Application
As the term implies, a TPS is always aimed at the protection of an
object against heat. This object may be the structure itself, which
requires protection In order to retain sufficient mechanical and other
properties, or functional components, such as instruments or payloads,
which may include a human crew. The selection, arrangement and dimen-
sioning of a TPS is determined by the heat input from the environment
and the temperature which can be sustained by the componentto be pro-
tected. If the TPSis solely aimed at temperature reduction in stress-
carrying structures, it is obviously only applied externally, i.e., at
the site of the heat input. In other cases where TPSserves the pro-
tection of functional componentsor humans, it maybe arranged anywhere
either externally or internally or even close to the componentto be
protected. Very often, however, the TPShas the combined task of pro-
tecting the structure as well as the payload; in such cases both external
and internal thermal protection maybe applied simultaneously. The
proper apportioning of the heat reduction between external and internal
protection systems dependson weight considerations, in which the
resulting temperature of the intermediate stress-carrying structure plays
a major role. In such combined systems entirely different schemesof
thermal protection maybe used for the external and internal portion.
In the following, these partial TPS's are treated separately.
X
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b. Classification
In carrying out the task of thermal protection, it is obvious that
the law of conservation of energy has to be observed. Heat can only be
either dissipated, i.e., rejected or removed from the place of heat
input, or absorbed directly as heat, or by means of a process of energy
conversion. On the basis of this fundamental concept of thermal pro-
tection, the known systems may be classified as follows:
TPSbased on the principle of heat dissipation
Direct radiation
Insulation
Indirect radiation
Convective cooling
TPS based on the principle of heat absorption
Heat sink
Ablation
Transpiration
Film cooling
Direct energy conversion
Heat Dissipation systems may be further distinguished with regard
to the place of dissipation, which maybe accomplished either by "direct
dissipation" at the place of heat input (direct radiation, insulation),
or by "indirect dissipation" at a place of lower heat input to which a
portion of the heat is transferred either by conduction (indirect radia-
tion) or by functional means (convective cooling).
@-
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Heat Absorption may be "intrinsic" or "extrinsic," i.e., provided
by the protective material itself (heat sink, ablation)j or by a sepa-
rately supplied coolant (film cooling_ transpiration).
c. Systems Based on the Principle of Heat Dissipation
The primary tool of heat dissipation is radiation. This is prefer-
ably carried out at the surface of heat input. A certain portion of the
heat will diffuse to the supporting structure and be absorbed by its
thermal capacity. This process is, however, time limited: as the thermal
capacity of these parts is exhausted, the heat conducted away from the
surface of heat input is depending on the radiant heat dissipation at
internal surfaces. Dissipation systems are primarily used for long time
applications and equilibrium conditions are predominant, in which heat
reduction is solely provided by radiation.
(1) Direct Radiation
The most elementary means of thermal protection is an increase of
the surface emissivity by treatments or coatings. As in most cases heat
transfer to other structural parts or a vehicle interior is undesirable,
it is attempted to re-radiate to the environment as much heat as possible
at the place of heat input. This may be enhanced by the use of internal
insulation.
Application: It is apparent that for aerodynamic heating the thermal
protection effect of direct radiation is limited by the deterioration of
mechanical properties of materials at high temperature and by the require-
ments of thermal insulation of the interior from the hot radiating sur-
face. For a moderate heat flux (<_2_ X Btu/ft2/sec) and for relatively
short-tlme applications, however, radiation is the most satisfactory and
efficient method of thermal protection.
For internal heating highly reflective surfaces and coatings are
extensively used to protect surrounding structures from a heat source.
For the solar heating of space vehicles, direct radiation is the
primary means of thermal protection. As the heat source is purely radia-
tive, the heat input into the surface can be reduced by low surface
absorptivity. It can be further reduced by a high emissivity in the
infrared, as space environment has no thermal capacity and heat can only
be dissipated to the environment by radiation. The efficiency of a sur-
face for thermal protection in space is commonly defined by the ratio
m/c of absorptivity for solar radiation to the emissivity for the longer
wave length radiation emitted by the body. The m/c ratios for a num-
ber of typical materials and surface conditions are listed in table 1.
8TABLE 1.- _4ISSIVITIES OF SURFACES
Material
Stainless Steel 302
Polished
Sandblasted
After 3d sandblast
2S Aluminum
Polished
Sandblasted
Magne sium Alloy HK31
Polished
Sandblasted
Rokide A .OlO" on SS 347
Rokide A .020" on SS 347
Solar cells covered by fused silics
c_
O.50
.71
•615
.31
.48
•17
.63
.21
•15
.8
Solar cells (Hoffman)
Fiberglas-plastic (91-LD)
Paint (Tidioxide base)
Tabor surface (i.e. t Ni with thin
layer of Ni oxide
.9
.2
•15
.9
O. 15
•35
•47
•05
•33
•ll
•54
.80
.77
.84
•39
•88
•90
.1
o_/c
3.33
2.03
i.46
6
1.45
1.65
i.17
•26
•195
•95
2.30
.23
•167
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(2) Insulation
Insulation is commonly considered as a means of heat reduction by
the use of a low conductivity material or material system between the
place of heat input and the structure or components to be protected•
From the viewpoint of thermal protection systems, however, insulation
is only a tool to concentrate the heat at the surface of the heat input
and to increase the surface temperature and consequently the efficiency
of radiant dissipation• The significant material properties of insula-
tion systems are, therefore, the thermal conductivity of the bulk mate-
rial and the temperature limitation of the surface with regard to melting
or change of emissivity by oxidation•
This combination of properties is primarily found in ceramic mate-
rials and pyrolytic graphite which exhibit a low thermal conductivity
and a high temperature capabilityj even though the surface emissivities
are usually low. In other insulation systems, non-metallic materials
of low thermal conductivity in solid, particle or fiber form are con-
tained in a metallic envelope which protects the insulating material
mechanically. These systems are obviously limited by the temperature
capability of the envelope. Various attempts are being madeat present
to produce materials of unusually low thermal conductivity which are
however not yet perfected. In one system (Johns Manville Min-K) this
is attempted by particle dimensions which provide internal gaps smaller
than the meanfree path of air so that conductivity heat transferred
between these particles is minimized. Most of these advancedinsula-
tion materials are mechanically sensitive, particularly in the presence
of vibrations.
In table 2 the insulative parameter, oK as a commonlyaccepted
meansof representing the insulating capacity, is listed for a number
of materials and insulators. Insulation systems are not limited to
the use of low conductivity materials. High insulation efficiency can
be obtained in metallic systems if the configuration emphasizesheat
rejection and maintains the conductive heat transfer at a low level.
Basically, the entire heat in the surface panel of a multilayer system
is turned into radiant heat, and the portion radiated at the inside sur-
face redirected by meansof a numberof highly reflective layers (8).
While such systems are comparatively insensitive to vibrations, their
efficiency is limited due to the inherent partial conduction and the
temperature limitations of the metallic components.
Even recently developed "advanced" insulation systems represent
only marginal improvements. A major breakthrough with entirely new
concepts is required to provide the urgently needed lightweight insula-
tion for advanced high speed flight mudre-entry vehicles.
Application: Internal insulation is, and has been, used extensively
in connection with internal heat sources, as well as with external
heating, including aerodynamic heating in high speed vehicles. The use
of external insulation for high speed aircraft and re-entry vehicles is
still approached with caution due to (1) limited mechanical properties,
particularly in the presence of lift forces and vibrations, (2) its
susceptibility to shear stresses occurring rearward of the stagnation
point, (3) its sensitivity to moisture and (4) the difficult application
to large and intricate surfaces. In spite of all these difficulties,
external insulation will play a predominant role in the development of
aircraft at speeds exceeding Mach 3, as well as of all types of re-entry
or aerospace vehicles.
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(51 Indirect Dissipation
In structures which exhibit a preferred _l%c_ of heat input, it
may be desirable to provide a lateral diffusion of th_ heat away from
the '_ot spot, " and to dissipate it by radiation at places of lower heat
input. This, in effect, represents a thermal protection system with
directional thermal conductivity, i.e., high conductivity in lateral
direction and low conductivity normal to the surface, as it is found in
pyrolytic graphite and eventually other pyrolytically deposited substances.
Application: In general, indirect radiation is indicated in all
structures with a varying temperature profile, such as leading edges of
aircraft wings, or missile fins. The application appears particularly
attractive in space structures, where the "shadow side" is highly effec-
tive for radiant heat dissipation.
(4) Convective Cooling
The principle of indirect dissipation may be applied to large
heated surfaces, if the previously directed passive mode of lateral heat
diffusion is replaced by an active or functional heat transfer system.
This is accomplished by a convective cooling system in which a cir-
culating liquid transfers the heat from the wall to a radiator located
at a place of low heat input and dissipated there to the environment.
While in such systems considerable amounts of heat can be dissipated,
they lead to complicated designs and are usually limited byweight
considerations.
Extensive studies have been carried out on convective cooling sys-
tams, proposing water, lithium and hydrogen as potential cooling, i.e.,
heat transfer media.
Application: Convective cooling is, and has been extensively used
for internal heating in connection with power plants or rocket nozzles.
Its application to externally heated structures is and will remain
limited in view of the complexity and high weight penalties.
A very vital application of convective cooling is a space radiator.
Even though not exactly pertaining to TPS, the principles of heat
exchange and the related material requirements are the source and devel-
opments that serve both applications.
There are three types of convective cooling systems: (a) cir-
culating systems, in which the heat is dissipated at the heat exchanger
prlmarilyby radiation, (b) two-cycle circulating systems, in which the
heat exchanger transfers the heat from one coolant to another, which in
turn absorbs the heat by its thermal capacity to include vaporization,
12
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and (c) non-circulating systems, in which the coolant is retained in or
adjacent to the wall to be cooled.
d. Systems Based on the Principle of Heat Absorption
If the heat input surpasses a certain amount, it can no longer be
contained solely by heat dissipation and means of heat absorption have
to be introduced. It is obvious that absorptive systems are limited in
their time of operation as the heat absorbing capability is continuously
expended and thus limited by weight or volume considerations. Absorp-
tive systems are therefore preferably used for cases of purely transient
heating, as encountered in missile re-entry, or to transient heating
cycles superimposed on steady state conditions, as they occur during
certain maneuvers of high speed aircraft.
(i) Heat Sink
A considerable amount of heat can be absorbed, in addition to
radiant heat dissipation, by the skin itself if sufficient wall thick-
ness of a material of high thermal capacity and diffusivity is provided.
In its simplest form a "shell structure" is used in which the wall serves
as a heat sink and stress-carrying structure simultaneously and does not
require a substructure. Even though this stress-carrying heat sink will
reach considerable temperatures, strength considerations are immaterial
in view of the heavy wall thickness required for thermal reasons. In
most cases however the heat absorbing and stress-carrying function of
the structure has to be separated into two individual elements by means
of an insulation layer in order to avoid excess heat transfer into the
interior of the vehicle. The early developments of copper heat sinks
are today superseded by the exclusive use of Beryllium and Graphite.
As any heat sink system is obviously limited by the melting tem-
perature of the material, it is attempted to increase its efficiency by
the use of heterogeneous materials, such as combinations of particles
of metals and metal oxides. Heterogeneous heat sink systems are intended
to combine the benefits of a high surface temperature and thus heat dis-
sipation, with a satisfactory thermal capacity. Systems of Be and BeO
have been found to be promising (1).
Heat sink systems have recently gained renewed attention due to
the successful developments of pyrolytically deposited materials,
particularly pyrolytic graphite. Due to its directional properties, it
has the capability to dissipate the heat from the hot spot laterally to
areas of lower heat input. The low normal conductivity, further,
increases the surface temperature and, consequently, the heat dissipa-
tion by radiation, enhanced by the high emissivity of graphite.
#13
Application: The use of heat sink for long-range ballistic missile
nose cones is not practical. For nose cones of tactical missiles, the
heat sink will remain attractive in view of its simplicity and rugged-
ness. The use for leading edges and nose cones of lift-type re-entry
vehicles may rather be termed as "hot structure," as equilibrium condi-
tions will prevail.
The most significant application of heat sink principles is in solid
propellant rocket nozzles. However, many uses are already marginal and
higher combustion temperatures of high energy propellants call for new
approaches.
(2) Ablation
Description: Ablation as a means of thermal protection is based
on the principle of intrinsic absorption. Unlike the heat sink, which
is confined to the thermal capacity of a material in the solid state,
ablation utilizes in addition the heat of fusion, the heat content in
the liquid state and the heat of vaporization, including a potential
superheating of the vapor phase. The wide range of temperatures may well
include other endothermlc processes, such as phase changes, chemical
reactions or decomposition. The potential of high surface temperatures
further permits increased radiant heat dissipation.
Some of this radiated heat may be absorbed by the environment and
potentially fed back into the system of heat exchange at the surface.
If the material is vaporized, the resulting change of the immediate
environment may further reduce the heat transfer to the surface
("blocking action"), thus contributing to the efficiency of thermal
protection. This is most effective in aerodynamic heating, due to the
particular characteristics of the boundary layer.
The elements of heat absorption in ablation are, thus, as follows:
Heat content in the solid and liquid state
Heat of fusion
Heat of vaporization
Radiation
"Blocking" action
Decomposition, chemical reactions
Phase changes in the solid state
Superheating of the vapor phase
Even though it may seem obvious, it is emphasized that ablation is
a process of heat absorption, in which the functional behavior of a
material is of prime importance. Even though the thermal properties
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play a major role in providing the basic capabilities of a material,
utilization depends on the proper functioning of the ablation process.
The functional characteristics of a material cannot be described in terms
of properties, as they usually represent a complex interaction between
material and environment.
A typical example is the process of removal in the dynamic form of
ablation as it is encountered in aerodynamic heating. A high heat of
vaporization is meaningless, if removal under the mechanical effects of
the gas flow occurs in the liquid phase. The material has to be designed
for proper retention at the surface until the full thermal capacity has
been expended.
As the process of removal is simultaneously affected by the environ-
mental conditions, particularly gas pressure and velocity, as well as
the flow pattern across the entire body, materials have to be specifically
designed for every case.
Materials: While ablation, like all absorptive systems, is time
limited and thus applicable to transient heating only# even the compara-
tively short operation times require special means to maintain the process
in an orderly fashion for any length of time. This is primarily achieved
by a steep thermal gradient, which confines the process to a minute sur-
face layer. Materials of low thermal conductivity are, thus, imperative.
There is, however, only a limited number of homogeneous materials, which
at the same time possess the low conductivity and high thermal capacity.
Composite and heterogeneous materials play, therefore, a predominant
role in the design of materials with a custom-made combination of proper-
ties, which insure an efficient, orderly and continuous process of
ablation.
In the design of composite ablative materials, the arrangement of
the component materials, particularly the orientation with regard to
the surface, influences the thermal efficiency considerably. This has
been amply demonstrated in early tests on re-inforced plastics with
varied fiber orientation. The design of ablation materials has further
to be compatible with the body geometry, which dictates the flow pattern
and the heat input profile.
The temperature of operation and consequently, heat absorbing
phenomena utilized in a specific ablating TPS, can be well governed by
the design of the material. There are three basic operational conditions:
(a) The liquid system, in which the ablation process takes
place at a temperature level between melting and boiling point
(b) The gaseous system at a temperature at or above the
boiling point
17
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(c) The seml-gaseous sytem, which is basically a liquid
system, in which vapori_atlon takes place while the liquid
material is moving along the surface. In this case, the
original place of ablation does not benefit from the
vaporization.
As a rule, the operating temperature is attained rather fast, in
view of the steep thermal gradient. From this point on, "quasi-steady
state" conditions exist, as the process matches automatically any heat
flux by means of the ablation rate, which with it proceeds normal to the
surface, rather than to affect the surface conditions. This independence
of the surface phenomena and the self-adjustment to any heat input,
within reasonable limits, is one of the outstanding characteristics of
ablation, as it automatically matches any form of heating cycle.
Application: Derived from experiences in early applications in
rocket jet vanes, high heat flux ablation systems were first perfected
for long-range ballistic missile nose cones, where they are used today
almost exclusively. For lower heat fluxes, as they are encountered in
Missile Defense System, "slow ablation" systems have been developed.
High speed aircraft and, particularly, re-entryvehicles have many poten-
tial uses for ablation systems, yet development is not in pace with
requirements. For many of such vehicles, particularly those which exhibit
long heating times at low heat flux levels combined with short peaks at
high levels, "partial ablation" maybe attractive, i.e., a material which
acts primarily as an insulator, yet has ablation capability at higher
heating rates. Increased use in solid propellant rocket nozzles is also
expected.
(3) Transpiration
While in heat sink and ablation the thermal capacity is provided
by the skin material itself (intrinsic absorption) and consequently
limited, increased heat absorption and longer operation can be achieved
by extrinsic absorption. The only fairly developed extrinsic system is
transpiration cooling in which the heat absorbing effected by vaporiza-
tion of a liquid is supplied through a porous wall at the surface of the
heat input. The efficiency of transpiration systems with regard to heat
flux and time is limited by weight considerations, even though transpi-
ration systems appear to become superior to other absorptive systems at
long operation times and extreme heat fluxes. It should be noted that
in such comparison the weight of the transpiration system includes the
necessary tankage, pressurizing and distribution hardware.
(Glass)
For single applications and short operation times, transpiration
cooling may also be produced intrinsically. Such systems incorporate
16
low vaporization point subliming materials having high heats of sublima-
tion in the surface layers in such di_tri_uti_a_ as to retain structural
strength despite loss of the subliming material, x
Application: So far, transpiration cooling has not been used
except in liquid propellant rocket nozzles, and no immediate applica-
tions are foreseen. It may, however, be the only resort at extreme heat
fluxes, where ablation is not acceptable, either because of long time
requirements, or in view of the ablation products.
(4) Film Cooling
Heat absorption may be achieved also by means of a liquid or gaseous
film supplied through a porous wall and maintained on the surface of
heat input. It requires a moving environment, as it is present in aero-
dynamic applications, in order to maintain film flow and uniformity.
While liquid film cooling systems rely exclusively on the thermal
capacity of the coolant, the gaseous system may have a considerable
growth potential. By proper adaption of the gas injection system to
the particular aerodynamic characteristics of the surface, the gaseous
film maybe very effective in reducing the heat transfer to the surface
by thickening of the boundary layer. This is no longer an absorptive
means of thermal protection and actually introduces "boundary layer
modification" as a third principle of thermal protection.
Application: So far film cooling has been limited to experimental
work. Boundary layer control appears to be very promising for lift-
type re-entry applications, as outlined in Part II.
(9) Direct Energy Conversion
In space it would be desirable to utilize the solar heating of a
vehicle hull for power generation rather than to dissipate it to the
environment. This indicates the potential of a TPS, in which the heat
is transformed into electrical energy and absorbed indirectly at the
place of power utilization. No definite systems have been proposed yet.
Reference is made to the report of the Ad Hoc Panel on Direct Energy
Conversion of the NASA Committee on Materials.
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XThis was experimentally shown feasible in the Mat'ls Cent. three
years ago when subliming salts were impregnated in graphite and exposed
to a fairly high heat flux. The rear surface temperature of a slab of
graphite so impregnated remained substantially cooler than a non-
impregnated slab for the same exposure time. Advantage: No liquid
pumping, tanks or circulating system required.
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(6) Magneto-Hydrodynamics
It has been proposed repeatedly to use a magnetic field to repel
the hot ionized gases as a means of thermal protection for high heating
rates and prolonged time periods. This potential application of MHD for
reducing convective heat transfer is currently being investigated by a
number of organizations.
e. Capabilities of Thermal-Protection Systems
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(i) Limitations
From the foregoing discussion of the various types of thermal pro-
tection systems, a certain number of fundamental characteristics as to
their capability can be derived. While the heat flux which can be con-
tained by dissipation systems is clearly limited, their operation t_me
is almost unlimited as they operate on the basis of steady state con-
ditions. Absorptive systems, on the other hand, are capable of absorbing
considerable amounts of heat, yet are limited in operation time.
These limitations are primarily dictated by weight considerations,
as weight is the prime design criterion in aerospace engineering. While
in dissipation systems weight limitations determine the thermal efficiency,
i.e., the highest heat flux which can be sustained, weight can be traded
in absorptive systems against heat flux as well as time. The overall
efficiency of a TPS is therefore determined by the interrelation of heat
flux, operation time and welght requirements.
(2) Weight Considerations
Before a weight-related comparison of TPS can be made, it has to
be defined, how much of the skin structure is included in the weight of
the TPS. For this purpose the following definitions have been made
(fig. 7):
wt "Total weight" of both the TPS and the directly connected
stress- carrying sub- structure
Wg "Gross weight" of the entire protection system, excluding
the stress-carrying sub-structure
wn "Net weight," representing only the portion of the TPS
actively participating in the process of heat absorption
or dissipation, e.g., the portion removed in ablation or
the expended coolant in transpiration
18
_w "Support weight," comprising the part of the protection system,
which supports its functioning indirectly, such as the thick-
ness remaining at the end of the ablation process, or the
coolant tanks, pumps, plumbing and injection systems in
transpiration
As TPS refers always to a surface, weight is expressed per unit of
surface area (lbs/ft2).
The most representative weight expression is the gross weight Wg,
as it identifies the weight penalties of thermal protection in vehicle
design. For passive systems (insulations, heat sink) this presents no
transfer calculations. In all active systems (convective cooling, abla-
tion, etc.) the net weight Wn is either measured in tests or calculated
from previously measured material properties, such as Q*. The value
_w, which complements Wn to attain the gross weight Wg, cannot be
measured or accurately calculated and often has to be based on design
experience. In the following table 3 some comparative values for _w
are listed together with an identification of the components of the TPS
which comprise the support weight.
TABLE3.- SUGGESTED SUPPORTWEIGHTREQUIHEMENTS
Aw OF THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
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System Support components
Convective cooling Double wall
Heat exchanger
Plumbing, Controls
Pumps including
power supply
Ablation
Transpiration
Film cooling
Non-ablating wall
thickness for
insulation and
reliability
Porous wall
CoOlant tanks
Plumbing, Controls
Pumps including
ipower supply
Porous wall
Coolant tanks
Plumbing, Controls
Pumps, including
power supply
_W
15 Ibs/ft 2
(in % of ablating weight Wn)
over
Time sec. 20 40 ]20
Nonmetallic 40 25 20
composite
Metal-ceramlc 65 _ 39
graphite
C_r_ 50 35 25
i0 ibs/f _c2
I0 ibs/ft 2
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(3) Thermal Capabilities
If the capability of a thermal protection system is determined by
elthertest or calculation, the _mmediately resulting weight requirements
refer to the net weight Wn, as only the portion of the TPS is assessed,
which is directly engaged in the process of heat transfer reduction.
The relationship of heat flux _ time t and weight Wn, which con-
stitutes the thermal capability of a TPS, is preferably represented in a
- Wn diagram with time t as parameter. As most dissipation systems
are almost insensitive to operation time, the thermal capability is suf-
ficiently defined by a single line relationship. The time dependency of
absorptive systems has to be taken in account by means of a set of lines
for various t_me limitations.
A typical _ - Wn diagram is shown in figure 6. Most TPS's exhibit
a straight line relationship over a wide range of heat fluxes. This
linear portion which covers in most cases the useful range of the TPS,
lends itself to the establishment of a convenient value representing the
thermal capability of a T_S or a material. This property has been termed
by Panel on TPS of the MAB as "Effective Thermal Capacity Q*" in Btu/lb,
identifying the amount of heat, which can be absorbed by a pound of a
material or the thermally active part of a TPS. It is defined by the
simple relationship:
Q.=q. t
Wn (Btu/ib) (i)
With no further qualification, Q* identifies for a single material the
entire effective thermal capacity to include vaporization. For TPS it
applies to the useful range only, which has to be specified by suffixes,
as indicated in figure 6. It is emphasized, that this property is not
identical to the heat content of a material, as it refers specifically
to its use in a TPS and includes therefore, all secondary parameters
and interactions with the environment. For this reason, its determina-
tionby calculation is limited to a few cases, where the process of heat
reduction can be defined accurately. In most cases, the system of thermal,
physical and chemical interactions is too complex for a reliable analysis,
and Q* has to be established in simulation tests.
Once Q* is so established, it permits a fairly reliable predic-
tion of the weight requirements for a _ for other combinations of
and t, than the ones used in simulation tests, as long as the combina-
tion is within the range indicated by suffix. For ablation systems,
e.g., the ablation rate can be derived from Q* by the modified
relation (i)
=_ (in/sec) (2a)
p • Q
2O
and the thickness expended for a given operation time by
a = _ • t (in) (2b)
p • Q
The various methods for the determination of Q* by either test
or calculation or both are described in Part I-4.
!4) Design Efficiency
While Q* and the _ - W n diagram identify the thermal capabilities
of a material or TPS, Its overall efficiency in design has to take all the
support weight requirements in account. For this purpose, Wn has to be
replaced by Wg by adding the value _w. In some cases, as in ablation,
&w is related to Wn; in most cases it can, in the first approach, be
assessed with a bulk figure, as listed in table 3. With introduction of
the so obtained gross weight requirements Wg, the _ - Wg diagram con-
veys the most complete picture of the relative efficiency of TPS's in
weight-conscious design.
A typical example of this representation is shown in figure 7 of a
composite fiberglass-phenolic ablation system. The initial slope of the
curves identifies the Wn-related support weight requirements Aw.
An overall comparison of various TPS's, based on available typical
data, is presented in figure 8 for an arbitrarily selected time-limit
of 40 seconds. Several dissipation systems are shown once more sepa-
rately in a more appropriate _-scale (fig. 9) for three time limits. Of
particular significance in this comparison are the intersect points of
the efficiency lines, as they identify the heat flux, at which, for a
given time, one TPS becomes superior to another.
It is often beneficial to investigate the time influence more
accurately by transforming the _ - Wg diagram into a t - Wg diagram
with _ as parameter. In the example of a comparison of transpiration
and ablation systems (fig. lO), the significance of the intersect points
is evident. For a heat flux _ of 2,000 Btu/ft 2 sec, transpiration
becomes superior to a SiO 2 ablation system at 16 seconds, yet is still
heavier than a graphite ablation system, which on the other hand is not
as perfected as the SiO 2 system. The second intersect point at 55 sec-
onds, finally, marks the expected superiority of transpiration for long
time operation.
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4. DESIGN INTEGRATION
a. General Considerations
The matching of an engineering material, or its performance, with
the environment and operational requirements is defined as design integra-
tion. Several factors are involved, most of which have been discussed
in previous critiques of thermal protection systems or the environmental
analyses. In conventional engineering the selection of a particular
material for a given design is based upon relatively simple environmental
factors such as load, and materials compatibility is expressed in terms
of design criteria. In thermal protection, however, the severity and
complexity of thermal environments and their interaction with statistic-
ally proven materials criteria have created the requirement for a new
approach. There is little or no precedent, in terms of design allowables,
or even comparative performance data, which might provide a design engi-
neer the essential basis for decisicn in applying a thermsl protection
system to an aircraft or missile structure.
The available information is in the form of aerodynamic, thermo-
dynamics, and chemical manipulations frequently unintelligible or
unacceptable to other investigators in the field. The data are generally
useless to design engineers and materials engineers. It is only within
the past year that any generally used or accepted system of nomenclature
has been observed. There is now an immediate need for simple precise
methods for comparing and intercomparing thermal protection systems at
several intensities of thermal environments. This will rapidly lead to
understandable and useful design data for structural application.
If this is to be accomplished the present methods of assessing and
evaluating thermal protection systems must be examined. From such a
critical study the approaches to a sound materials test technique should
be evident. This method and the data resulting from it should have a
sound basis in present theory. However, it should not be entirely depend-
ent on current technical uncertainties to the degree that minor qualifying
assumptions are allowed to confuse or degrade the usefulness of the data.
Present activity in the assessment of thermal protection systems may be
arbitrarily separated into three areas. These are (1) a theoretical
approach (2) an experimental approach and (5) a combination of these
designated as the technological approach.
b. Theoretical Method
This approach to the analysis of thermal protection systems arises
from the practical necessity of producing data in the absence of experi-
mentally verified fact. The techniques were very successfully employed
by the theoretical aerodynamicists in defining the hyperthermal environ-
ment and heating rates associated with hypersonic re-entry (54-61).
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This was possible because of some precedent and the relatively low num-
ber of variables involved. Most important, it was the only way of deter-
mining any knowledge of the environment.
(i) Background
The theoretical approach to thermal protection system analysis is
an outgrowth of the aerodynamic model. The methods are reasonably valid
when applied to passive systems where the material does not actively
participate in boundary layer interaction, namely insulative-radiative
systems, heat sinks and convectively cooled systems. Indeed many of the
early studies on ballistic re-entry and materials performance (heat sink)
were based upon heat transfer theories and the thermophysical properties
of the materials involved. The transfer of heat in matter is not a pro-
found topic and several excellent references are available which permit
rather accurate prediction of performance. Furthermore_ these same methods
are exceptionally useful in the measurement of the environmental prop-
erties of experimental test equipment (62, 63). There are possible
sources of error in these purely analytical methods, particularly in
cases involving the reduction of the theory to experimental practice.
(2) Application
Since the demonstration of practical, engineering ablation systems
for re-entrynose cones, there has been a flood of theoretical analyses
attempting to provide macroscopic and microscopic justification for the
ablation mechanism. Such studies may be divided into three distinct
areas; (1) theoretical gas dynamics, aerodynamics, and thermodynamics
(54-61), (2) chemical kinetic theory generally in the area of the abla-
tion process, and (3) theoretical evaluations of tests, both good and
bad (54-67), and the use of (1) and (2) above to justify the expression
of test results (68-70). It is generally agreed that these are most
interesting studies in chemical or gas kinetics and provide an occa-
sional useful function in relating or understanding the reactions of a
material to the environment. They may also be valuable in uncovering
phenomena which, in the areas of transpiration or ablation, contribute
to the increased effectiveness of the process. It should be borne in
mind however, that this type of study is in the domain of the chemical
thermodymamicist or the theoretical gas dynamicist. Such study is fre-
quently more cultural than progressive when viewed from the more practical
aspects of materials engineering. While support in these areas is by
no means discouraged it should be comparable to the chemical kinetic
research which has accompanied combustion engineering for the past fifty
years.
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(3) Expression of Results
There still exists, both in materials and more sophisticated circles,
a large degree of confusion regarding the expression of results nomen-
clature, units and correlation functions. It is not the purpose of this
review to examine all the possible theoretical facets of ablation theory
or even the errors involved in interpolating theory into practical engi-
neering. The intent of this survey is to recommend an understandable
system of units and a logical approach to test conditions for materials
and design engineers. These must be reasonably simple and accurate.
This study cannot evaluate all of the detailed considerations that are
necessary for doing research into hypersonic heat transfer, gas dynamics
or chemical kinetics. The present confusion rests to a large degree on
a persistant attitude to interpret materials and design requirements in
terms of a research philosophy. There is a middle ground of sound engi-
neering application which involves Judgement and the design of materials
_nto systems. In this area there is a requirement for design data which
will permit the selection of a proper material suitable for a particular
environment. Nomenclature, units and tests are required to provide these
data. While most engineers are adaptable to new environments and the
necessary knowledge to understand them, this does not involve the con-
version of all engineers into theoretical dynamicists or vice-versa.
A basic engineering approach will be the goal of this review.
(4) Validity
In summary it must be emphasized that a theoretical approach to
thermal protection is necessary and valuable. It is needed to direct
research in the improvement of systems by establishing the fundamental
mechanisms of operation. It assists the purely engineering approach to
thermal protection and delineates the important parameters which can be
generalized for an understandable approach to the generation of design
data. The immediate danger of these theoretical systems is the tendency
to over-complicate a clear cut and reasonably accurate engineering
understanding.
c. Experimental Method
This method is a common approach to the solution of engineering
problems. It is still wldelyused and as such was responsible for the
first application of the ablation thermal protection system on a
re-entry nose cone. It involves extensive testing, guided by intelli-
gent engineering assumptions, but without the benefit of detailed theo-
retical analysis. This approach is an essential part of engineering
and few practical designs are placed in production without such testing
irrespective of the availability of theoretical analyses or even design
data.
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(i) Background
As early as 1949 rocket exhaust tests demonstrated that laminated
plastics would outlast metals by a factor of 2-10. Working along similar
lines materials personnel at the Army Ballistics Missile Agency at
Kuntsville, Alabama reasoned that matter on a change of state was cap-
able of absorbing far greater quantities of energy than that absorbed
in the solid state conditions. Systematic investigation of materials
performance in rocket exhausts quickly demonstrated the comparative
thermal protective capability of a broad range of materials. From this
work came the first successful thermal protection engineering, the square
wave heat pulse, the _ (Btu/ft2-sec) heat flux convention, Q* (Btu/ib)
thermal capacity, ablation rate data and much of the basic engineering
knowledge which now has become the topic of detailed theoretical study.
The experimental approach has many pitfalls but has the advantage of
producing engineering data with the least possible delay. Furthermore,
regardless of the initial approach, sooner or later the models must be
tested if engineering is to be converted into hardware.
(2) Validity
The disadvantages to this wrench-in-hand approach are those which
involve too hasty action with insufficient planning or study. In the
case at hand, the accuracy of environmental simulation is a critical
factor still partially unresolved. This involves the flow, chemistry,
heat, and time of the environment or exposure. The results obtained in
a free jet of combustible gas or even a plasmajet can produce sub-
stantially different results than those from a rocket exhaust nozzle
even if the chemistry were to be ignored. The shock tube, because of
a time limitation is totally inadequate for materials studies. On the
other hand, a fortuitous combination of incorrect simulation and incor-
rect measurements may produce a correct result. As a typical example,
it has been observed at Convair that stagnation point heating rates may
be misleading by as much as 100% (63); this error may be automatically
corrected by a calorimetric measurement, the effects of improper chem-
istry, a dissimilarity in shape or configuration, or by incorrect simula-
tion of mass flow. Furthermore, if reasonable tests facilities are not
immediately available the cost and time involved can be a prohibitive
limitation.
d. Technological Approach (Recommended)
The status of both theory and experiment on thermal protection sys-
tems is still very inadequate for engineering application. This is
probably due to the present over-emphasis of theoretical approaches,
particularly in the area of ablation, to the exclusion of design data
type development of all thermal protection systems. Based upon the
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information that is available a reasonably acceptaOle test procedure
may be outlined. The results of these tests are checked at frequent
intervals for confirmation with theory. This is the basis of the tech-
nological approach to engineered thermal protection systems.
(i) Major Test Requirements
The outstanding requirement for test data pertaining to thermal
protection systems is that involving design criteria and comparative
performance information for various competitive systems. Preferably,
these data should be expressed in terms of weight required for a specific
period of protection or level of protection.
These data further imply the need for accurate reproducible testing
which can be duplicated in several laboratories. Several techniques are
now in existence (65, 69, 71-74), many of which are useless, or of ques-
tionable value. In order to qualify a _e_, several _+_r_ _-_+ _he
considered. These include:
a. Environmental simulation
b. Test criteria
c. Sample design
d. Test measurements
e. Meaningful expression of results
As previously indicated, any test and the validity of the data
should conform to the best accepted theoretical considerations. The
accomplishment of tests which do not consider the above factors, or the
interpretation of theory without careful test procedures has created
much of the confusion which presently exists in thermal protection con-
cepts. Each of the five criteria of the generation of test data will
be examined and where possible correlation with existing theory wi!lbe
cited. The goal of this correlation will be the synthesis of design
criteria through an accepted test plan and finally a method of expressing
and correlating data.
12) Environmental Simulation
The aerodynamic types of thermal protection systems have four
environmental factors which must be considered in any type of simulation.
These are:
i. Heat
2. Flow
3. Chemistry
4. Time
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The space vehicle will also have these environments if re-entry into
the earth's atmosphere is involved, and occasionally during the launch
phase. While in space a thermal regulatory protection system must also
be considered. The primary environmental factors here are exceedingly
low partial pressures of gas and a spectral and intensity distribution
of electromagnetic energy which is still experimentally impossible. High
energy atomic particles or meteoric type particles may also have a
secondary influence on the thermal protection performance. Only the
primary factors of aerodynamic heating will be considered in this
discussion.
Heat
w
There have been several excellent theoretical aerodynamic studies
and shock tube experiments which have, to a substantial degree, defined
the environmental intensity of incident aerodynamic heating (54-61).
Unfortunately, the shock tube does not qualify as a material test device.
The commonly accepted unit of heat intensity is the Btu/ft2sec now
designated as _.
Aerodynamic heat is transferred by two mechanisms, convection and
radiation. Simulation by radiant heating alone is not adequate for
several thermal protection mechanisms, although it is still limitedly
useful in structural tests of relatively large size and low heat transfer
rates. The other aspect of radiant heating involves the simulation of
solar electromagnetic radiation. In these cases the absolute intensities,
intensity distribution and spectral distribution are of prime importance
(75). Spectral distribution may also be very important where very high
aerodynamic heat fluxes are involved.
In any type of consumable thermal protection mechanism convective
heat transfer is a vital part of the process and no simulation is ade-
quate unless this type of environment is present. There are cases
involving radiative protective processes and problems associated with
oxidation rates where convective heat transfer is necessary.
Finally, the heating rate which is implied in the heat flux is fre-
quently confused or misinterpreted, particularly in radiant tests of
large mass structural applications. These heat flux requirements should
also be accompanied by temperature rise data.
There are now available elaborate analyses, both dimensional and
non-dimensional regarding the behavior of ablation materials under the
influence of a high enthalpy-mass flow, or high flux environment (64, 68).
Another program (76) (Plasmadyne) is also underway to experimentally
establish the influence of various parameters on heat transfer and mate-
rials performance. Data are both conflicting and complex. At present
it is customary to use the heat flux or heat transfer rate to a cold
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(water cooled) calorimeter as a standard for the heat environment.
is the so-called %.
the following relation
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This
It is related to heat content or enthalpy by
: f (h •A) (2)
where
= heat flux (Btu/ft2sec)
h = environmental gas enthalpy (Btu/ib)
= mass flow rate (lb/ft2sec)
In spite of its convenience and wide application, this representa-
tion of the thermal environment is by no means accurate. It has to be
considered, for instance, that a blunt body behaves like a hemisphere-
cylinder so that the stagnation point value cannot be applied to an
arbitrary model. Further, for arcs, equilibrium flow may prove to be
the best means for calibration of the stream. However, at the present
state-of-art, no method can be considered as a general standard.
Attempts have been made to relate materials performance with both
heat flux _ and stagnation enthalpy h s. A broad area of inaccuracy
and confusion surrounds both methods. Again much of the ar_ment enters
around ablation theory rather than a more general comparison of materials
and techniques for refining the environment conditions and/or measure-
ment. The one greatest fallacy that exists in present test techniques
involving high heat inputs, is the use of and the interpretation of data
produced in free Jets with and without graphite contamination.* A close
second is the reliance on calorimetric measurements which have not been
carefully checked for accuracy and application to the experimental condi-
tions. The amount of heat in the environment, i.e., enthalpy is the most
critical factor in the entire study. It should be carefully defined,
understood and measured if any consistent system of material evaluation
is to come from these investigations.
Flow
Except for the singular case of thermal protection in space all
systems are concerned with heat transfer across boundary layers set up
*The effect of air arc plasma (contaminated with electrode carbon)
on oxidizable ablative materials has been investigated. A good report
on this subject is AFBMD-TN-60-3 "On Carbon Contamination of Air Arcs
and Its Effects on Ablation Measurements." With continued development
on non-erodible electrodes, contamination may be eliminated.
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in supersonic or hypersonic flow. There are several factors to be con-
sidered where flow is involved. These factors are the effects of con-
vective heat transfer or its interruption, the total and d_rnamic pres-
sures involved, oxidation rates of materials in static versus dynamic
environments, as well as questions involving subsonic versus supersonic
flow.
It should be first recognized that practically all hypersonic heat
simulation testing is accomplished by accepting a comparatively high
enthalpy, low mass-flow combination. In actual flight environments,
higher mass flows at lower enthalpy are usually encountered. General
theory and some few isolated experiments tend to confirm the validity
of this similarity assumption. The real reason for doing this is the
unavailability of hypersonic nozzle materials which can produce this
type of sustained flow and withstand the enormous heat transfer rates
involved. While this limitation probably does not affect heat transfer
in any major way it may very well influence the static or total pressure.
The effect of pressure on such process as ablation has been treated
theoretically (64). Few if any data exist from experimental studies.
It must be reasoned however that in cases where chemical reaction rates
are involved, both temperature and pressure influence the rate constants.
This may not be appreciable however when reactions take place in the solid
or liquid phases. Perhaps a more significant effect of pressure is its
effect on gas evolution and diffusion which tends to decrease the so-
called "blocking actlon," producing thinner boundary layers and increasing
heat transfer. There would therefore, be a tendency for one condition
to counter balance the other.
A closely related problem is the present uncertainty regarding the
requirements for subsonic versus supersonic flow. As in the case of
pressure this argument may start from the first law of thermodynamics
where
E=q+pv
Since at the stagnation point the pv product degenerates to heat there
should be little difference between a high subsonic and a low supersonic
heat flow. As previously stated the major difference may be that asso-
ciated with high velocity or the resultant pressures which could influence
the heat transfer across boundary layers associated with gas diffusion
and the removal of insulating, emissive or otherwise protective char
layers (52).
In instances where reactions with oxygen or nitrogen at higher
temperatures are involved, the requirement for dynamic flow conditions
is mandatory. The chemical reaction of a metal or carbon at high tem-
perature is relatively rapid. The displacement of the reaction by
_t
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reaction product removal has a pronounced effect on the final protection
capability and the amount of material removed. In "hot" structures and
heat sink applications, oxide penetration and embrittlement may also be
accelerated.
Most of the ablation data now being evaluated has been produced in
freely expanding plasmaJets. Free Jets have certain limitations because
of non-equilibrium flow, unmeasurable thermal gradients, constantly
varying mass flow and frequent contamination with foreign particles or
vapors. A carefully expanded jet is an essential requirement for any
aerothermal test program.
The major stumbling block to very high mass flow experimentation is
the cost involved in handling large mass flow rates and in particular,
heating these large masses of air. Large power installations are now
becoming available and the lack of understanding associated with high
mass flow and high pressure may soon be overcome. In view of reasonably
high mass flow data produced in rocket exhaust there does not appear to
be sufficient evidence for generally discrediting low mass flow-high
enthalpydata.
Most low mass-flow, high-enthalpy systems operate at low pressure.
Consequently, the Reynolds number is almost certainly in the laminar
range. The question here is that of increasing mass flow of the system
to increase Reynolds number - even to the extent of obtaining turbulent
flow.
Chemistry
In this discussion two components are involved. First, the duplica-
tion of the proper chemical species in the environment and second, the
prevention of contamination such as electrode material or other foreign
matter. Comparisons of air plasmajet test and rocket exhausts test using
the same enthalpies have compared favorably despite the very different
chemical environment. In other tests the opposite is true (73) and the
ablation rates are significantly different. However this is partially
explalnedby the significant differences between the mass flow rates of
the respective facilities. The removal of fragile char layers accelerated
ablation rates.* In brief it is safe to recommend hot air Jet exhausts.
*Air plasma Jet and rocket exhaust tests at identical gas enthalpies
may give comparable results, if the gas chemical effects are negligible.
Ablative plastics that form surface chars are susceptible to changes in
gas chemistry because of oxidative attack. Ablative plastics that form
surface melts of an oxide type are generally relatively insensitive to
gas chemical effects.
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This does not necessarily discount the usefulness of combustion sources
and in particular suggests caution with regard to mass flow
interpretations.
Time
Time is an essential component of any materials test. As a test
parameter it is almost self explanatory; the reasons for its inclusion
involves the elimination of test facilities which cannot supply sus-
tained conditions for materials equilibrium and to specify it as a
related parameter to temperature, strength, weight and heat flux. In
relation to these latter parameters there is no way of compromising time
or accelerating test conditions, as long as reliable scaling laws are
not established (79, 80).
_. APPLICATION TO FLIGHT REGIMES
The application of TPS's is determined by their adaptability to
the environmental requirements of various vehicle systems. These require-
ments are comprised by the environment, previously defined by heat flux
and time (Pt. I, 2b, and c), and by weight limitations as the primary
criterion of lightweight design. As the capabilities of TPS are, like-
wise, represented in terms of _ t and w, TPS's and vehicle systems
can be compared on the basis of equal dimensions. This is accomplished
in figure ll by introducing lines of equal gross weight for various TPS's
in the previously established heat flux-time diagram (fig. _) identifying
various flight regimes.
Even though this combined representation is somewhat crude, it con-
veys a clear picture of the applicability of TPS's, as well as of the
missing capabilities, in terms of the heat flux-time requirements, which
cannot be matched by presently available TPS. It is evident, e.g., that
the present state-of-the-art in ablation systems is fairly adequate for
the requirements of ballistic missile nose cones and drag-type (steep)
space re-entry, i.e., very short time exposure to high and extreme heat
fluxes. The time could even be extended by the use of transpiration
systems. An adequate state-of-the-art is further existing in the field
of short time exposure to intermediate heat fluxes, as primarily encoun-
tered in tactical missiles or missile defense systems, as well as in the
low-heat flux-long time field, applying to steady state cruise flights
up to about Mach 4-5, depending on altitude. A serious lack of capabil-
ities is, however, apparent in the field of intermediate heat fluxes
(1_-2_0 Btu/ft2sec) and prolonged times (4-60 min), representing an area
of prime interest to NASA, as it includes the lift-type re-entry from
space operations. This most outstanding problem area of TPS can be
attacked from three sides: from the side of high-heat flux absorptive
systems, by extending the time limitations; from the intermediate
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capability systems, by increasing their time and heat flux capabilities;
and from the side of the dissipation systems, by improving their thermal
capability.
Of the absorptive systems, the low rate ("slow") ablation systems
are most promising. Considerable work has been carried out with sub-
liming plastics, particularly Teflon. Besides its thermal efficiency,
sublimation is assumed to produce fairly clean ablation products, which
is of particular concern to the integrity of the down-stream llft sur-
faces involved.
Of the systems with intermediate thermal capabilities, the use of
convective cooling, particularly the two-cycle systems, is technically
feasible. While the practical application to limited "hot spot" com-
ponents (leading edge) may be acceptable, its high weight requirements
prohibit its application to large surfaces. Similar limitations are
indicated for liquid film cooling. Extremely promising, however, is
the gaseous film cooling or "boundary layer modification" system, as
outlined in detail in Part II-2.
The thermal capabilities of insulation systems, finally, are far
below the requirements of re-entry vehicles. While they will always
remain attractive due to their time-independence, the required sub-
stantial improvements cannot be expected on the basis of present con-
cepts and designs. Only fundamentally new approaches may lead to the
required maJor break-through.
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PART II - APPLIC_iONS TO NASA PROJECTS
i. DETERMINATION OF AREAS OF PRIME INTEREST TO NASA
After careful consideration, and in view of the existing comprehen-
sive report of the Materials Advisory Board on the general subject (1)j
the Panel on Thermal Protection Systems decided to confine the furtherj
more detailed treatment of TPS to those applications which are of prime
interest to NASA.
For the purpose of this selection, a survey of all potential appli-
cations in aerospace engineering was made, which arrived at the following
classification:
A. Super and Hypersonic Aircraft
I. Low Altitude
2. High Altitude
B. Manned Re-entr_
i. From Orbital Operations
2. From H_perbolic Path
3. Boost Glide
C. Unmanned Re-entry
i. Ballistic
2. From Orbital Operations
3. From Hyperbolic Path
4. Boost Glide
D. Maneuvering Missiles
E. Solid Propellant Rocket Motors
i. Nozzles
2. Casin_s
F. Temperature Control of Space Vehicles
G. Ascent Heating of Boosters
H. Power Plants for Space Vehicles
I. Cryogenic Tankage
The selection of the areas to be discussed was based on three criteria:
a. The extent to which the application is within the overall
mission and objectives of NASA
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b. The severity of the problem
c. The degree of up-to-date coverage in existing reports
The finally selected applications are underscored in the above
listing. They are discussed in the following chapters, prepared by
individual members of the ad hoc panel.
It appears appropriate at this point to emphasize, that the fol-
lowing discussions do not represent an engineering handbook, nor is it
attempted to invent new TPS. The prime objective of this report is to
define the significant problem areas and to indicate potential solutions
and their implications on materials research and development.
2. 0RBITINGAND INTERPLANETARY RE-ENTRY
a. Definition of the Environment
k±l Description of the _,[ission
One of the pressing problems facing NASA is that of providing a
thermal-protectlon system for manned vehicles entering the Earth's
atmosphere at parabolic velocity or about 36,000 feet per second. It
is not implied that an optlmumthermal-protection system for entry from
circular satellite speed has been accomplished. Rather it is recognized
that protection for satelllte-speed entry is within the state of the
art of ablative heat shields for certain classes of blunt vehicles. For
more slender entry configurations, ablative materials in the area of
stagnation points and coated refractory metals in other regions appear
capable of coping with the heat fluxes and total heat loads. For the
case of higher velocity entry, such as is associated with returning
from a lunar or planetary expedition, the ability to provide a workable
thermal-protection system is not assured. At 36,000 feet per second
the maxlmnmheat flux due to convective heating is at least twice that
at 25,000 feet per second. In addition, a new heating phenomenon has
come into play, the radiative heating from the hot gas cap between the
vehicle nose and the detached bow wave. This radiative heating rate is
function of the vehicle W/CDA , the radius at the stagnationa point,
and the flight trajectory and under not unreasonable circumstances, can
be shown to be equal to or to exceed the convectlveheating rate. It
is these considerations that lead us to emphasize the thermal-protectlon
requirements of the parabolic-velocity entry misslon, recognizing that
much materials research remains to be done in order to provide an opti-
mum protectlon system for vehicles returning from earth-satelllte orbits.
(2) Operational Characteristics
We shall limit our discussion here to entry of manned vehicles.
There are several constraints on the entry trajectory that are imposed
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by specifying that the vehicle all be manned. The vehicle deceleration
must not exceed about lOg; _tiple-_ss grazing entries are not allowed
due to the radiation hazard associated with numerous exposures and slow
transit through the Earth's radiation belts; a point landing is required.
To satisfy these requirements for a non-llfting vehicle and a single-pass
entry requires a navigation system that can guide the vehicle into a nar-
row entry corridor with stringent limitations on altitude, flight-path
angle, and time. By using a vehicle capable of producing lift, all of
these requirements can be relaxed a considerable extent, but a single-
pass entry and point landing, even for a lifting vehicle, demands an
accurate, reliable navigation system and considerable on-board fuel for
terminal guidance. Navigation accuracies can be still further relaxed
by slowing the vehicle only from escape speed to satellite speed on the
first pass. Application of a small amount of thrust will then establish
a near-earth satellite orbit from which controlled entry and point landing
can be accomplished following application of retrograde thrust.
To describe the thermal environment associated with this entry mis-
sion, it will be helpful to define an entry corridor through which the
vehicle must fly in order to accomplish atmospheric braking and final
landing. The upper altitude of this entry corridor is fixed by an over-
shoot boundary. If the vehicle exceeds this altitude on the entry path,
it will not be slowed sufficiently to enter in a single pass and a
multiple-pass or grazing entry will result. The lower altitude of the
entry corridor is fixed by an undershoot boundary. If the vehicle enters
below the undershoot boundary, the deceleration imposed on the occupant
will exceed the 10g limit. For a non-lifting vehicle, the width of the
entry corridor is seven miles. With a constant L/D of 1/2 it is forty
miles and for a constant L/D of 1 it is about fifty miles. By modu-
lating llft and/or drag during entry, substantial additional widening
of the corridor can be accomplished.
(_) Resultin 6 Thermal Environment
The convective heating of a vehicle entering the atmosphere of the
Earth or of other planets has been treated analytically by Chapman in
NASA Technical Report R-55 "An Analysis of the Corridor and Guidance
Requirements for Supercircular Entry into Planetary Atmospheres." The
analytical treatment is based on laminar continuum flow, chemical equi-
librium in the boundary layer, and a cold, noncatalytic wall. The assump-
tion of laminar flow in the continuum regime is believed valid at the
stagnation point near the region of maximum convective heating. The
flow within the boundary layer is calculated to be in a state where we
can expect finite recombination rates which should reduce the heat trans-
fer from the calculated value based on equilibrium dissociation. The
wall reactions are unknown but if the wall is cooled by an ablative or
transpiration system, the chemical activity and recombination at the
surface should not introduce serious errors.
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Simplified expressions have been obtained for the maximum stagna-
tion point convective heating rate and total convective heat absorbed
for entry to the Earth as follows:
_ 2
where qc -
L/D-
W
CD
A
R -
QI -
CQ -
maximum convective heat flux at stagnation point,
Btu/sec ft 2
a constant of order unity tabulated in NASA TR R-_5
entry velocity, non-dimensionalized by dividing by
local circular satellite velocity,
parabolic velocity
aerodynamic lift-drag ratio
vehicle weight, lbs
- vehicle drag coefficient
- reference area of vehicle on which
_E = _ at
CD is based, ft 2
vehicle nose radius at stagnation point, ft
maximum deceleration in earth sea-level g's
total convective heat at stagnation point in
decelerating from parabolic velocity to local
circular satellite velocity
a constant of order unity tabulated in NASA TR R-55
Inspection of these equations indicates that for entry to the
Earth's atmosphere at parabolic velocity with a 10g limit in acceleration,
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the maximum convective heat flux is reduced by operating at the lowest
possible W/CDAR and the highest possible L/D. On the other hand 3
operating at high L/D increases the total convective heat load by
increasing the flight time at which the heating rate is high. A coupling
also exists between L/D and W/CDA in that an increase in L/D is
usually accompanied by a decrease in CDA and a resultant increase in
W/CDA. As a result of this coupling, and for entry at a constant L/D,
increasing the lift-drag ratio at the 10g limit undershoot boundary of
the entry corridor, leads to an increase in both heating rate and total
heating at the stagnation point. For L/D of 1/2 or less, this effect
is not particularly strong.
The phenomenon of aerodynamic heating by radiation of the hot gas
cap between the vehicle nose and the bow shock wave is a new problem
that assumes importance for manned entry vehicles as the flight speed
exceeds about 32,000 feet per second. Our knowledge of the magnitude
of the radiation energy from the hot gas cap is far from satisfactory.
Experimental data are available from ballistic ranges at speeds up to
about 26,000 feet per second. Shock-tube measurements have been made
at lower velocities and Kivel and Bailey of the AVCO Research Laboratories
have provided a theoretical method of extrapolating these results to
parabolic velocity. In the following discussion the estimates of radi-
ative heat transfer are based on the AVCO extrapolation but the results
may well be in error by a factor of 2.
Consider first the case of a non-liftlng vehicle on a single-pass
undershoot entry from parabolic velocity, with a deceleration limit of
lOg. The maximum radiative heating rate at the stagnation point, qr,
is given approximately by the following expression:
o 1.8
where the notation is as defined earlier. Compare this with the approxi-
mate equation given earlier for the stagnation point convective heating
rate for the same zero-lift entry:
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Observe that the radiative heating varies directly with the nose radius
and with approximately the square of W/CDA. In contrast, the convective
heat transfer varies inversely as the square root of the nose radius and
as the square root of W/CDA. For the case of a sphere, the convective
and radiative heat fluxes are equal for a radius of about 6 feet and a
W/A of lO0. For the case of a 10-foot diameter spherically blunted
cone cylinder wherein there is a coupling between nose radius R, and
CDJthe convective and radiative rates becomeequal as the nose radius
is increased to about l0 feet. Studies of time histories of the heating
rates during entry reveal that the radiative and convective heating rates
peak at nearly the sametime in the trajectory, but that the period of
radiative heating is only about one-thlrd of that for the convective.
For the case of the 10-foot diameter spherically blunted cylinder with
a 10-foot nose radius, the total radiative heat load is about 2_ percent
of the convective.
In general, the effect of increasing the lift-drag ratio is to
increase the radiative heating rates. At the undershoot boundary with a
10g deceleration limit, the radiative heat transfer at the stagnation
point increases by an order of magnitude as the L/D is increased from
0. _ to 2 for a constant wing loading, W/A. A fairly low wing loading
and modest L/D appear essential if high radiative heating rates are to
be avoided at parabolic entry speeds.
Additional details on convective and radiative heating can be found
in the published proceedings of the USAF/NASAConference on Lifting
MannedHypervelocity and Reentry Vehicles.
(4) Secondary Environments
The preceding section has outlined the thermal environment associ-
ated with atmosphere entry. A thermal-protection system for a lunar or
planetary vehicle must cope not only with this entry heating, it must
provide the proper thermal environment for the vehicle during space-
flight missions having durations varying from several days to many
months. The problem of thermal-energy balance during cruising space
flight will be discussed in a later section. It is important to note
here that the surface coating must have the proper ratio of absorptivity-
to-emisslvity to provide this thermal balance. In addition, prolonged
exposure to the space environment must not degrade the performance of
the thermal-protection system during the period of intense convective
and radiative heating associated with the terminal phase of the mission.
For the case of an entry mission that slows to satellite speed in the
first pass and then enters a parking orbit to achieve point landing
capability, the thermal-protectlon system must retain or regain its
ability to provide energy balance in orbit and must still have the capa-
bility to protect the vehicle against the rather severe aerodynamic
heating associated with entry from satellite speeds. The thermal-
protection system must also have the ability to sustain or be designed
to avoid the aerodynamic pressure loads developed during the entry and
must withstand the sizable loads associated with the vehicle deceleration.
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b. Thermal Requirements
(1) Numerical Data on Heat Flux 2 Total Heat T etc.
In order to translate the environmental data given earlier, into
actual requirements for a thermal-protection system, it is first neces-
sary to select some specific vehicle configuration. The sizable increase
in entry corridor width associated with a lifting entry and the concomi-
tant relaxation of the requirement for extreme accuracy in terminal
guidance, lead one to consider a vehicle having a maximum lift-drag ratio
of about 1/2 for a manned lunar or interplanetary vehicle. This lift-
drag ratio is sufficient to increase the entry corridor width to about
forty miles, provide reasonable terminal range control, and the lift-
drag ratio is sufficiently low to not seriously aggravate the heat flux
and total heat load associated with convective and radiative heating.
The vehicle selected for study has a W/CDA of lO0, a nose radius
at the stagnation point of 2.5 feet, and is capable of flying at an L/D
of 1/2 at the undershoot boundary or -1/2 at the overshoot boundary.
The heating rates to be described are those associated with slowing the
vehicle from parabolic velocity to satellite velocity in a single pass
with a 10g limit on the deceleration. All heating rates and heat loads
are for the stagnation point and the assumptions enumerated earlier are
retained. Table 4 lists the important heating parameters. The numeri-
cal values are only approximate but are sufficiently accurate to provide
an appreciation of the requirements of a thermal-protection system for
this mission.
TABLE 4.- HEATING PARAMETERS FOR PARABOLIC RE-ENTRY
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TraJ ectory
Undershoot
boundary
_/D = 1t2
Undershoot
boundary
L/D = 0
Overshoot
boundary
L/D = 0
Overshoot
boundary
LID -- -112
CO2_E_YVE
Btu Btu
sec/ft 2 ft 2
600 30,000
450 35,000
320 60, 000
200 I00,000
Time
mlns.
1.7
2.6
6.2
17
RADIATIVE
Q
Btu Btu
sec/ft 2 ft 2
200 4000
lO0 3000
20 1200
Time
mins.
o.7
!4R
Heat pulse is approximately triangular. Time given here is for a
triangular pulse having a peak heating of _ and total load of Q.
In contrast, the maximum stagnation point heating rate of this same
vehicle in a decay trajectory from satellite orbit is only 70 Btu/sec-ft 2,
the total heat load is 50,000 Btu/ft 2, and the time of heating is of the
order of 12 minutes.
The data of table 4 are plotted in figure 12 as stagnation point
heat flux versus exposure time. Also shown are the thermal environments
for several other missions as well as the areas of applicability of a
number of thermal-protection systems. Admitting the approximations
inherent in this analysis and recognizing that the numerical values apply
to the single vehicle chosen for study, it is nevertheless postulated
that the heating environment for this particular mission is more severe
than any considered in the MAB report on Thermal Protection Systems and
falls in an area where materials develol_nent will be required.
c. Potential Thermal-Protection Systems
(1) Discussion of Various Solutions
Of the thermal-protection systems that have been proposed and studied
to date_ it appears that systems based on ablation cooling, forced tran-
spiration cooling, or film cooling, are the most promising candidates for
this parabolic-entry mission. The radiation equilibrium temperatures are
too high for any known materials; heat-sink and convection cooling systems
appear impractical because of the long exposure times and large total heat
loads.
(a) Ablation Coolin6.- An ablation cooling system pos-
sesses features that make it look attractive as thermal protection against
the convective heating flux of this entry mission. As pointed out in
Part l, the thermal capacity or effective heat of ablation against
convective heat transfer varies directly with the driving enthalpy (dif-
ference between free-stream enthalpy and enthalpy at surface). Certain
ablative materials with large blocking factors are calculated to have
exceedingly large thermal capacities at the high enthalpies associated
with flight speeds from 2_,000 to 36,000 feet per second. Reliable
experimental data are not available at enthalpies above about 9,000 Btu/lb.,
however, and there is a need for data at enthalpies of 25,000 Btu/lb to
verify the extrapolation based on trends observed at the lower enthalpy
levels. The performance of ablative materials at very low heating rates
has not been established at any enthalpy level and although not pointed
out in the earlier discussion, these entry trajectories subject the
thermal-protection system to heat fluxes of 20 Btu/sec-ft 2 and below for
periods of several minutes in the course of the entry maneuver. Finally,
there is the question of degradation of ablative materials under prolonged
exposure to the space environment and the tentative requirement that if
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a satellite parking orbit is used during the entry maneuver, the ablative
material must protect against a second heating pulse associated with
final entry from satellite speed.
Perhaps the greatest unknown and greatest concern about the use of
an ablation cooling system for this mission is the degree of protection
it will afford against radiative heat transfer. The feature of an abla-
tion cooling system that makes it appear attractive as protection against
convective heating is the large blocking effect of the vaporized materials
that increases with increase in driving enthalpy. In the case of radi-
ative heating, no blocking effect can be expected unless the vaporized
materials are highly absorbing or reflecting in the wave lengths of the
emitted gaseous radiation. Calculations have indicated that a substan-
tial reduction in total combined radiative and convective heat transfer
can be accomplished by injecting or transpiring a gas with a high absorp-
tion coefficient. Information is needed on the absorptive properties of
gases from various ablative materials as well as much more information
on the intensity and spectral distribution of the radiant energy from
the hot gas cap. Most promising under simultaneous convective and radi-
ative heat transfer are the char layer forming ablators and certain
refractory materials which produce a significant reradiation from an
opaque, high emissivity surface.
(b) Transpiration cooling.- Practically everything that
has been noted above about ablation cooling systems is equally applicable
to a transpiration cooled system. It is actually the transpiration effect
inherent in an ablator that makes the system appear attractive against
convective heating. The transpiration system offers a flexibility that
the ablative system lacks in that the absorptive properties of the tran-
spired gas may be selected to protect against the type of radiation which
is predominant. Transpiration lacks the self-regulating features of an
ablation system unless this can be incorporated in the system by clever
design. The most serious criticism of a transpiration system is the
demands it makes on porous or perforated materials. The capability of
a transpiration system for protecting against both radiative and con-
vective heating is apparent if the proper absorbing gas can b@ found;
the system is adaptable to both high and low heat fluxes; the surface
may be less subject to degradation from the space environment and more
tolerant of a second heating cycle following a sojourn in a parking
orbit than an ablative material. The potential capabilities of a
transpiration-cooling system are such that it cannot be eliminated at
this time although it poses demands on perforated materials that have
not been satisfied to date for conditions much less critical than those
described here.
(c) Film cooling.- As used herein, film cooling applies
to a thermal-protection system in which a low-energy gas blanket is
interposed between the vehicle wall and the high-energy gas stream.
Using helium as an example, an insulating gas film can be developed
that flows along the vehicle surface and does not mix appreciably with
the hot air in the boundary layer. Film-cooling systems have been
analyzed by Ferrl and Libby, and have been used experimentally to pro-
tect the nozzle and walls of high-temperature supersonic wind tunnels.
A film-cooling system differs from a transpiration cooling system pri-
marily in the manner in which the coolant is injected. For film cooling,
injection is in the tangential direction from discrete slots; for tran-
spiration cooling, injection is usually normal to the surface through a
porous or perforated material. As noted before, a gas having a high
absorption coefficient would be required to protect against radiative
heat transfer and whether a single gas can be found that would be effec-
tive against both radiative and convective heating is a subject for
further study.
The most serious deficiency of a film-cooling system is the problem
of providing a method of injecting the insulating gas in such a manner
that it will not mix with the oncomingstream and will adhere to the
surface downstreamof the injection point. This is still further com-
plicated whenwe consider non-symmetrical shapes and variable angle of
attack as will be required for the entry mission we have defined. Per-
haps the most logical application of a film-cooling system is near the
stagnation point and on exposed control surfaces where the heating fluxes
are a maximum. Film cooling appears attractive because of its high ther-
mal efficiency but much research and development will be required before
the practicability of this approach can be assured.
(2) Recommended Thermal-Protection Systems
As indicated in Section (b) on thermal environment, the heating
history for this mission of atmosphere entry at parabolic speeds imposes
requirements on the thermal-protection system that can only be satisfied
by additional research and development. More precise information is
required on the heating environment. The performance of various candi-
date systems and the properties of various materials must be further
explored. It would be presumptuous to recommend a thermal-protection
system for the parabolic speed entry mission at this time.
(3) Required Materials and Properties
The material requirements for thermal protection during atmospheric
entry have been alluded to in the discussion of ablative systems, tran-
spiration systems, and film-cooling systems.
For ablators we have the obvious requirement for the highest pos-
sible thermal capacity when exposed to combined convective and radiative
heat fluxes ranging from lO Btu/sec-ft 2 to over 1,O00 Btu/sec-ft 2 at
enthalpies from 4,000 to 2_,000 Btu/lb. The surface material should
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not suffer degradation in performance when exposed to the space environ-
ment for periods of time ranging up to months. The requirement may be
imposed that the material be suitable for protecting the vehicle during
three distinct phases of the entry; the initial pass where speed is
reduced from parabolic velocity to local satellite velocity; a period
of time in a parking orbit; a final entry and landing from satellite
speed. The possibility should not be overlooked of a combined thermal-
protection system in which an ablative material is consumed in the
initial pass, exposing a radiation-cooled structure capable of providing
thermal-protection against the entry heating from satellite orbit. In
addition to providing thermal protection the surface material must be
capable of withstanding the aerodynamic pressure loads and the deceler-
ation forces associated with the entry trajectory.
For a transpiration-cooled system, a porous or perforated material
must be developed having precise and controlled porosity and capable of
withstanding reasonably high temperatures. The surface material should
have a high strength-weight ratio and clogging of pores due to high
temperatures and/or aerodynamic loads must be minimized. The porous
surface must be protected against meteorite damage and erosion in space.
A gas or vapor must be selected that affords maximum protection against
both convective and radiative heating. Alternatively a two-stage system
may be feasible wherein a gas able to cope with both radiative and con-
vective heating is transpired at the early stages of the trajectory
where both radiative and convective heating rates are high, followed by
injection of a light gas that has been tailored to provide maximum pro-
tection against convective heat transfer.
The film-cooled system has many problems analogous with the
transpiration-cooling system. In addition there is the problem of
injecting the insulating gas in such a manner that it does not mix with
the hot oncoming gases. The gas blanket must adhere to the curved sur-
faces downstream of the injection point and must provide protection over
a range of angles of attack.
(4) Testin_ Requirements
The testing requirements fall into two distinct categories; those
tests required to better define the heating environment, and those tests
required to establish the ability of various materials and systems to
provide protection against the aerodynamic heating.
With regard to the heating environment, our ability to calculate
stagnation point convective heat transfer is believed to be quite good
although experimental verification of the calculated rates would be
highly desirable at the flight Mach number, Reynolds number, and enthalpy
with real-gas effects included. Our calculative methods for predicting
convective heating at points aft of the stagnation region, on the vehicle
base, and on control surfaces are inadequate and experimental data and
refined theoretical solutions are urgently needed. Wlth regard to radi-
ative heat transfer, experimental measurementsand a reliable theory are
both lacking. Experimental data at muchlower speeds than those associ-
ated with the parabolic-speed entry, have indicated radiation intensity
for nonequllibrium flows that are at least an order of magnitude higher
than those for equilibrium conditions. Not only do we lack reliable
information on the intensity of the radiation at parabolic velocity, our
knowledge of the spectral distribution of the radiant energy is even
more primitive. A considerable experimental and theoretical effort is
underway on this problem and it is hoped that results will be forth-
coming that will better define the radiative heating environment.
In addition to the above, a considerable amount of research is
being conducted to discover vehicle shapes and entry trajectories that
maximize the entry corridor width andminimize the entry heating. Ini-
tial results of one such analysis are described in an Addendumto this
section.
Testing requirements for materials include measurementof thermal
capacity of various ablative materials at the enthalpy levels and heat
fluxes associated with the entry mission. The reaction of ablative
materials to intense radiative heating must be established as well as
the ablation performance at low heating rates. Ablative materials must
be exposed to the vacuum, temperature, electromagnetic radiation, and
particle bombardmentof space for prolonged periods of time to determine
their stability under the conditions to be experienced during space
flight. The ability of an ablation material to restart the ablation
process for a second heating pulse must be investigated if a parking
orbit is employedduring the entry, as the space environment mayaffect
the ablation material. For temperature control in the space environ-
ment the ratio of solar radiation absorptivity to emissivity must be
established for a variety of materials and coatings, and the stability
of coatings must be determined.
For transpiration and film-cooling systems, additional theoretical
and experimental effort is required to determine the effectiveness of
various gases and vapors in protecting the vehicle against both convec-
tive and radiative heating. Developmentof methods for fabricating sur-
faces with uniform and controlled porosity from materials having a high
strength-weight ratio at elevated temperatures must be accelerated if
transpiration cooling is to receive consideration as a thermal-protection
system. Methods of injecting a gas to satisfy the requirements of a
film-Cooling system should be studied.
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d. Formulation of Recommendations
This study has indicated the severity of the heating problem associ-
ated with atmosphere entry at parabolic velocity. Study of a typical
lifting vehicle has indicated maximum convective heating rates of
600 Btu/sec-ft 2, maximum radiative heating rates of 200 Btu/sec-ft 2 and
maximum total stagnation point heat loads from initial entry to touch-
down of 150,000 Btu/ft 2. The severity of this thermal environment
places demands on the thermal protection system far in excess of any
system in use or under advanced development at this date. Of the sys-
tems considered for protection of this vehicle, ablation cooling, tran-
spiration cooling, and film cooling appear most promising. There are
many unresolved problems in the use of any of these systems and only
through intensive research by NASA, by other research organizations, and
by industry can we expect toflnd a solution.
e. Addendum
The preceding section has defined the thern_l environment associ-
ated with atmosphere entry at parabolic velocity of a manned lifting
vehicle having fixed geometry. Use of llft was considered necessary to
widen the entry corridor and thus relax the accuracy requirements of
the terminal guidance system• Widening of the entry corridor can also
be accomplished by varying the drag of a non-lifting vehicle. The
results of such a calculation are shown in table 5 for entry at para-
bolic velocity at the undershoot boundary with a 10g limit on deceleration.
TABLE 5•- WIDENING OF THE RE-ENTRY
CORRIDOR FOR DRAG VEHICLES
( )max
(CDA)min
1
5
lO
2O
5O
Corridor width
miles
7
12
23
3o
ic ) x
(qc) for [CDA)min
1
.58
._8
.41
.34
(qr) for (CDA)max
(qr) for (CDA_n
1
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As a numerical example consider a non-lifting Mercury-type capsule
having a W/CDA of 63. By extending a skirt, an umbrella, or some such
adjustable device, assume that a frontal area ratio (brake extended/brake
retracted) of 20 can be achieved. With this range of area ratios avail-
able for maneuvering, the following improvement over a fixed geometry
nonlifting capsule can be achieved:
(1) Corridor width increased from 7 miles to 30 miles
(2) Peak convective heating rate reduced from 184 Btu/sec-ft 2
to 75 Btu/sec-ft2
(3) Peak radiative heating rate reduced from 189 Btu/sec-ft 2
to 3 Btu/sec-ft2
(4) _xlmum radiation equilibrium temperature with
c = 0.90 reduced from 4,950 ° F to 3,150 ° F
It is obvious that an approach of this type has several attractive fea-
tures. Within the accuracy of our calculations, the problem of radiative
heating ca_ be eliminated. The heat fluxes are sufficiently low that one
can now consider a radiatlon-cooled structure. The success or failure of
this modulated drag approach, hinges on the development of a flexible,
nearly impervious material for the drag brake that is capable of operating
over the required range of temperatures, is light in weight, and has suf-
ficient strength to withstand the aerodynamic pressures and the decelera-
tion loads.
3" TNEEMAL CO_2ROL IN SPACE VEHICLES
a. Thermal Environment and Control
Except for periods of exit and entry through planetary atmospheres,
most space vehicles will operate in environments of such low pressure
that radiation will be the predominant mode of heat transfer between
the vehicle and its surroundings. The sources of energy will be such
that the bulk of the radiation affecting the heat balance of the vehicle
will fall in the range of_avelengths between 0.2_ and 50_. With one
major exception, Saturn with its rings, and some minor exceptions, such
as meteors and meteorlc showers, the source-vehlcle geometries cause the
radiation to fall into three general categories:
(1) Radiation from distant objects (parallel rays)
(2) Emission of radiation by large nearby spheres
(3) Reflection by large nearby spheres of radiation from
distant objects
The geometry of the vehicle and its relation to the energy source (gen-
erally varying with time) determine the magnitude of the total irradia-
tion. Equally important are the spectral-energy distributions of the
sources and the spectral-radlation characteristics of the external sur-
face which determine the abs affect the reradiatlon
from the vehicle surface. The other important factor in the heat balance
is the internal power dissipation. These factors - the absorbed energy,
reradiation , and power dissipation, together with internal conduction and
radiation effects - determine the temperature boundary conditions upon
which the internal thermal design is based. The internal temperature
environment will depend on the proper choice and control of "external
surface" finishes which are of paramount importance in fixing the exter-
nal temperature boundary conditions. Reasonably stable finishes, for
which the radiation characteristics and the effect of prolonged exposure
to the environment on these characteristics are known, must be used.
Muchof the required basic information on surface effects is unavailable;
however, programs are being conducted in several places to obtain the
required data.
It is necessary to dissipate power on the average through someheat-
flow path to a sink at sometemperature while maintaining the power-
generatingunlts and other componentswithin a given temperature range.
Although it is feasible in somespecial cases to use power as a means
of control, it is generally required that the other two factors - the
heat-flow path and the sink temperature - be either actively or passively
controlled to yield the desired regulation of temperature and power
dissipation.
b. Uncertainties
All of the factors entering into the heat balance, externally and
internally, are uncertain to some extent because of variations in initial
conditions, tolerances on nominal factors, lack of complete information,
and inexact analytical methods. The uncertainties in surface-finish char-
acteristics, external heat sources, and internal heat-flow paths must be
evaluated before temperature controls can be designed.
(i) Prediction of _ and
The ideal set of surface-finish data would include the dependence
of the spectral radiation characteristics on the angle of incidence (or
angle of emission) and on the temperature of the surface. Since such
extensive data are not available, the designer must estimate the neces-
sary absorptances and emittances from theory or from normal spectral,
total normal or, sometimes, total hemispherical experimental data.* The
Hagen-Rubens equation can be used with a fair degree of accuracy to
approximate the reflectivity of bare polished metals for long-wave energy
at normal incidence; theoretical relations given by Eckert (13) can be
*In accordance with present day recommended definitions, the suffix
"-ance" refers to the radiating properties of a body compared to a black
body, whereas terms ending in "-ivity" refer to the same ratio for opaque
materials having an optically smooth surface composed of the same material.
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used to estimate the necessary _otal hemispherical from the total normal
radiation characteristics; and the angular dependence of the radiation
characteristics can be estimated from Fresnel's formnlas and electro-
magnetic theory (14), provided the material meets certain stringent
requirements. However, the theories are incomplete, especially in the
short-wave region where most of the direct and reflected solar energy
lies. Furthermore, the radiation characteristics and their angular
dependence are not clearly defined for rough or thinly coated materials
and thus not easily estimated. For these reasons, the theoretical values
are highly uncertain.
Even though no materials obey lambert's cosine law exactlyj some fol-
low it closely enough to be regarded as perfectly diffuse reflectors
and emitters. Many dielectrics fall into this category (15). On the
other hand, no materials are perfectly specular reflectors, although
many, notably bare metals, have a strong angular dependency for reflec-
tion and emission. If such a material were to be used on a cylindrical
satellite with an attitude constantly vertical relative to the earth,
the determination of the absorptances of the sides of the cylinder for
earth emission and reflection should take the angular dependency into
account. All of the energy from the earth would be incident on the
cylinder at angles less than the angle with a sine equal to the ratio of
the earth's radius to the radial distance of the cylinder from the center
of the earth. Using data given by Eckert (13), it was found that the
absorptivity for earth emission on a vertical polished nickel plate or
cylinder at an altitude of 200 mi is 12 percent higher than the total
hemispherical emissivity and 22 percent higher than the total normal
emissivity (this calculation was done under the assumption that the
absorptivity for earth emission is equal to the room-temperature emis-
sivity). The influence of angular dependency would be of less importance
for spheres or horizontal cylinders.
(2) Environmental
Additional errors are introduced because of unknowns regarding:
Absorptance for earth emission and the emittance at the
temperature of the vehicle surface
Angular dependency of the two terms
Solar and albedo absorptances and their angular dependencies
Even if the surface is a diffuse absorber for which spectral absorptances
are available, it is still not possible to integrate to obtain the absorp-
tances for earth emission and earth-reflected solar energy because exact
spectral-radiatlon characteristics are seldom measured beyond 25_, about
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25 percent of the energy from a b_ck°bod_oat _50 ° K (the model used to
approximate earth emission) lies beyond 25_. If measurements were made
to 50_, 98 percent of the energy would be included.
(3) Miscellaneous
(a) Experimental and Manufacturlng
Additional uncertainties in the radiation characteristics arise
from experimental inaccuracies and a lack of control of the specimen.
Experimental errors can easily produce an error in a measured emittance
or absorptance of 0.03; if spectral data are integrated to obtain total
characteristics, the error may be 0.02 (16). Such errors are especially
serious for highly polished metals. If the solar absorptance and infra-
red emlttance are obtained independently, the resulting _s/¢ ratio can
easily be in error by as much as a factor of two. This fact suggests
that a direct measurement of _s/C would be desirable, since satellite
temperatures are so sensitive to the ratio.
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Surface irregularities, coating thicknesses, the extent of oxidation,
and other physical aspects can alter the radiation characterisitics
greatly but are often difficult to define or control. Sample differences
of this nature are very common, and inadequate sample descriptions limit
the usefulness of a great deal of reported data for preliminary selection
of surface materials. Measurements of characteristics of samples taken
directly from manufacturlng stock are generally necessary to insure proper
representation. Even then, poor quality control can allow wide variations
in the surface finish. Thus, manufacturing quality control is in itself
a problem.
(b) Pre- and Post-Launch
The influence of the pre-launch and post-launch satellite environ-
ments makes surface radiation characteristics even more uncertain. The
materials will have to withstand the normal manufacturing and handling
processes; corrosive atmospheres before launch; extreme temperatures,
chemical reaction, and erosion during ascent (especially if exposed, as
in the case of Agena surfaces); and temperature cycling, particle bom-
bardment, chemical reaction, sublimation, and radiation damage in a
nearly perfect vacuum in orbit. For example, the nature and extent of
micrometeorlte bombardment are so ill-defined that, usually, only an
upper limit on the rate of erosion is predicted. Whipple estimates that
as much as 2 X i0-13 g/cm2-sec might erode from an aluminum surface (17).
The rate of erosion as such is of interest when thin coatings are used
on the satellite. If thlckmaterials are used, however, it is more
important to know whether the surface is pitted, polished, or plated.
Such information is difficult to predict theoretically, but studies
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are being made under simulated orbit conditions in an attempt to esti-
mate the extent and nature of the damage.
In a similar fashion, sublimation of surface materials will affect the
surface finish. Heller, using Langmuir's relationship between vapor
pressure and sublimation rates, has estimated that materials with a
vapor pressure greater than lO -8 mm of Hg at orbit temperatures would
be subject to serious damage, even when the influence of external exci-
tations is neglected (18). When the removal of surface atoms and mol-
ecules (atomic and molecular sputtering) by the corpuscular radiation
from the sun is added and the chemical reactions with ions and reactive
atmospheric gases in orbit are considered, the removal rates are even
more accentuated. Whipple estimated that surface erosion by corpuscular
radiation from the sun and by gases of the extended solar corona would
be approximately equal to erosion by meteoric dust (17). Furthermore,
these removal rates are heightened if the lattice bonds are weakened
by high-energy electromagnetic radiation.
Finally, damage due to Van Allen radiation, cosmic radiation, and any
internal sources of nuclear radiation must be considered. Interactions
with these types of radiation may adversely affect the surface by causing
lattice defects which might increase the electrical resistivity which
would in turn increase the emissivity. Obviously, the overall effect of
the orbit environment is difficult either to predict or to simulate at
this time. Early satellites (19, 20) and spacecraft should provide more
of the information necessary for the design of long-lifetime vehicles.
Furthermore, experimental programs such as the one described in the
discussion on surface finishes will go far in minimizing the uncertain-
ties in surface-finlsh radiation characteristics.
c. Surface Finishes
(i) Temperature Control
Surface temperatures on an earth satellite are largely determined
by the _s/C ratio and c where aS = surface absorptance for solar
radiation and c = infrared emittance. From this, it is clear that
careful control of _s/_ and c is required. It is usually necessary
to determine the radiation characteristics for each new surface material
of interest since these characteristics are a very pronounced function
of surface condition and, consequently, will vary from sample to sample
of a nominally identical material. Although the characteristics for
many materials are available in the literature (21), a coml_rison of the
values listed for the same material quickly indicates the generally
unreliability of the literature values of emittance for thermal design
use. For these reasons, we must develop the ability to carefully con-
trol _s and c of the interior and exterior surfaces of space vehicles.
5O
Oneultimate aim is that suggested in (22), i.e., the development of the
four stable standard surfaces illustrated in figure 13 where _ is
the monochromaticabsorptance, and _ is the radiation wavelength.
These surfaces would either be stable throughout their lifetime or have
a predictable change in their properties due to the effect of their
environment. With these four surfaces, it is possible to construct
mosaics with nearly any desired set of characteristics. For example,
consider the frustum of a right circular cone striped with two of these
standard surfaces as shownin figure 14.
If the widths of the stripes are small and there are good thermal con-
duction paths between adjacent stripes, the difference in temperature
between any two adjacent stripes can then be shownas negligible. A
heat balance will showthat the surface of the cone behaves as if it
had an _s and an ¢ which are the area-weighted averages of c_ and
the c of the two distinct striping surfaces. These four standard sur-
faces would be developed primarily as exterior surfaces.
A parallel effort should develop a material with thermal radiation char-
acteristics that would enable the skin temperature of a spacecraft to
remain sensibly constant despite orbital variations in the amount and
kind of energy incident upon the surface.
Experimental work at one companyis to begin soon on a ferromagnetic
material with an emissivity that maybe reasonably expected to exhibit
a pronounced increase at the Curie temperature. If this expectation is
justified by the experimentation, it appears possible that a constant
temperature surface maybe achieved.
(2) Behavior Durin 6 Pre-Launch 2 launch_ Orbit and Entr_
The environments to which these surfaces will be exposed are unusu-
ally severe and, in some areas, little is known about them. It must be
realized that not all surfaces will be exposed to the same environment.
The surfaces can be divided roughly into groups as follows:
Non-Entry Surfaces - This group includes surfaces that will not be
used as radiation control surfaces during or after entry, namely:
(i) Exterior during ascent and in space
(2) Exterior in space only; interior during ascent
Entry Surfaces - These surfaces are those to be used as radiation
control surfaces during or after entry.
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Some control surface_ developed primariiy for non-entry use may be usable
as entry surfaces without any modification. It is also possible that,
in some applications, vehicles may be resurfaced after entry. In the
case of polished metal surfaces and surfaces of film-forming materials
such as paint, this resurfacingmight be easily performed. If, on the
other hand, the reapplicatiOn of some anodic or electrodeposited surface
were desired, it could become necessary to remove physicallysections of
skin from the vehicle.
The environmental conditions themselves are conveniently divided into
four groups. The first in time can be termed the pre-launch environment.
In this environment should be included manufacturing processes and ground
handling, and any scheduled test firings. Either the surface will tol-
erate certalnamounts of abuse during manufacturing and ground handling,
or special precautions must be taken to assure proper protection. The
pre-launch environment also includes humidity, salt fog, and other sources
of atmospheric corrosion. It should be noted that surfaces of a space
vehicle are not normally subjected to atmospheric corrosion for extended
periods of time. The fact, for example, that some porcelain enamels
developed for use on aluminum have poor weathering qualities does not
exclude their use on space vehicles. If necessary, protective coverings,
such as strlppable paints, can be used to protect surfaces during the
pre-launch environment.
Both the ascent and entry environments include high heat rates and tem-
peratures up to the structural limit of the materials being used, high
aerodynamic shear forces, vibration, shock, and ionized and dissociated
gases.
Some aspects of the third environment, space, are not yet clearly defined.
An extensive effort is being made to gain increased knowledge of condi-
tion in space through the satellite programs and laboratory research.
The space environment includes skin temperatures in the range of -150 °
to +300 ° F; vacuum; high ultraviolet intensities; Van Allen and cosmic
radiation; X, gamma, and beta radiation; Winckler radiation; micromete-
orites; ionized and dissociated atmospheric gases; and high-energy pro-
tons from the sun. Sputtering is caused by both gas particles and high-
energy protons.
The experimental approach to the overall program may be exemplified by a
description of the program in the Satellite Systems, Missiles and Space
Division, of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation.
(3) Measurement of Emlttance
Emittance measurements are being performed in three ways (23, 24, 25).
Spectral or monochromatlc-emittance is being measured by use of an inte-
grating sphere and a Cary spectrophotometer in the short wavelength range
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(0.4 to 1.8), and a hohlraum reflectometer and Perkin-Elmer spectro-
photometer in the long wavelength range (1.8 to 25). Actually reflec-
tance is measured, and emittance is computed from the basic definitions.
An effort is being made to extend the range of the last method to 50_
which is desirable since approximately 25 percent of the radiation emitted
by the earth is believed to be of wavelengths greater than 25_. The
short wavelength range will soon be extended to 0.22_.
Total hemispherical emittance is being measured directly by a calori-
metric method for temperatures between -200 ° and 2,000 ° F. The variation
of monochromatic emittance mR and absorptance _h with temperature is
being investigated as is the angular dependence of c_h and ck. A study
of conductors and nonconductors to determine minlmumfilmand plating
thicknesses which may be employed to give values of _h and ck which
are not influenced by the substrate is under way. The determination of
these minimum thicknesses will greatly simplify and improve careful con-
trol of a s and c when film-forming materials and metal plated sur-
faces are employed. Work is also going forward on surveying all present
techniques and methods of measuring emittance. Emittance measurements
are being made before and after subjecting a particular surface to a
specific environment condition, in order to determine the effect of that
condition on emittance.
(4) Simulation Testing
Ascent heating is being simulated by radiant heating in the proper
vacuum. The effects of aerodynamic shear and dynamic pressure on film-
forming materials have been studied in flights of the X-7 supersonic
test vehicle. These flights have also given information on heating
effects.
Temperature cycling in a vacuum is being achieved with radiant heating.
The present experiments simulate Agena vehicle orbits, some of which give
much more severe cycling conditions than would be encountered by many
space vehicles. The major effects of this condition are sublimation and
the possible failure of surface films, such as paints, due to thermal
stress and fatigue. Generally, any surface used for thermal control of
a space vehicle with a lifetime greater than a few weeks should be com-
posed of substances with low vapor pressure.
Accelerated tests of the effects of extended exposure to solar ultra-
violet radiation in space on thermal radiation characteristics and sur-
face stability are underway. It is expected that the effects of ultra-
violet radiation on thermal radiation characteristics will be small_ a
probable exception is found in the case of film-forming materials. Sev-
eral effects degrading both to the mechanical properties of the film and
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to its radiation characteristics are likely to occur on organic polymers.
For paint, in general, some discoloration is also likely.
The effects of sputtering due to ionized and dissociated atmospheric
gases are under experimental study (26). The combined effects of sput-
tering due to atmospheric particles and to high-energy protons from the
sun is to be tested in a forthcoming Agena vehicle flight. It is felt
that such effects on the thermal radiation characteristics of surfaces
will be small for lifetimes less than one year.
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Information gained from previous U.S. satellites and from Russian sources
on the intensities of micrometeorite bombardment is being examined.
Evaluation of high-energy space radiation data - Van Allen radiation;
cosmic radiation; X, beta, and gamma radiation_ and Winckler radiation -
is to be performed as a part of this program. This evaluation will be
m_de in conJunction_+th (1) the prediction of expected effects of these
types of radiation on thermal radiation characteristics and surface sta-
bility and# (2) the subjecting of proposed surface coatings to effective
radiation doses (27, 28). A study of the effects of nuclear radiation
_ill also be carried out by the group evaluating the effects of high-
energy radiation.
(_) Materials
It will be necessary to determine whether the selected surface fin-
ishes can safely undergo the vibration and shock of ascent and exposures
to the fumes of the propellant used in the Agena vehicle program.
The major effort of the program thus far has been the evaluation of pres-
ently available surfaces, many of which exhibit some of the desired char-
acteristics of the four stable, standard, and exterior surfaces.
Some black finishes, e.g., the Dow 9 surface on magnesium-thorium alloy,
and black chromium electroplate, act as flat absorbers. Commercially
available sillcone-based black paints with carbon black or graphite pig-
mentation appear to be promising, possessing good resistance to ascent
heating conditions. The development of soluble silicate , titanium ester,
and silicone ester paint vehicles with suitable black pigments, are being
investigated as possibilities showing definite promise (29, 30).
Some polished metals and even lightly oxidized metals act as solar absorb-
ers because their ratio of _s to c is high. Alumlnumwlth normal
atmospheric oxidation has such surface; so do the precious metals. Some
advantages over vacuum deposition are apparently enjoyed by an electro-
deposition; a greater range of thicknesses may be achieved with more con-
trol than is normally possible with the vacuum process. Processes for
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depositlngmetals on magnesium in a vacuum or by electrolysis require
further improvement. Other very effective solar absorbers are Tabor
coated-metal surfaces (313 32).
Paints pigmented with metals are the best examples of the flat reflec-
tor: _s and ¢ are about 0.3.
Typical solar reflectors are magnesium oxide and titanium dioxide powders,
or paints containing these pigments. Other pigments, such as strontium
titanate, are being investigated. The same paint vehicles being con-
sidered in connection with flat absorbers are under consideration with
white pigments, as solar reflectors. Consideration is being given to
"Ematal white," and anodic process for the deposition of white pigments
on aluminum. Polished metals with transparent coatings such as lacquer,
silicon monoxide, or Mylar can also be considered as solar reflectors.
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It is possible that porcelain enamels or arc-sprayed coatings could be
developed that would possess the characteristics of each of the four
standard exterior surfaces. Difficulty is encountered3 however, in
attempting to apply these surfaces to aluminum and magnesium without
affecting the mechanical properties of the substrate. Vitreous enamels
show more promise than arc-sprayed coatings 3 and the development of
both a flat absorber (black enamel) and a solar reflector (white enamel)
for space vehicle application is possible; this course is being pursued
(29). Porcelain enamels, which by definition must be fired above 800 ° F.3
are unsuitable for light metals where a maxlmum of mechanical properties
must be maintalned.
Ablative materials are under consideration as protective coatings during
the pre-launch environment (to be removed during ascent) and as protec-
tive coatings through ascent (to be removed by sublimation in space).
Strippable l_ints are being developed for protection during the pre-
launch environment. A vlnyl-base coating seems to be the most suitable
commercially available material.
There are several problems associated with the production process itself
(33, 34). Many surfaces with desirable characteristics require careful
handling during manufacturing. The previously mentioned strippable
coatings and ablators may be mandatory in some instances for this reason.
In the case of surfaces which consist of an opaque film of one material
over another, application must be controlled so that the proper minimum
film thickness is maintained. This thickness is the minlmumwhichmay be
used if the emitting characteristics of the surface are to be independ-
ent of the substrate. The Tabor interference coatings, and other special
surfaces, require extremely careful control of the film thickness.
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Film thickness guages, such as those employing an eddy-current skin
effect principle, will be necessary for production control. The rela-
tive merits of several of these instruments are being weighed at the
present time.
d. Conclusions
e
The above discussion indicates the_e is a great lack of information
concerning the basic characteristics of and environmental effects on
space-age materials. There is, therefore, need for the compilation of
a design handbook or a series of handbooks. Complete information should
be available on _s, spectral amittance, and total hemispherical emit-
tance at various temperatures, including the effect on these values of
varying durations and severities of the various environments. _nufac-
turlng instructions, methods of application and control, and any special
handling instructions, such as the necessity for the use of a specific
strippable paint, should be set down in detail. This handbook should be
cross-lndexed according to type of surface (i.e., paint, vacuum-deposited
metal), _s/g, _, and classification of surface by usage (i.e., non-
entry - interior only), including the duration and intensity of the
exposure to specific environments that the particular surface should be
expected to withstand. This handbook should indicate the kind of mate-
rial needed to produce surfaces having optical characteristics within
specified ranges.
With the proposed design handbook, it would be possible for a designer,
with little or no experimental verification, to select successful thermal
control surface coatings for any given application. Reliability would
thus be enhanced, and possible costly and tlme-consumlng design delays
avoided.
Successful achievement of optimumthermal control of all space vehicles
will be long in coming unless the rate of effort on programs as described
above can be greatly increased.
4. ROCKET NOZZLES
a. Definition of Environment
(1) Description of Components
The nozzle components of large, solid propellant rocket motors are
generally designed to a convergent-divergent deLaval contour, with geo-
metrical variations from conical to 'bell" type contours, dependent upon
the aero- and thermodynamic requirements of the particular motor. The
large motors of the POLARIS class or _argzer utilize multiple nozzle
configurations, both to limit the size of the nozzle to configurations
capable of being produced by present techniques and manufacturing cap-
abilities, and to permit reasonably simple, lightweight thrust vector
control mechanisms.
The thrust vector control systems, which may be considered as part
of the'nozzle assembly, are commonly of two types: external "Jetavator"
flame deflectors, or internal swivel mechanisms by which a section of
the nozzle is moved to deflect the propellant gases.
(2) 02erational Characteristics
The duration of firing of the present generation of large, solid
propellant motors ranges from approximately 30 seconds up to 90 seconds.
With the advent of segmented motors and greater range and load require-
ments, the probability is great that firing durations up to 120 or 180
seconds will be required.
The combustion temperature of production motors using aluminized
polyurethane propellants is approximately 5,400 ° F. New developments
in propellant chemistry have extended this temperature to approximately
6,300 ° F for the more advanced systems, and an ultimate temperature
greater than 8,000 ° F may be considered a not too distant prospect,
based on projected propellant developments.
The stress field which obtains in solid propellant motor nozzles is
primarily due to the chamber pressure and to thermal stresses. Second-
arily, vibration and "G" loading contribute to the stress field. Chamber
pressures may range from 200 psig to 2,000 pslg, according to the system.
The thermal stresses are a function of the thermal and mechanical prop-
erties of the nozzle material and may be varied considerably by Judicious
design.
The propellant gas flow is supersonic in the nozzle throat, and may
contain entrained liquid or solid metallic particles (aluminum) in addi-
tion to the combustion products of the propellant. The various compo-
nents of the propellant gases are generally chemically reactive and may
be either oxidizing or reducing in character, depending upon the design
of the motor.
(3) Resultin_ Thermal Environment
Based on the time, temperature, stress, etc., conditions discussed
above, the resulting thermal environment is characterized by:
(a) Very steep thermal gradients during the first few milliseconds
of firing.
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(b) High heat flux as the nozzle _Ll comes up to "steady state"
temperature.
(-c) Chemical reaction and phase changes of the propellant gas and
entrained particulate matter (aluminum).
(d) Free stream gas temperatures up to 6_3C_ ° F.
(4) Secondar_ Environments
The secondary environments of significance would include:
(a) the high mass flow rate of turbulent gases along the nozzle
wall, which induces severe scrubbing or erosive action in the vicinity
of the throat of the nozzle;
(b) the deposition and freezing of aluminum particles on the noz-
zle wall, particularly where wall temperatures are below the boiling
temperature of aluminum, or below the freezing temperature of aluminum
oxide;
(c) diffusion and/or reaction phenomena which may seriously alter
the composition or properties of the nozzle material.
b. Thermal Requirements
The thermal requirements of any nozzle assembly would be directly
dependent upon the thermal protection system to be used. Obviously an
ablative system requires that the nozzle m_terial would have a low melting
temperature compared to the propellant gas temperature, and that thermal
conductivity of the material be low. Good mechanical strength of abla-
tive systems would not be a prime requirement since mechanical loads may
be supported by structural shells, etc. A heat sink or "brute force"
thermal protection system would require that the nozzle materials have
high melting temperatures, good strength at temperature, and other prop-
ertles not required of ablative systems. In between these two extreme
types of thermal protection systems lle systems with varying thermal
requirement So
It is therefore considered best to discuss the thermal requirements
and numerical data of nozzle thermal protection systems, as they exist
for each system.
Any review of thermal protection systems for solid propellant motor
nozzles would reveal that for each combination of cooling systems, motor
design, propellant characteristics, and operating specifications the
thermal requirements and subsequent heat-fluxes and total effective heat
capacities are singularly different. It would seem impossible to present
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information on heat fluxes or other heat transfer characteristics of a
specific thermal protection system for a particular motor design which
would be useable in some other design. Actually, variation in one param-
eter of engine operation such as gas pressure or temperature may render
a previously successful thermal protection system invalid. The values
of _ and Q* (defined below) are so interdependent for a given thermal
protection system in a particular _ that citing numbers out of the
context of the complete motor and propellant specifications is less than
academic.
The heat flux across the gas - solid interface of a rocket nozzle,
normal to the surface, is generally referred to as _, and is ordinarily
expressed in terms of Btu/ftn/sec. This quantity is a function of many
inherent physical characteristics of the gas and the solid and also of
the operating parameters of the motor and nozzle cooling system. How-
ever, one of the most important variables in determining q is the dif-
ference between the stagnation gas temperature and the temperature of
the solid surface (wall). With all other conditions remaining constant,
the heat flux would be greatest where 2_T is greatest and would approach
zero as 2kT approaches zero. It can be seen that for any constant wall
temperature, _ is independent of the particular thermal protection
system used, or to phrase it differently, _ may be maintained at any
value between the maximum and minimum possible values, by maintaining a
predetermined wall temperature. This implies that for any rocket motor
cooling system 3 _ may be considered to be also independent of the gas
temperature if the thermal protection system may be varied to maintain
the desired AT.
The generally accepted definition for Q* is: Q* = the effective
thermal absorption capacity of a system per pound of the active part of
a TPS, or, in the present case per unit mass of coolant. Both the mass
of the coolant and the inert components associated with the cooling
system should be ultimately considered in evaluating particular thermal
protection systems. Generally, Q* implies the consumption of a coolant
during the cooling process and is not a primary consideration in radia-
tion equilibrium cooled ("uncooled") solid motor nozzles in which no
coolant material is consumed.
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To date, very little firm thermal data have been acquired on firings
of cooled solid propellant motor nozzles. However, considerable theo-
retical study effort has been maintained on various cooling methods and
their theoretical cooling efficlencies. These studies include some
qualitative statements of the expected _ and Q* values for the
respective systems.
Theoretical expression of the thermal energy transfer from a flowing
hot gas to the walls (and subsequently to the structure) of a rocket noz-
zle involves correlation between the physical, thermodynamic and
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hydrodynamic properties of the gas, and their effect upon the nozzle
materials. Many investigators have derived expressions for various
heat-transfer models. These expressions include the dimensionless
Nusselt, Prandtl and Reynolds numbers for the flowing gases, which imply
knowledge of the many physical properties of the gases, and also include
knowledge of the various physical properties of the solid nozzle wall
and structure, all versus temperature.
The validity and accuracy of these theoretical expressions is some-
times questionable, even for simple models involving single species of
gases at relatively low flow rates and temperatures, because of the dif-
ficulties in experimentally determining quantitative values for the var-
ious thermal and physical properties of the gases and solids involved,
at the temperature of interest. For complex configurations such as
de Laval and plug type nozzles, and for high velocity, very high tempera-
ture, multi-component gases, the theoretical expressions of heat transfer,
including those for _ and Q* are no more than useful approximations.
These expressions are made even less precise when continued (and some-
times unknown) chemical reactions are taking place within the propellant
gases and between the nozzle material and the gases. The addition of
solid (or liquid) particles of aluminum, boron, lithium, or other mate-
rials to the propellant stream serves to reduce the value of theoreti-
cal expressions of heat transfer to "educated guesses".
c. Potential Thermal Protection Systems
(1) Discussion of Various Solutions
Over the past two decades many methods of cooling rocket nozzles
have been proposed and investigated. The efficacy of these methods is
strongly dependent on the rocket system and mission desired, but based
on these studies optimum systems for specific missiles may be developed.
Recommended candidate cooling systems to be discussed are:
(a) Transpiration cooled
(b) Film cooled
(c) Evaporation cooled (nucleate boiling)
(d) Chemical reaction cooled
(e) Propellant cooled
(f) Ablative cooled
Let us consider these systems separately.
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(2) Recommended Ther_P_o_ect_10n.Systems
_a) Transpiration cooling.
A great deal of theoretical and experimental work has been done in
the field of transpiration or "sweat" cooling. Work done at AGC has
developed data sufficient to allow determination of heat-transfer coef-
ficients, wall temperatures and wall thicknesses as a function of coolant
flow rates (35, 36).
The transpiration system has a distinct advantage over other types
of nozzle cooling because the mass flow of the coolant in the nozzle is
in the opposite direction of the heat flux. It is, therefore, not neces-
sary to attempt to maintain a boundary layer in the nozzle entrance or
throat section where optimization of design is already a difficult prob-
lem. Experimental work on such widely different porous materials as
copper, Nickel-Moly-Iron alloy (37), stainless steel and graphite have
shown that wall temperatures are nearly independent of the thermal prop-
erties of the nozzle wall material. Therefore, slntered porous molyb-
denum, or any other suitable flame barrier material, could be used with
little regard for its heat-transfer characteristics.
Because of the intimate surface contact between the coolant and the
nozzle material (high specific surface of the porous material), cooling
efficiencies are quite high and the thermal effects on surface areas
exposed to the hot gas stream are of limited importance. Using air or
nitrogen as a coolant, actual coolant flow rates of from 0.5 to 1 per-
cent of the throat-flow-rates have given 1,500 ° F temperature drops
between the nozzle wall and the main-stream at steady state conditions.
By using helium or hydrogen as a coolant it should be possible to main-
tain more than 2,000 ° F temperature difference with 1/4 of 1 percent of
the throat flow-rate if stability of coolant flow can be maintained.
Experimental evidence shows that hydrogen is about 5 times as effective
a coolant as is nitrogen for a given mass flow rate (36). The controlling
factors are the differences in heat capacities of the gases and the higher
velocity of the lighter gas within the porous material and at the inter-
face (37) of the nozzle and coolant streams.
The principal difficulties with this system, when applied to alumi-
nized propellantsj are the erosion of the nozzle by aluminum oxide par-
ticles and the possibility of clogging the porous areas. A suitable mass
flow through the nozzle wall should give some protection from this effect.
Transpiration experiments, where a dissociation of the coolant occurs,
have shown the coolant flow to be unstable with a resultant increase in
local temperature that is relatively uncontrollable (36, 38 , 39) even
though the heat absorption with dissociation is higher for a given mass
flow. This is caused by the large decrease in the mass flow rate after
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the dissociation has taken place within the porous material. In addi-
tion, the flow of coolant circumnavigates a local hot spot, owing to the
increase in pressure upon dissociation, which allows the hot spot to grow
even larger. In order to make use of the heat of dissociation, it is
necessary to assure that any dissociation occurs outside of the porous
liner. This would necessitate a very sophisticated system requiring test
work within closely restricted mensuration tolerances and combustion tem-
peratures. Currently, an attempt to develop such a system does not appear
feasible, even though it is being attempted by the AGC Aerophysics Depart-
ment in their experiments using butane and water.
In a porous (permeable) medlumthe mass flow rate is a function of
the kind of gas employed, the characteristic pore diameter of the medium,
the thickness of the porous medium and the difference in the squares of
the pressures on either side of the porous medium. In the case of solid-
propellant rockets utilizing aluminized propellants, an additional stip-
ulation that the nozzle wall be held at a temperature above the freezing
temperature of aluminum oxide is required. To maintain the nozzle wall
at a constant temperature requires that the coolant mass-velocity be con-
tlnually varied along the nozzle wall. This is best accomplished by
maintaining a constant coolant reservoir pressure slightly greater than
the combustion chamber pressure and either varying the nozzle wall thick-
ness or varylng the nozzle wall permeability in such a way as to accom-
modate the pressure and temperature gradients existing in the nozzle.
Knowledge of the pressure and temperature distribution in the entrance,
throat and exit sections of the nozzle is necessary for the design of
the porous section.
Experimental investigations of the attainable capa_dlities of tran-
spiration cooled systems have been carried out by a number of other
agencies. For example, tests were performed on various porous materials
specimens using an electrical resistance heating technique to determine
whether water could be passed through the specimen, could be vaporized
within the specimen, and could hold the material temperature below meltlng
with high resistance heating rates. The specimen used was porous sin-
tered stainless steel. It appeared that heat transfer rates up to
2_000 BTU/ft2-sec could be accommodated this way. Since the steam issuing
forth reduces the heat transfer rate from the boundary layer, this system
might work for boundary layer heat transfer rates up to and exceeding
lO,000BTU/ft2-sec.
As may be seen, delineation of _ or Q* values for any of the
possible transpiration coolants would be a function of the quality of
the porous medium through which the coolant transpires and the various
operating parameters of the particular motor. Q* for various candidate
coolant materials ranges from 2,OOOBTU/lb for air to 123000 BTU/lb for
hydrogen (H20 - 2,500 , He - 4,100, Li - 8,500) excluding the weight of
associated inert parts.
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If the coolant is a liquid or a gas it will have to be stored in a
container outside the nozzle. The lightest container would be a spheri-
cal one, but a design based on a spherical container would occupy more
space than one based on a cylindrical one. For the coolant weights given
above, the actual container weight would probably be less than the weight
of the nuts, bolts, and other attachments to the container. These might
be about two pounds. The container should be at least 0.015 inch thick.
A good material would be titanium because of its relatively low density,
compared to steel. Connecting the container to chamber pressure and
tapping the aft end for coolant deliverywould provide an excellent
pressure source. This would ensure a driving pressure always greater
than the pressure at the throat.
The feasibility of transpiration cooling has been demonstrated by
various investigators, but several problems still exist concerning its
applicability to solid rocket nozzles. The problem areas (clogging,
quality control of wall permeability, inert weight, variation in coolant
requirements) must be thoroughly investigated before any firm conclusions
can be reached about transpiration cooling. The significance of all the
factors mentioned cannot be determined without an experimental program.
Clogging, for example, may not occur. Some of the problems mentioned,
such as mixing with the main gas stream and conduction in the boundary
layer, are probably not decisive.
On the basis of this preliminary investigation the areas in which
solutions might best be found experimentally are: flow stability, actual
amounts of coolant necessary, plugging of pores by aluminum oxide, clogging
by incomplete decomposition or combustion, and the effect of coolant
injected tangentially to the wall.
(b) Film Cooling
Attempts to cool the nozzle area of solid rocket motors have been
made utilizing a film of boiling liquid as the only cooling agent. An
encompassing attempt was made on Project SQUID by Zucrow, Beighley and
Knuth at Purdue University in 1950. They found that the system had
application for overcoming local hot spots in the chamber area, but that
the coolant film could not be uniformly maintained over large areas. If
enough coolant was used to completely cool the entrance and throat areas
of the nozzle, the quantities of coolant necessary were more than twice
that expected because of the non-uniformity of the coolant film. These
disadvantages were never completely overcome, although this type of
cooling is often used for cooling small (40) critical areas which do not
lend themselves to other more efficient cooling methods.
In the presence of aluminized propellant gases, it is necessary to
keep the nozzle walls at sufficiently high temperature (of the order of
4,000 ° F) to prevent the condensation of aluminum oxide. It is unlikely
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that a coolant materlalwill soon be available waich may be injected in
an even film along the nozzle entrance section and maintain the wall at
the required temperature. Thus, because of the restriction imposed on
the boiling point of the coolant by aluminized propellant systems, it
is unlikelythat this type of cooling will find immediate usage.
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The problems involved with a gas-film coolant are similar to those
described in the propellant cooling section below, (the Prandtl-Karman
mixing length is quite small). A distribution system which would dif-
fuse the coolant gas and maintain an even boundary layer at a tempera-
ture above the limit imposed by aluminum oxide is quite difficult, but
perhaps not impossible to achieve. Some experimental work has been done
on this type of cooling (41) but a successful system for solid rockets
has not as yet been developed. Film cooling may be used, however, to a
limited extent, for cooling combustion chambers of liquid rocket motors.
_1ong the lines of film cooling, consideration may be given to the
hybrid sweat-filmmethod of cooling in which advantage is taken of the
highly efficient effusion (transpiration) cooling method in the region
of highest heat flux (i.e., the region of the throat) and of the less
efficient (also less complex) liquid film cooling method in the regions
of lesser heat flux.
In order to employ this technique, the nozzle must be fabricated of
both permeable and non-permeable materials. The region a short distance
on either side of the plane of the throat would be constructed of a
permeable material while the remainder of the nozzle would be constructed
of non-permeable material.
The cooling technique involved is to force an excess of liquid
through the highly permeable section of the nozzle and allow the excess
liquid to flow over the non-permeable portions of the internal surfaces
of the nozzle wall to provide them with liquid film cooling.
This technique has not been experimentally demonstrated; however,
analytic solutions have been proposed (42). It is felt that this hybrid
type cooling offers one of the highest thermal efflciencies per unit
weight of cooling system but is also one of the more complex, less under-
stood systems.
(c) Evaporative Cooling
The evaporative nozzle-cooling system shows great promise as a
candidate cooling system. Because of the high coefficients of heat
transfer in the nucleate boiling range and the mobility of a boiling
material, it should be possible to maintain a large temperature dif-
ference across the boundary layer of the nozzle stream. The nozzle
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liner would have to be comparatively thin in order to keep the tempera-
ture drop across it low.
A coolant should be chosen which could add impulse to the system.
Lithium, sodium and magnesium are among those considered.
Experiments were begun in late !957 at A_legheny Ballistics
Zaboratory on evaporative cooling utilizing water, mercury, sodium, mag-
nesium, and sodium magnesium alloys as coolants. Presumably that company
has cooling systems which are highly developed. There are technical prob-
lems which _nst be overcome before such a system can be adapted for full
scale use, bu_ because of the lightweight and basic simplicity of the
system, it bears a great deal of promise. The experimental work done by
Allegheny Ballistics Laboratories shows that the system may be developed
under a particular set of conditions even though the heat-transfer infor-
mation on candidate coolants is fragmentary and the mechanics of boiling
are not completely understood. The ABL experiments indicate that coolant
weights of 0.05 percent to 0.! percent of the propellant weight should be
adequate for the system, depending upon the coolant material and the
ratio of effective coolant to total coolant. The problem of maintaining
a reservoir of coolant at the evaporation temperature is the most serious
design problem which must be solved. Utilization of this system requires
high rates of heat transfer which necessitate use of a liner material
having a high coefficient of thermal conductivity. Tungsten and graphite
are two such candidate materials.
The effect of a small percentage of lithium and other candidate
coolant materials on stability of combustion of aluminized propellants
should be investigated to determine whether or not they can be injected
into the chamber without detrimental effects. There is a possibility
that a candidate coolant could cause combustion instability if injected
into the combustion chamber. Chamber injection should be considered,
however, since the heat lost to the cooling system could be returned to
the propulsion system with the possibility of adding impulse, especially
if lithium can be used as the coolant.
The boiling temperature of the coolant can be controlled, to a cer-
tain extent, by controlling the pressure in the boiling-chamber through
the location of the injection point in relation to the chamber-nozzle
configuration. In general, higher heat transfer rates to boiling liquid
metals are obtained when boiling occurs at higher pressures and the
nucleate-boiling temperature range may be extended. This has been demon-
strated experimentally (43). Of the coolants considered, lithium is the
most promising.
The advantages of lithium are:
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i. High heat of fusion and vaporization
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2. Wide temperature range between melting and boiling
6_
3. Boiling point is in the proper temperature range to allow a
high heat-flux through the liner wall.
4. Low molecular weight
5. Solid at room temperature
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6. Possible augmentation of impulse when injected into the chamber.
These advantages are discussed in detail (44); however, the final
choice of the coolant will depend upon the boiling temperature and the
required temperature at the hot-side of the nozzle wall in order to
maintain boiling in the nucleate range.
(d) Chemical Reaction Cooled Motors
Another phenomenon which can contribute to cooling, if used properly,
is the heat-energy exchange taking place during chemical reactions. By
inducing endothermic (heat absorbing) chemical reactions near or at the
hot wall, a wall can be cooled. The escape of gases resulting from the
reaction may also delay or prevent the deposition from aluminized pro-
pellants of aluminum oxide at the wall.
Two types of endothermic reactions are possible:
i. the dissociation reactions of exothermic compounds (heat addition
is needed for their dissociation), and
2. the formation reactions of endothermic compounds (heat is absorbed
during their formation).
The simplest case of chemical reaction cooling of a hot wall would
be the decomposition or cracking of an exothermic compound impregnated
in a porous wall. The heat transferred from the wall to the compound
would raise the temperature of the compound sufficiently to cause its
decomposition. As the decomposition products escape through the pores,
they will absorb more heat from the wall. Furthermore, the decomposition
gases, while entering the main gas stream, reduce the heat transfer coef-
ficients by mass addition to the boundary layer. Should some of the
decomposition products react with each other inside the wall to form new
endothermic compounds, then the heat absorption capacity would be increased
further.
The desired properties of high heat-absorption capacity chemical
coolants are:
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i. High specific heat, so that large amount of energy is absorbed
during heating of the coolant.
2. The changes in free energies of formation, _F_ should favor
the decomposition of coolants with the formation of endothermlc
compounds.
3. The coolant should consist of exothermic compounds absorbing heat
during decomposition.
4. Low molecular weight of the products of decomposition and of
subsequent endothermlc reaction, produce large volumes of
gases per pound of coolant.
_. High specific gravity, so that it is compact.
6. If possible, the coolant should burn upon entering the inside of
the nozzle or chamber and thus contribute to the total thrust
of the rocket.
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7. No detrimental reactions between the wall and the coolant should
take place. If possible, the coolant should act as an inhibitor
of reactions between the wall and the propellant gases, thus
preventing chemical erosion of the cooled wall.
In general, the lower the molecular weight of a gas, the higher will
be its specific heat or the greater will be the amount of heat the gas
will absorb during heating. From this point of view, compounds decom-
posing into hydrogen-rich gases are best heat-absorbing compounds. Hydro-
gen has the highest specific heat of all the candidate gases. It is fol-
lowed by llthiumhydride, (LIH), methane (CH4) , ammonia (NH3) water (H20),
etc.
So far three types of chemical reaction coolants have been found to
possess a number of the desired properties listed above. They are the
linear saturated hydrocarbons, nitrogen rich organic compounds, and mis-
cellaneous inorganic salts with high heats of decomposition.
From a high specific heat point-of-view, paraffins (CnHn+2) appear
to be good heat-absorbing coolants mainly because of their high hydrogen
content.
When considering the free energies of paraffins, one sees another
good feature. Paraffins, like all other hydrocarbons, have a greater
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tendency to decompose at higher temperatures*, as indicated by their
free energies. Also, the higher the molecular weight of the paraffins,
the higher their free energies. This means that with increasing tem-
peratures there is a tendency for higher paraffins to form lower ones,
and for lower paraffins to form olefins, aromatics and acetylenes.
Paraffins are exothermic compounds while olefins, aromatics and acety-
lene are endothermic compounds.
The dissociation of paraffins and the formation of olefins, aro-
matics and acetylene will absorb more energy than the association of
paraffins into carbon and hydrogen. Therefore, in any such design, the
paraffins should be subjected to a very high heat flux for a very short
duration of time. It should be noted that in some advanced uncooled
solid motors, at wall temperatures of 3,500 ° F, about 33,000 Btu's/ft2-mln
are transferred from hot propellant gases to the wall. To illustrate
the decomposition of paraffins, assume that wax can be cracked into
acetylene and _"_'_j_v_, +_n___the _ases are allowed to escape into the
main gas stream at 3,500 ° F. The following chemical reactions may occur:
Heat absorbed
Heat A + C20H42(s)----, C20H42 (1)
Heat B + C20H42(1 ) ----, C20H42 (g)
Heat C + C20H42(g)----_5C4H8 (g) + H2
Heat D + 5C4H 8 (g)-----,lOC2H 2 (g) + lOH 2
94 Btu/ib
58 Btu/ib
715  tu/lb
3,400 Btu/ib
Heat + C2_42 (s) _lOC_2 (g) + 1IN 2
Heating up of product gases to 3,500 ° F:
c#2 - 241o u/ib
H 2 - 12,900 Btu/lb
260 22
Heat absorbed: _-_ x 2410 + _ x 12,900 = 3,225 Btu/lb
Total heat absorbed 3,225 + 4,267 = 7,492 Btu/lb
4,267 Btu/ib
*Acetylene has the distinction that while it is less stable than
ethylene at low temperatures it becomes more stable at 2,100 o F. At
high temperatures it becomes more stable than anyhydrocarbon, but it
should be remembered that it is less stable than the free elements.
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If C20H4_) were cracked into C + H 2 only, then approximately
oiLly 3_ "Btu/ib would have been absorbed.
The coolant gases exiting from the wall and entering the boundary
layer will tend to reduce the gas film heat transfer coefficient to the
wall. Upon mixing with propellant gases, the coolant gases will burn
at a flame temperature in the neighborhood of 6,000 ° F generating about
25,000Btu/lb. Literature review indicates that the overall effect of
gas injection with exothermic chemical reaction in the boundary layer
will be the reduction of heat transferred from propellant gases to the
wall. However, the increase in heat transferred to a nozzle by exo-
thermlc chemical reaction of injected gases in the boundary layer may
counterbalance the desirable mass transfer cooling effects of the injected
gases.
The above example of the use of wax as coolant illustrates only a
few possible dissociation and recombination reactions. More likely,
besides acetylene and hydrogen, a number of oleflns and short chain
paraffins would be produced, which would reduce the heat absorbing capac-
ity of the paraffin coolant.
There are a number of long-chain paraffin type compounds exhibiting
very weak carbon to carbon links. An example would be polyisopropylene
(-CH-CH-) n
Under very severe conditions this polymer will tend to decompose
primarily into a monomer; then into methane, ethylene, acetylene, and
finally carbon and hydrogen.
The breaking up of exothermic compounds, such as amines and amides,
and the formation of endothermic compounds, such as cyanides, offers
good possibilities for chemical reaction cooling. Nitrogen-rich polymers,
such as melamine resins, urea resins, nylon, polyurethane, and others,
could be impregnated into porous walls. At very high temperatures and
high heat flux rates, the likelihood exists that some of their decom-
position products may combine to form hydrocyanic acid.
Again, this process of decomposition and later of the formation of
endothermic compounds, is comparable to the cracking of paraffins and
the formation of acetylene, olefins, and aromatics. The heats of decom-
position and of formation that are involved are of about the same magni-
tude as for paraffins.
A preliminary screening of inorganic compounds showed that ammonium
salts and alkali hydrides have exceptionally high heats of decomposition.
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Also, their gaseous products of decomposition have high specific heats
(an inherent property of light elements).
Perhaps the most impressive compound is lithium borohydride (LIBH4).
At one atmosphere pressure its decomposition starts at about 532 ° F.
This endothermic compound absorbs 3,830 Btu/lb during decomposition.
Heating LIBH 4 to 3,500 ° F will absorb about 8,500 Btu/lb. The compound
contains about 18.4 percent by weight of hydrogen gas which should be
very effective in mass addition to the boundary layer. The heat of
combustion of LIBH 4 at 3,500 ° F is about 32,000 Btu/lb. Other lithium
compounds appear also to be very effective coolants mainly because of
their high heats of decomposition and high specific heats.
Among the ammonium salts, ammonium chloride, ammonium carbonate,
ammonium phosphate and ammonium perchlorate were investigated. Their
heats of decomposition vary between about 500 Btu/lb and 1,428 Btu/lb.
While the analytical approach gives us an understanding of this
method of cooling and the degree of cooling to expect, experimental
data is still needed for the design of nozzles. Specifically, the heat-
absorption capacities of coolants have to be determined experimentally,
and the problems involved in impregnation of porous materials have to
be solved.
(e) Propellant Cooled
The objective of this type system is to utilize low-flame-temperature
solid propellant as a source of gas for cooling nozzles to temperatures
at which they will neither erode nor melt. The solid propellants would
be located in the converging section above the throat of the nozzle.
During combustion the low-flame temperature propellants generate rela-
tively cool gas which, when directed properly, will cool the nozzle by
film or by transpiration cooling.
Conventional film cooling methods have the disadvantage that the
coolants, coolant container, and a pumping mechanism add weight to the
rocket motor. In using low flame temperature propellants as coolants
we dispense with the pumping mechanism. And because the coolant pro-
pellants have potential chemical energy, the release of this energy adds
thrust to the rocket motor.
Basically this approach is not new. Liquid rocket combustion
chambers and nozzles are often cooled by regenerative and transpiration
cooling techniques using liquid propellants as coolants. Upon entering
the chamber or the nozzle, the preheated liquid propellants release
during combustion both the heat energy they absorbed and their internal
chemical energies. In low-flame temperature propellant cooling a similar
7O
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effect is achieved. The coolant propellant releases its internal chemi-
cal energy during combustion and its combustion products generate a film
along the wall of the nozzle, absorbing heat ene_ f_om high-flame tem-
perature propellant gases that would otherwise be transferred to the wall
and lost. Both energies are then converted to thrust in the nozzle. The
high flame temperature propellants having a high specific impulse would
provide the rocket's main propelling force. The low-flame-temperature
propellants (usually with a slower burning rate and a lower specific
impulse) can be used to cool the nozzle wall or other parts of the rocket
motor.
It is anticipated that the generation of a non-aluminized coolant
gas film near the nozzle wall would also alleviate aluminum oxide depo-
sition in the throat. Furthermore, it is believed that chemical erosion
of the throat would be reduced or prevented if an inert or reducing
coolant film were directed at the wall.
The critical regions of interest in the analysis of the low-flame-
temperature propellant cooling are: (i) type and amount of low-flame-
temperature propellant needed to cool the nozzle wall to the desired
temperature, (2) the effect of addition of low-flame-temperature pro-
pellant on the thrust of the rocket motor, (3) the problems of mixing
of high flame temperature propellant gases with low flame temperature
coolant propellant gases, and (4) conceptual designs.
There are several groups of propellants which have a slow burning
rate and a low flame temperature, and can be used for propellant cooling
of nozzles. They are:
i. Non-aluminized propellants using ammonium perchlorate and hydro-
carbon resins with flame temperatures of about 3,000 ° F and
specific impulses of about 200 lbf-sec-lbm -1 at 1,000 psi
chamber pressure,
2. Non-alumlnized propellants using ammomium nitrate and cellulose
acetate with flame temperatures of about 2,000 ° F and specific
impulses of about 170 lbf-sec-lbm -1 at 1,O00 psi chamber pres-
sure, and
3. Non-aluminized propellants containing sodium azides or vinyl
tetrazoles with flame temperatures of about 1,O00 ° F. Specific
impulse of these propellants is not known to the author at the
present time.
A brief review of reports on heat transfer to the nozzle wall estab-
lished that for engineering purposes at propellant combustion tempera-
tures up to 5,500 ° F more than 90 percent of the heat transferred to the
wall was by forced convection, the remainder being by radiation.
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At propellant combustion temperature (TA) of 5,450 ° F, and chamber
pressure of 1, O00 psi# the r_ge _f heat transfer coefficients from hot
propellant gases to the nozzle wall varies_._Q_ Btu/ft2-hr at the
end of the diverging section. As can be seen from the above data the
throat area has to tolerate the highest heat flux rate.
For an uncooled nozzle of 1.25 ft 2 surface area, average heat trans-
fer coefficient, hg, of 700 Btu/hr-ft 2 a propellant combustion tempera-
ture TA, of 5,450 ° F and for a 60 second duration firing, the cooling
requirements to keep a wall at 4,450 ° F are 14,600 Btu per rocket firing.
For each 1,O00 ° F decrease in the wall temperature the cooling require-
ments are essentially multiples of 14,60OBtu.
It is apparent from the above that the lower the temperature of the
wall the greater the amount of heat transferred to the wall and the
greater are the cooling requirements.
0-2(C )/x AV A \0"8Tw- TA= 28PrA2/3 ReB
195(32___l):(7)! (o.02881 \s Bv I
(39) (39)
where
T
Pr
Re
Cp
X
S
V
= temperature
= Prandtl number
= Reynolds number
= viscosity
= specific heat
= distance from leading edge of wall
= slot width
= gas velocity
and subscripts
A designates the hot gas
B designates the coolant gas
w designates the wall
This equation has been developed for turbulent flow assuming that instead
of the gas being ejected through a slot for film cooling, a heat sink of
the strength Cp B SVB (T B - TA) is placed at the leading edge of the
plate to be cooled. Although the Trlbus-Klein equation has been developed
for flat plate cooling, the results should give a good indication Of film
cooling under different flow conditions.
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For the rough order of magnitude determination of the amount of
propellant required to cool the nozzle walls to desired temperature, it
is felt that the use of the Tribus-Klein equation is justified. In this
analysis it is assumed that the coolant gas is ejected through a slot
located upstream of the nozzle throat area. Propellants B-I (adiabatic
flame temperature, TB = 1,850 ° F, Isp = 174 Ibf-sec-lbm -I ) and
B-2 (2,780 ° F; Isp = 197 ibf-sec-lbm -I) are used for nozzle cooling.
It is also assumed that the solid rocket motor whose nozzle is being
cooled contains 825 ibs of main propellant with a specific impulse of
259 ibf-sec-lbm -I. The combustion temperature of this high-flame-
temperature propellant is 5,450o F. The rocket firing duration is
60 seconds.
From the definitions of the specific impulse and thrust it can be
shown that if part of the hlgh-flame-temperature propellant is to be
replaced by the low-flame temperature propellant, then the quantity of
the low-flame temperature propellant required to keep the thrust the
same is approximately equal to the ratio of the specific impulses times
the quantity of the propellant removed. In equation form:
ISPA
WB =--× WA Removed.
ISPB
The movement of gases entering the nozzle depends to a large extent
on the configuration of the converging section and on the propellant
charge design. In some motors there is a definite "cork-screw-with-
changing-pitch-type" gas movement. This movement is not the random
molecular motion of gases which is responsible for heat transfer.
Rather it is a turbulent motion of whole layers of gases which produces
a rotating flame that will tend to destroy the cooling effects of the
low-flame-temperature propellant gases. It is essential, therefore,
that conceptual designs for propellant cooled nozzles prevent rapid
destruction of the coolant film. This may be achieved by: (1) manu-
facturing slots in the low-flame-temperature propellant to assure verti-
cal channelling of the main propellant gases; (2) creating a combustion
zone for the low flame temperature gases above the converging section
which would prevent rapid mixing of the hot and cool gases. The coolant
gases would be sucked into the converging section by the main propellant
gas stream causing film cooling of the nozzle.
(_) Testin_ Requirements
The urgency of military and civilian missile programs, and the
rapid advances in propellant technology dictate that the inadequacies
of our present theoretical methods be circumvented by experimental
s-
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determinations of heat transfer parameters of the specific propellant-
nozzle designs under development or study.
Such experimentation is generally carried on by static firings of
many highly instrumented sub-scale motors and by subsequently confirming
the data from these sub-scale tests in static firings of a small number
of full scale motors. Unfortunately, even the heat transfer data obtained
in sub-scale and full scale motor firings is questionable, and the final
proof of satisfactory nozzle designs is based on repeated, reliable, suc-
cessful performance of the design, in full scale firings. The heat trans-
fer data obtained from successful firings frequently cover a sufficiently
large range of values that correlation with data from unsuccessful firings,
in which failure was attributed to breakdown of the thermal protection
system, is difficult and dubious.
The basic parameters measured in instrumented firings are gas pres-
sures, gas temperatures, wall temperatures, and th_st, all versus time.
These data together with other thermodynamic data (generally extrapola-
tions) are then used to deduce gas velocities, Langmuir film thicknesses,
viscosities, thermal conductlvitles, dlffusivitles, etc. which are used
to determine the Nusselt, Prandtl, and Reynolds numbers present in con-
vective heat transfer calculations.
With the possible exception of thrust data, the information gained
in static firings contains inaccuracies stemming from the measuring
techniques used, and sometimes lacks in precision due to the quality or
type of instrumentation employed. For example, measurement of nozzle
wall temperatures is sometimes attempted by inserting thermocouples in
the nozzle structure near the inner surfaces of the nozzle and extrap-
olating the observed temperatures to wall temperatures. These extrap-
olations imply knowledge of thermal conductivities which have not been
determined for many of the nozzle materials at the temperatures of oper-
ation of present motors. Optical determinations of nozzle temperatures
are also restricted in usefulness due in part, at least, to the lack of
total emissivity data on nozzle materials at very high temperatures as
well as to the transparency factor of exhaust gases.
The very promising infra-red spectroscopic techniques (under develop-
ment at the National Bureau of Standards) for measuring temperatures are
limited by the lack of highly precise, sturdy instruments for use at the
test stands, and by the need for further study of the clever manipulation
of spectral "windows" and opacities to obtain temperature profiles of the
entire nozzle wall and propellant stream. This latter technique may also
prove extremely useful in determining the gaseous species and intermediate
chemical reactions and products within the stream and provide information
as to the reaction energies (thermal) and the locations in which they
occur.
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Accurate determination of _ and Q* for any thermal protection
system will depend on: (i) thorough investigation of the thermal and
physical properties versus temperature of the nozzle materials used,
(2) improvement of the measuring techniques and instruments used in
static firings, (3) deter_nation of the dynsmmic composition of the
propellant gases, (4) determination of the dynamic properties and com-
position of the thermal protection systems, particularly where ablation,
chemical reaction, or phase changes take place, (5) development of more
accurate correlations of present gas dynamical parameters (Nu, Pr and
Re numbers), (6) development of new functions and parameters which more
rigorously describe convective heat-transfer phenomena.
With respect to the areas of investigation enumerated abovej it is
envisioned that prospective research and development programs would
include:
(a) Thermal Properties of Materials Versus Temperature
i. Specific Heats (of all proposed materials in all pertinent
phases)
2. Thermal Conductivities
a. Inert Nozzle Materials
b. Coolant Materials
i. In all pertinent phases
3. Viscosities of Liquid Coolants
4. Total and Spectral Emissivities
a. Infra-red spectrum
b. Visual spectrum
5. Thermal Expansion
6. Vapor Pressures and Energies of Formation, Fusion,
Dissociation, Etc. where such information is lacking
and needed.
(b) Improvement of Measuring Techniques and Instrumentation
i. Temperature
a. Development of infra-red spectrographic techniques and
any other methods which do not alter or affect the
temperature by their presence.
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(c) Determination of Dynamic Gas Composition
O
1. Infra-red spectroscopy
2. Visual spectrum spectroscopy
(d) Determination of Dynamic Properties and Composition of the
Various Types of Thermal Protection Systems
1. Erosion rates
2. Ablation rates
3. Intermediate Compound formation
4. Film Cooling effects
5. Items listed in (a) above versus time
It is felt that immediate and intensive programs to improve experi-
mental techniques and develop better theoretical understanding of nozzle
heat transfer would be of great assistance in the design of successful,
reliable cooled nozzles.
d. Recommendations
Development of thermal protection systems for solid propellant
rocket motor nozzles must be carried on from the standpoint of investi-
gating each of the candidate types of systems, as they apply to the
specifications of particular motors. Accurate determination of heat
transfer characteristics of each type of TPS must, of necessity, precede
or be concurrent with fabrication and testing of the system. The types
of data required are outlined in c.(3) above. The selection of specific
materials for the various TPS is entirely dependent upon the system
involved and will range from refractory materials for flame barrier and
heat sink components to low melting reactive metals for liquid metal
coolants, to organic materials for chemically reactive or ablative
coolants.
Although fabrication development of the selected materials and con-
figurations may require intensive effort, selection of TPS's and their
materials should be based primarily on their thermal protection capability.
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5- RADIATION-C00LED ROCKE2 MOTORS
a. Description of Components
Many space vehicles will utilize liquid chemical propellants and
it is likely that attitude control, mld-course correction thrust, etc._
will be accomplished with radiation-cooled, hi-propellant rockets.
Normally, this system would utilize the same propellants as the main
propulsion system (for solid propellants, a self-contained system would
be required) and would operate at a low pressure to minimize system
weight. Propellant valves attached to a low manifold volume injector
will be actuated electrically with a very small actuation delay.
b. _eration Characteristics
Control rockets will operate on a demand cycle that can occur as
pulsed bursts or as a continuous firing for the required duration. By
using the "pulse rocket" concept, temperatures of the radiation-cooled
thrust chambers are reduced; however, the thrust chamber must endure
many pressure cycles.
Since the cooling of the rocket will be by radiation only (heat-
sink cooling cannot be used because of cumulatively long duty,) the
chamber pressure will be low. In practice, this pressure will probably
be fixed by the maximum permissible skin temperature of the thrust
chamber. The chamber pressure for this type of motor will vary between
5 and 50 psia depending on the propellant combination, mixture ratio,
and operating cycle. Pressure transients will be of the order of
i0 milliseconds for accurate control of total impulse. Thrust-chamber
wall thicknesses will vary from 5 to lOOmils depending on size.
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c. Environments
The complete system will be exposed to the vacuum of space so that
vapor pressure of the chamber material places one upper limit on the
material. The temperature of the chamber material will be determined
by the local heat transfer conditions from the exhaust gases, the mate-
rial emissivity, and the shape factor for radiant interchange. The
maximum temperature will normally occur in the throat region and will
be between 2,900 ° and 3,500 ° R. At these temperatures the reactivity
of the chamber material with the exhaust gases can become important and
must be evaluated for each condition.
The exhaust gases are normally stoichiometrically reducing; however,
under actual firing conditions, localized, oxldizer-rich streaking exists
due to improper propellant mixing or stratification. In the case of the
pulse-rocket design, the high vapor pressure of the normally-employed
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oxidizers (compared to fuels) result in the interior thrust-chamber
walls being subjected to oxidizer vapor during temperature-decay periods
which occur between pulses. (Pulse-flre rates may vary from lO to
lO0 times per second. ) The interior of the thrust chamber is therefore
subjected to simultaneous corrosive action of hot reducing and oxidizing
gases, either of which can bring about conditions leading to erosion or
embrittlement. In the latter case, embrittlement results from the for-
mation of interstitial compounds such as carbides, nitrides, hydrides,
and oxides. The use of coatings which are stable under these conditions
is, therefore, a prime necessity, particularly when refractory metals
such as molybdenum are used as the radiation-cooled thrust chamber mate-
rial. In addition, oxidation resistance is extremely desirable for
thrust chamber exteriors, since it is advantageous in the early phases
of development to perform these initial firings when exposed to air
atmosphere, and avoid the use of costly vacuum-firing test conditions
necessary for outer-space sinmulations.
Due to the many pressure and thermal cycles the system will experi-
ence, the cyclic llfe of the material will be extremely important, as
will the resistance to thermal shock if a nonmetallic construction mate-
rial is used. Because of this cycling, the use of short-time tensile
strength data for design purposes is questionable and needs to be veri-
fied by multiple cycle and stress rupture tests on the more promising
materials.
d. Potential TPS
(i) General
The most promising thrust chamber materials are the refractory
metal alloys of molybdenum, tungsten, tantalum, niobium, and titanium
(although some interest in pyrolytic graphite and graphite coated with
silicon carbide and titanium nitride has been evidenced). Since radia-
tion is the prlmarymeans of cooling, any improvement in radiative prop-
erties of the material must come through use of coatings. In the use
of coatings, their stabilityunder relative high vacuum and thermal con-
ditions require evaluation and development to maintain chemical stability
in spite of diffusion and evaporation effects.
The high thermal conductivity of most of the refractory metals
allows conduction to be used to reduce the severity of the throat con-
ditions without introduction of weight penalties. The use of an inter-
nal coating as a thermal resistance does not appear to be practical,
because of the low heat fluxes involved in this type of system.
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(2) Required Material
The materials required for application to radiation-cooled rocket
motors should exhibit modest strength and consistent properties at
high-cycle operating temperature, high emissivity, resistance to both
reducing and oxidizing atmospheres, thermal shock-reslstant character-
istics, and a very low vapor pressure as well as fabrication charac-
teristics consistent with thrust-chamber design considerations.
(3) Testin_
The physical properties of potential materials need to be evaluated
in the operating temperature range with major emphasis on emissivities,
creep, and thermal fatigue strength of the materials. These properties
then serve to screen candidate materials for model testing as actual
subscale, radiation-cooled rocket motors in altitude chambers. The use
of super alloys for radiation-cooled thrust chambers is prohibited
because of their low melting point and loss of strength at temperatures
at which incipient melting occurs. Titanium alloys can be considered
for this application because of their higher melting point (compared to
super alloys) and retention of useful strengths at short exposure times
(10 sec. duration) in a portion of the temperature range of interest.
The low strength of titanium alloys as compared to molybdenum in the
low portion of the operating temperature range, may be more than off-
set in a given application by its higher emissivity and oxidation
resistance.
(4) Recommendations
Material programs to determine the pertinent high temperature
properties of potential materials are a necessity. Research on coatings
to improve the emissivity and stability of these materials and coatings
which will not degrade under thermal and pressure cycling and under high-
vacuum conditions are required.
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6. ROCKET CASINGS
Successful operation of rocket motors requires suitable systems or
devices for thermal protection of the rocket casing.
Within the rocket motor, combustion of the propellant releases
large quantities of thermal energy; consequently, the interior of the
case may be exposed to temperatures of several thousand degrees Fahren-
heit during the firing operation of the motor•
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Aerodynamic heating on external" surfaces of the motor casing is
somewhat less severe; nevertheless, considerably elevated temperatures
may result.
_ b Q
A third source of elevated-temperature exposure results from "wash
back" of the hot combustion gases near the base of the rocket motor
casing. Jetevator action and/or aerodynamic aspiration of the hot gases
exiting from the nozzle, can cause localized overheating on the outside
of the vehicle, particularly at the aft head.
In all three cases adequate thermal protection to the rocket motor
casing is necessary in order to maintain its temperature well below the
maximum value at which it can safely carry structural loadings as
required.
The success of solid-propellant rocket motors is largely due to
their s_-plicity of design and concomitant reliability. The rocket
designer is faced with three possible choices: (1) the use of extremely
thick and heavy hardware (heat-sink designs), (2) the use of cooling
systems, or (3) the use of suitable thermal protection (insulation)
systems. Optimum design generally requires that the motor be as light-
weight as possible and be operated without cooling devices, e.g., pumps,
motors, valves, coolant supply, etc. The use of thermal protection
systems has invariably proven the most appropriate design philosophy.
The protection of the outer, load-carrying structure from aero-
dynamic heating, is complicated by the severity of heating environments
through which the vehicle must survive, aerodynamic smoothness, and, in
many cases, envelope dimensional requirements. This problem, however,
is not peculiar to rocket motors. Aerodynamic heating has been a con-
sideration in the design of missile nose cones, leading edges, and other
re-entry bodies, and hlgh-speed aircraft. In general, aerodynamic heating
is considerably less severe for rocket motor casings. Protection against
"wash-back" heating may generally be considered similar but less criti-
cal than that for internal heating. Accordingly, the present discussion
need not concern itself with these problems, and will be restricted to
the more critical problem of internal thermal protection as is peculiar
to rocket motors.
a. Definition of the Environment
(1) Description of Components
For purposes of internal thermal protection, the solid-propellant
motor casing may be considered as comprising three distinct sections:
(1) forward head (forward closure), (2) cylindrical chamber, and (3) aft
head (aft closure).
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b. Thermal Requirements
The -thermal environments are most severe at the aft head where the
insulation material is exposed for essentially the entire firing period.
Durations nmy range from a fraction of a second to minutes, depending
upon the motor design. Chamber pressure may also range from about i00
to over 5,000 psi for various motors. The exact c_nditions will vary
somewhat depending upon the solid-propellant gr-_in design, being most
severe for end-burning grains, and considerably less so for internal-
burning grains.
During operation of the rocket motor, the thermal protection system
at the aft end of the motor casing is exposed to moderately high erosive
forces and heat fluxes. Combustion g_¢s %emperatures range from about
3_000 to over 6,000 ° F; and gas velocity is about Mach 0.i - 0.5,
increasing toward the nozzle. In additiopj small scale turbulent gas
flow often occurs causing localized erosion, particularly as the gas
velocity increases rapidly as the coWoustion gases approach the nozzle
entrance section.
Requirements for thermal protection of the forward head and the
chamber section are considerably less severe. Duration of thermal
exposure is considerably shorter than for the aft head section. For
internal-burning grains, exposure may occur only at the last fraction
of a second or so of the firing operation. For end-burning grains;
exposure time will decrease toward the forward head of the motor. In
all cases the heat flux to the case insulation forward of the aft head,
is relatively moderate compared with that at the aft head of the motor
casing. Combustion gas flow in the cylindrical chamber section is
essentially parallel to the surface of the insulation and at a rela-
tively low velocity (generally less than i00 ft/sec). Consequently,
erosion is not a critical factor in the cylindrical and forward end
sections.
Complicating factors are the chemical reactivity of the extremely
high-temperature propellant combustion products with the thermal pro-
tection system, and possible mechanical erosive forces due to solid
particulate materials in the propellant.
The extremely high temperatures result in depolymerization, melting,
w_porization, and/or pyrolysis of insulation materials. The rates at
which these processes occur generally increase markedly with temperature,
resulting in reduced effectiveness of the insulation material.
Pressurization of the rocket case imparts mechanical stresses to
the thermal insulation. In addition, the higher the chamber pressure
and combustion gas density, the greater the degree of restriction for
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transpiration of ga&ebus products from organic thermal protection systems;
such t_anspiration can effect a degree of cooling of the insulation sys-
tem. On the other hand, at very low pressures many insulation materials
tend to '_oiow, " i.e., expand, due to entrapped gaseous decomposition
products from the insulation material. Under such conditions, laminar-
type constructions tend to de!aminate and thus fail mechanically. Such
'_olowing" or delamination is less prone to occur at the higher chamber
pressures; and pyrolysis of organic insulation materials tends to pro-
vide a harder layer of char. It is noteworthy that the formation of a
hard, strong carbonaceous layer of char is extremely desirable. The
char layer should provide an exposure surface which can resist thermal
and mechanical ablation, and chemical attack. The char layer, being
porous, permits passage of gaseous decomposition products from the insu-
lation material below it, thus resulting in effective transpiration
cooling of the thermal protection system and heat blockage at the bound-
ary layer. On the other hand, at the higher chamber pressures a higher
rate of heat conduction occurs, because of restricted transpiration of
gases and greater combustion gas density.
Flow of combustion gases over the surface of the insulation material
induces a shear stress at the surface of the insulation. The higher the
stress, the greater the degree of surface erosion, and the more likely
the occurrence of "hot spots" due to localized turbulent flow.
In addition to the conditions described above, other factors deter-
mine the selection and design of an internal thermal protection system
for rocket motor casings. In particular, it is essential that mechanical
stresses and concomitant strains in the insulation system, do not cause
failure thereof due to tearing, cracking, etc. In addition, the insu-
lation system must be adequately bonded both to the casing and the pro-
pellant grain. Shrinkage during cure of the insulation and propellant
should be kept as small as possible in order to minimize stresses within
the insulation (and propellant) and at interfaces. Due to differential
thermal expansion, temperature cycling effects may be critical in some
instances. Other factors to consider are inertia and flight loadings,
the attitude of the rocket motor during various stages, i.e., storage,
handling, launching, and flight, and induced vibrations.
c. Potential Thermal Protection Systems
(i) Description of Various Solutions
Systems currently employed for thermal protection of internal sur-
faces of rocket motor casings, are generally largely organic in nature,
and may be broadly categorized as two types: (1) flexible (elastomeric)
systems, and (2) rigid systems. Elastomeric grain restrictors are often
quite adequate for thermal protection in the cylindrical chamber section.
Elastomers which have been found suitable include polyurethanes, butyl,
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neoprene, and Buna-N. Reinforcing fillers are frequently employed as
compounding ingredients_ these include materials such as silica powders
and asbestos fibers. To a limited extent_ graphite fabric is being
employed, primarily as a thermal erosion shield for protection of the
aft head.
Rigid insulation systems have found their greatest usage in aft
and forward head insulations. Heat-resistant phenolic and epoxy resin
binders are most commonly employed in conjunction with fabric reinforce-
ments of asbestos, glass, and, in some instances, Refrasil. The epoxy
resin systems offer superior fabrication qualities; however, to date,
they are not as heat-reslstant as the phenolic binders.
(2) Required Materials and Properties
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Properties of interest in the selection and design of internal
thermal protection systems, include thermal conductivity, specific heat,
and density over the entire operating temperature range (or, at least,
to the decomposition point). To a lesser extent, mechanical properties
over the operating temperature range are also important_ particularly
with rigid insulation materials such as reinforced phenolics. For
refinement of insulation designs, information is desirable on heats of
ablation under the thermal fluxes encountered at various stations within
the rocket motor case, rates of decomposition, nature and quantity of
volatile products produced, and char layer properties.
(_) Testin_ Requirements
Various devices have been employed for testing of insulation mate-
rials. For screening purposes, i.e., rating by comparative means of
various materials and processing parameters, torch tests, especially
oxyacetylene, are being widely employed. With suitable instrumentation,
it is possible to obtain information such as the effective heat of
ablation (decomposition) which includes all effects including melting_
vaporization, etc., rate of dimensional change, rate of mass loss, and
'back-surface temperature," i.e., temperature change as a function of
time at a given distance from the exposed surface under a given heat
input.
Subscale tests employing small rocket motors fired with the actual
propellants and employing the insulation systems under test, might give
more direct information; however, such tests are fairly expensive -
considerably more so than the torch test. Additionally, exactly repro-
ducible firings are difficult to achieve. Subscale motor tests, how-
ever, do have the advantage of providing the exact chemical composition
of the propellant combustion products and more closely simulating the
thermal and mechanical environments. It is generally conceded at the
present time that such subscale tests do not permit direct scaleup to
specific actual rocket motors. However, such subscale tests do permit
more accurate comparative evaluation of candidate materials and fabrica-
tlonparameters. Designs based upon such information generally are
maderedundant, i.e., overdesigned.
d. Recommendations
The thermal protection system adds considerable weight to the
rocket motor, and is completely inert; i.e., it does not contribute
positively to the propulsive thrust. Additionally, the volume occupied
subtracts from the propellant capacity of the motor, thus reducing its
mass fraction. Accordingly, it is desirable to employ the minimnmthlck-
ness and weight of protective material. Propellant grain design can help
to reduce thickness requirements by minimizing the time of exposure to
the hot combustion gases. However, this surely can be no panacea for
there are limits to compromises in graiu design and points of diminishing
returns in terms of the over-all efficiency and producibility of the
rocket motor. It is highly desirable, then, to utilize a thermal pro-
tective system which has the maxlmumefficiency -- i.e., minlmumdensity
and minlmum required thickness.
To date, it has been, in large measure, possible to select and
design internal thermal protection systems on essentially an empirical
basis. Candidate materials and constructions are first selected by
comparison of values for properties such as thermal conductivity and
density, and comparative performance evaluation using torch tests and
simulated or subscale firings. Selected materials and constructions
are then introduced into the actual rocket motor being developed, and
subjected to static firings. The condition of the protective material
and construction is examined after firing; and decisions are made
regarding modifications to the thickness and/or construction details,
e.g., bond to propellant, bond to casing, addition of erosion-reslstant
thermal shield, etc. Motor firings are then conducted using the modified
protective systems until satisfactory performance is obtained, within
the limits of schedules and/or funds. Lack of adequate design criteria
and properties' information generally precludes extensive application
of more sophisticated approaches to selection and design of the thermal
protection system.
It is readily apparent that there is considerable opportunity for
elevating the current state of the art for internal thermal protective
syatems of rocket motor casings.
Development of improved materials is being pursued by various
agencies and materials suppliers. Objectives include development of
materials with lower heat transfer rates and lower densities, develop-
ment of sacrificial ablative systems, and development of more
eroslon-reslstant, nonablatlng systems (for heat shields, especially in
aft heads). The ablation concept involves the orderly removal of mate-
rial from the exposed surface, or just below the surface. This results
in a transpiratlon-cooling effect and heat-blockage at the boundary
layer, thus providing meansfor increasing thermal protection effective-
ness. Suchdevelopments will becomeeven more critical as the size of
rocket motors increase, and as new, hlgher-temperature propellants come
into use.
More emphasis is required in establishing efficient fabrication
processes for application and installation of thermal protection systems.
In particular, fabrication techniques should be simplified to permit
reproducibility using semiskilled labor. Indeed, fabrication qualities
ought to be considered in development of materials.
Further work is required to establish more sophisticated design
criteria. Gas dynamics and heat transfer studies and aualyses, coupled
with determination of applicable properties of thermal protection systems,
can provide more quantitative criteria. Mathematical expressions thus
derived should be correlated with performance results.
Inspection criteria and techniques also require further development.
In particular, nondestructive methods need to be established for ascer-
taining the structural integrity of the thermal protection system, bond
strengths, and dimensional tolerances.
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7. POWER PLANTS FOR SPACE VEHICLES
a. Nuclear En61ne
(i) Description of Components
Basically, the nuclear engine differs from the chemical rocket engine in
the fact that the energy used to propel the system is accomplished not
by the reaction of the propellants, but rather by the heating of a fluid
by passing through a nuclear reactor and then expandir_ this heated fluid,
in this case hydrogen, through a nozzle. In general, the nuclear engine
consists of a propellant tank, a turbopump, valves, lines, thrust struc-
ture, reactor and nozzle.
Reactor
As presently conceived, the nuclear reactors for the next few generations
of nuclear engines will be of the graphite solid heat exchanger type.
This material, the hydrogen propellant, is heated while flowing through
voids within the core. Even without a major breakthrough in technology,
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this concept will be capable of giving maximum system Is of about
900 sec when graphite is utilized as the core material. The major effort
for propulsion reactors in this country is presently being directed toward
such graphite core reactors. A great deal of development effort will be
required on other concepts such as the metallic or carbide-fast reactor,
the liquid-core reactor, the cavity reactor, etc., before their technol-
ogy is sufficiently advanced for application to a useful nuclear rocket
vehicle.
The power density of the first graphite reactors to be used in a flight
engine may be of the order of 50 mw/ft3 of core volume. Considering
only normal development effort with no major breakthrough, the reactor
for a nuclear booster engine may have power density levels greater than
200 mw/ft 3 of core volume.
Feed o-..,.+_,,,
The hydrogen flowing from the tank goes through a booster pump and then
into an axial-flowpump where the pressure is raised to 1,600 psi. Hot
hydrogen gas downstream of the reactor core is mixed with cold gas coming
from the pump, thus producing gas at 1,350 ° F to drive the turbine. The
turbine exhaust may be fed to small nozzles to produce additional thrust,
used for roll control or for thrust vector control of an upper-stage
vehicle.
The conventional pump in chemical rockets has been the centrifugal pump.
Since the ultimate objective of the nuclear propulsion system is a high
thrust engine, the design of a pump with high propellant flows and very
high heads have made it necessary to re-examine the pump design concept.
It was determined that this pump should be the axial-flow type. Some
of the advantages are lighter weight, better efficiency, and smaller
envelope. Experimental results have indicated that efficiencies of the
order of 85 percent are obtainable.
The following are the design parameters of the turbine:
i. inlet temperature, F 135o
2. inlet pressure, psia 75O
3. exit pressure, psi 69
The turbine was designed to operate on the combustion products of hydro-
gen peroxide, but, at a slightly lower efficiency, it can operate satis-
factorily on pure hydrogen.
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Booster Pump
To reduce the hydrogen tank pressure and without sacrificing the effi-
ciency of the pump, a booster pump is required. A number of concepts
for the booster pump are presently undergoing analysis.
The booster pump can be driven by a turbine using hydrogen in either
liquid or gaseous form. A llquid-driven turbine creates fewer problems
of thermal isolation than does a gas turbine. Because of the higher
density of the liquid it is less bulky than the gas turbine. Liquid
would be tapped off from the main pump, constituting an increased external
pumping load.
A gear-driven boost pump can take power off the main turbopump. The
power recovery factor of a gear system is practically lO0 percent 3 in
contrast to a turbine efficiency of about 70 percent.
A gear arrangement imposes greater restraints on component location.
A few of the many improvements that can be made in the feed system are:
i. Higher turbine operating temperature due to the use of high-
temperature metals such as Ren@-41, tungsten alloys, etc.
2. An efficient pumping system capable of pumping a boiling liquid.
Thus, the nuclear radiation to the hydrogen propellant would
go into heat of vaporization giving a small boiloff rather
than into temperature rise which necessitates an increased
tank pressure for a given net positive suction head. This
would also allow the tank separation distance from the reac-
tor core to be decreased.
Nozzle
The expansion nozzle is the conventional bell-type. For an upper-stage
engine, the area ratio will be about 40:1 while for ground-launching
the optimum area ratio is about 14:l. The heat fluxes in the nozzle
are about an order of magnitude above those for chemical engines even
when the nuclear engine is operating at 4,000 ° F. For example_ a
1,500 mw reactor with 43000 ° F gas at 1,O00 psi Pc and a gas side-wall
temperature of 1,500 ° F, will have a maximum heat flux of 36 Btu/sec in. 2
when uncoated. The use of high coolant velocities and coatings will allow
the nozzle to be adequately cooled when fabricated of conventional mate-
rials (e.g., Inconel-X). A possible coating for the nozzle is as fol-
lows: A 2 mil undercoat thickness of Type V nichrome followed by a
4 mil continuous graduation of zirconia and finally a 3 mil metallic
carbide coating to protect the zirconia from reduction at high temperatures.
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As gas temperatures are increased, the-He_ fluxes will be further
increased and use of such high-temperature tube materials as molybdenum
and later tungsten will allow for adequately cooled nozzles.
Thrust Mounting
The tubular thrust structure is integrated with the propellant discharge
ducting. The high-pressure hydrogen from the pump flows through the
tubular thrust structure to the reactor dome.
Analysis has shown that the lightest structure would be a variable thick-
ness conical shell. Pressurization would be required for this structure.
It is felt, however, that fabrication, assembly, and cooling problems
delegate this type of structure to a future generation engine design.
A two-stage aluminum, tubular thrust structure is used in the present
design. Since cooling of the thrust structure is required some distance
away from the reactor core, the two-stage structure was chosen to allow
the lower portion to carry the coolant. The lower portion of the struc-
ture then assumes the dual role of mount structure and high-pressure
propellant ducting. The tubular-type thrust structure also offers the
maxinmm flexibility for access to components and for possible variations
in coolant routing. The upper thrust structure may, if desired, be
utilized as the container for engine lubricants.
It is possible that further study of the upper portion of thrust struc-
ture may result in a stiffened, seml-monocoque structure or a conical
shell structure. This final configuration will depend to a great extent
upon the type of attach structure to be obtained from more detailed tank
studies.
(2) Operating Characteristics
The nuclear rocket would be used as the upper stage of a satellite or
space vehicle. The operating time is estimated at from _00 to 600 sec-
onds. However the system must have restart capability.
(3) Resulting Thermal Environment
"In this system the liquid hydrogen from the propellant tank travels
first to a booster pump then to the axial flow pump from which it is
discharged at 1,600 psla. From the pump exit, the propellant is trans-
ferred to the regeneratively cooled nozzle by the tubular thrust-structure.
After cooling the nozzle, the hydrogen cools the reactor reflector and
goes through the reactor core where it is heated to high temperature
before expulsion through the nozzle. Current reactor state-of-the-art
will limit this temperature to approximately _,000 ° F. A small amount
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of hot gas is bled off downstream of the reactor_an@ mixed with cold
hydrogen to operate the turbine at about 1,350 ° F. The separation dis-
tance between the reactor core and propellant tank is about 20 feet.
For this condition, no propellant shielding is required and the tempera_
ture of the hydrogen in the tank will increase at most only one to two
degrees Fahrenheit due to nuclear radiation.
(4) Secondar_ Environments
Radiation from the power reactor in a nuclear propulsion system will
affect many areas of design in a flight vehicle. Heating effects and
radiation damage must be evaluated with regard to their importance in
determining the design of components, structure and shielding. Cosmic
radiations constitute a second source of radiation_ but its different
nature requires that it be analyzed separately. Both reactor and cosmic
radiations are of importance in their effects on space vehicles, but
neither presents problems that cannot be solved with existing design
techniques.
(5) Potential TPS
Tank Structure
(a) Discussion of Various Solutions
For a given space mission there are three distinct and varied phases for
which heat protection must be provided. These are the ground hold period,
the boost phase, and coast phase of the flight in space. Because the
fuel tank insulation is primarily designed by flight performance criteria,
the fuel evaporative losses on the ground during a long hold-period with
topping may become a significant cost item. If long hold periods with a
filled tank are anticipated it may be economical to provide an outer
insulative blanket on the tank side-walls which would be remotely removed
immediately prior to liftoff.
Boost phase conditions which prevail are high temperature due to aero-
dynamic heating and large aerodynamic forces. This phase, although of
short duration, dictates the structural requirements of the insulation.
During the coast phase of flight the only source of thermal energy is
radiation from the sun and planets. By the use of radiation shields
surrounding the ta_, the heat flux across the tank wall can be effec-
tively controlled. The properties of materials used in a solar shield
are very important. Of prime importance are the absorptivity and emis-
sivity of the surface when subjected to various types of radiation and
body temperatures. Magnesium oxide and silver are two materials that
show promise for use in a solar shield. These materials could be applied
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as coatings to a lighter base material such as aluminum. The number of
shields required depends on the duration of coast flight and optimiza-
tion of shield weight versus hydrogen boil-off weight.
There are any design options in selecting the heat protection technique.
The insulation can be located internal or external to the tank wall, it
can be integral or disposable during boost, or it can be bonded in place
or mechanically retained.
Internal insulation possibly offers am ore continuous covering of the
tank and protection against handling damage. However, undesirable fea-
tures are apparent, such as difficulties in installation_ in locating
and repairing any leaks, as well as failures induced by the_r_al loading
(differential expansion).
Two alternate external side-wall insulation systems require consideration.
The aerodynamic shield po_ion of thc insulation can be released in flight,
leaving only the radiation shielding; or the entire assembly can be
retained as an integral part of the tank. The disposable insulation has
the immediate advantage of reducing upper stage weight. However, this
system does have a major drawback in that it necessitates a system for
attachment and jettisoning the blanket.
A lightweight radiation-type insulation system, such as Linde SI-4 and
SI-12, has advantages. At present, insulation of this type is being
used in some of the double-wall vacuum dewars for long-time storage of
liquid hydrogen. Because this insulation is laminated from many thin
layers of aluminum foil and fiberglass, it is an ideal radiation insu-
lation. To be applied to the stage, it is laid on in continuous cir-
cumferentlal sheets and secured to the tank. This insulation method
probably provides the highest thermal resistance with the lowest weight
of any insulation material currently_uder consideration.
Reactor
The heating effects of intense radiation are of primary importance in
the vicinity of the reactor. Pressure shells, control actuators, and
thrust structure must be designed with some provision for cooling if
they are to operate over the full duration of the reactor power cycle.
Instrumentation must contend with effects of ionization and disruption
of molecular lattice structure as well as the internal heating of the
radiation flux.
Feed System
While heating effects are less important as locations are examined
farther from the reactor core, they are still of importance with regard
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to sensing devices and control mechanisms. Certain radiation sensitive
components may require shlelding, such as gaskets, 0-rings, Teflon
bushings, and some kinds of electrical insulation.
Thrust Chamber
See description of coating for nozzle under section - a. (1).
(b) Recommended TPS's
Insulation of the fuel tank, some of the other components, and part of
the thrust structure in addition to the coating of the nozzle is recom-
mended. In addition it is necessary that the thrust structure, feed
system and nozzle is protected by conduction i.e., in this case cooling
by the flow of liquid hydrogen.
(c) Required Materials and Properties
The properties of materials used in TPS for this engine vary. Insula-
tion located in close proximity to the reactor must be able to withstand
nuclear radiation. The coatings mentioned in section - a. (1) for pro-
tection of the nozzle must be able to withstand high gas erosion.
(d) Testin 6 Requirements
The coatings for the nozzle can be tested in static tests utilizing
either the nuclear engine or a liquid oxygen-hydrogen chemical rocket
engine.
The insulation for the tank system can be adequately tested in ground
tests.
(6) Recommendations
In summary there are two types of thermal protection systems to be used
in the nuclear engine. The nozzle, the tank and some of the components
will utilize insulation. The nozzle, the thrust structure and the feed
system will also useconduction as a thermal protection system.
b. Ion En6ine
(1) Description of Components
Various power and ionization systems have been suggested for an ion
rocket. The power source may be a nuclear reactor or the sun. The
power conversion system for the production of the necessary electrical
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power may utilize a turbo-generator system, beta decay batteries, ther-
mopiles, or solar batteries. Two promising techniques for the ioniza-
tion of atoms employ surface contact or arc sources.
At present, the system showing the greatest promise for the necessary
high capacity (in the megawatt range), very reliable, compact, light-
weight power supply is the nuclear-turboelectric system utilizing a
single-loop boiling alkali metal Rankine thermodynamic cycle. The
alkali metal may be potassium, rubidium, sodium, or, possibly, lithium.
Any system intended for operation in space has the necessary limitation
of rejecting heat by thermal radiation. The required radiator area to
maintain the highest possible performance is inversely proportional to
the fourth power of the effective temperature of radiation. This factor
and the fact that the radiator will be the heaviest component of the
power supply system indicates the need for a system capable of operating
at high temperatures. A system utilizing an alkali metal as the thermo-
dynamic fluid can meet this need. The components of such a system will
include the reactor, a liquid-vapor separator, turbine, alternator,
direct condensing radiator, and liquid pump. The reactor would probably
be a fast reactor_ the turbine, a multi-stage, axial flow, reaction type_
the alternator, an electromagnetic inductor_ and the pump or pumps axial
inducer, mixed flow impeller types. The radiator would probably be con-
structed of tubes, of a material such as stainless steel, with cooling
fins and a meteorite shield. The separator would be a centrifugal
separator.
The propellant for the ion rocket would be an easily ionizable material,
such as cesium. The propellant feed system components would include the
supply tank, various valves and regulators to control the feed rate to
the ionizer, a pump or other means of obtaining the necessary flow rate,
a vaporizing chamber, and the interconnecting plumbing.
The surface contact ionizer appears most suitable for an ion rocket
because of its simplicity, high ionization efficiency, and capability
for long unattended operation. In applying the surface-contact source
principle to ion propulsion it is desirable to flow the propellant
through a porous ionizer so that it is ionized as it evaporates from the
surface. Suitable porous ionizer materials, which must have high work
functions, would include tungsten, tantalum, molybdenum, titanium carbide,
etc.
High voltage electrodes placed aft of the ionizer provide the accelera-
tion gap through which the ions are accelerated to high velocities.
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(2) _erational Characteristics
(a) Power System
The turbine inlet temperature would depend on the alkali metal chosen
for the working fluid and on turbine material limitations. From a
thermodynamic standpoint, rubidium is promising in the temperature
range from 1,600 ° F to 2,000 ° F, potassium_ from 1,800 ° F to 2_200 ° F,
and sodium from 2,000 ° F to 2,600 ° F. Because of material limitations,
it might be well to consider the maximum feasible turbine inlet tempera-
ture to be 2,200 ° F, particularly considering the long service life
needed. The maximum reactor fuel temperature would be somewhat higher,
less than 200 ° F higher, than the turbine inlet temperature. For mini-
mal radiator area, the condensing temperature (absolute) should be about
3/4 of the absolute turbine-inlet temperatures. Thus, if we take 1,600 ° F
to 2,200 ° F as the possible range of turbine-inlet temperatures, the
corresponding range of temperatures for the radiator would be about
i, i00 ° F to 1,500 ° F. In order to provide the necessary net positive
suction head for the pump, the liquid must be subcooled below the con-
densing temperature. By further subcooling, the condensate may be used
as a coolant steam for such things as bearings and alternator coils.
The temperature, and therefore the size, of the radiator may thus depend
on developments in such areas as high temperature alternators and bearings°
The radiator will have to be made sufficiently strong or provided with
armor to prevent penetration by meteorites. The liquid-vapor separator
would operate at essentially the same temperature as that at the turbine
inlet. The pump would be at the same temperature as the radiator. As
indicated above, the alternator will probably be operated at its maximum
operable temperature, hopefully, 900 ° F or higher.
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The fluid pressure in the power system will depend on the working fluid
and temperatures chosen for the system. The turbine inlet pressure
would probably be between 80 and 250 psia and the condensor inlet pres-
sure would be between 5 and 30 psia.
(b) lon Motor
For cesium as the propellant, the supply tank would have to be maintained
at about i00 ° F and the vaporizing chamber at about 1,400 ° F. The tem-
perature of the ionizer would depend on the material used but would prob-
ably be in the range from 2jO00 ° F to 2,600 ° F to maintain the desired
ion current. The accelerating electrodes would be heated by radiation
from the ionizer to a temperature approaching that of the ionizer. Thus,
the electrodes may have to be cooled since the choice of electrode mate-
rial may have to be made on other grounds than high temperature capa-
bilities, e.g., resistance to high voltage breakdown or sputtering by
ions.
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The_ propellant flow rate would be quite small, of the order of
lO -@ lb/sec.
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(3) Environments
Various components of the power conversion system will be subjected to
nuclear radiation from the reactor. The flux density will depend on the
vehicle configuration and on the amount of shielding used. The flux
density at the ion motor would probably be small due to attenuation by
intervening components.
The ion rocket would be a space vehicle and thus would be operating in
a vacuum and be subjected to bombardment by meteorites; molecules, atoms,
and atomic particles; and solar radiation. The number, size, and veloc-
ities of the particles or the intensity and frequencies of the radiation
which would strike an ion rocket are difficult to estimate on the basis
of present data. Also, they are apparently not constant in space and
will vary with such variables as proximity to the sun and the advent u_^_
solar flares.
(4) Potential TPS
(a) Discussionof Various Solutions
Since the ion rocket will be used in space, heat can be rejected only
by thermal radiation. Because of the long flight times involved, thermal
equilibrium will be attained. Certain components such as bearings, gen-
erator coils, and propellant supply tanks may have to be cooled but,
again, the heat will ultimately have to be rejected by thermal radiation.
The maximum temperature in the power system will be determined by ther-
modynamic cycle requirements and will be controlled by the reactor. Tne
maximum temperature in the ion motor will be the temperature of the
ionizer which must be maintained, by power from the power conversion
system, at a high temperature for efficient ionization of the propellant.
(b) Recommended TPS's
Thermal radiation is the only feasible thermal protection method for an
ion rocket operating in space.
(c) Required Materials and Properties
Probably the main criteria for the choice of materials for the radiator
will be long term compatibility with the liquid alkali metal and ease
of fabrication. The pressure in the radiator tubes will be quite small
and, thus, the stress in the tube walls will be low and should not pose
@any great problems_th_other hand, the radiator tube material will
have to withstand meteoritic impact without puncturing unless this prob-
lem is circumvented through the us6 of a bumper against which the mete-
orites would expend all or most of their energy.
The emissivity of the radiator is of extreme importance to the minimiza-
tion of radiator area. Most metals have rather low emissivities. The
presence of an oxide coating will improve the emissivity, but it is
somewhat questionable how long a natural oxide would remain on a metal
in the extremely low pressures in space, at the temperatures at which
the radiator would be operating. Thus a high emissivity coating should
be developed for the radiator. Again, the coating should be capable of
remaining in place without deterioration for long periods at radiator
temperatures, in the high vacuums of space, while being subjected to
bombardment by meteorites, solar radiation, etc.
Heating of the radiator by solar radiation has not been discussed. At
least at the higher radiator temperatures discussed earlier, the amount
of solar radiation heating would be small compared to the amount of heat
being radiated out. If the ion rocket would be operating close to the
sun or if the cooling of certain components demanded a lower radiator
temperature, then solar radiation heating could be a serious problem.
In this case, selective spectral coatings must be developed. These
are coatings which would have low absorptivity for radiation with wave
lengths corresponding to those carrying most of the energy radiated by
the sun and a high emissivity at other wave lengths.
(d) Testing Requirements
The emissivities of potential radiator metals and coating materials
should be determined at the temperatures at which the radiator would
be operating. Investigations should be conducted to simulate the effect
of the combined thermal and space environments on metal surfaces and
coatings. At the extremely low pressures of space and at the tempera-
tures in question materials will probably sublime. Even if the rate is
not high enough to destroy the surface, the emissivity could be altered.
Then too, bombardment by meteorites, atoms, molecules, X-rays, etc.
would destroy the surface or, at least, affect the emissivity. In this
connectlonj more data is needed on the environment to be encountered in
space.
(5) Recommendations
The only thermal protection system which can be used in an ion rocket
which is to operate in space for long periods is a thermal radiation
system. Investigations must be conducted on (i) the long time compati-
bility of possible radiator materials with liquid alkali metals_
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(2) the resistance of radiator tubing or bumper materials to penetration
by meteorites, and (3) high emissivity and, possibly, selective spectral
coatings which will not deteriorate at radiator temperatures in a space
environment.
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PART III - _STiN@ RS_qUIN._;IgTS
l o M_);TER!ALS TESTL-NG AND EN_-IRO_DKNTAi, SIMLm_ATiON
The essential parameters which provide the basis for a materials
test depend to a great extent on the application. A good materials
test, however, need not provide the detailed scientific basis of the
phenomena being measured nor is it reasonable to expect complete environ-
mental simulation. A test that economically provides one design criterion
or exact kno_Tledge of one property is generally more desirable than one
which measures the integrated performance of materials design, fabrica-
tion and operational variations. There is no substitute for scientific
knowledge and no substitute for operational tests. It is just as unrea-
sonable to make all of science into engineering or to provide detailed
engineering criteria from simulation or operational testing. Very little
controversy can be generated with regard to the validity and usefulness
of the tensile test and ibs value as an engineering test. One does not
confuse tensile testing with the intricacies of solid state physics or
load redundancy in structural or flight test.
Investigations of ablation phenomena have led to extensive discus-
sion and strong opinion in two areas (i) chemical and physical mechanisms
of ablation, and (2) the accuracy of flight simulation and the pertinent
measuring techniques. Both areas have made valuable contributions to
the requirements of a sound materials test. On the other hand, the
details of chemical kinetics and similarity parameters have tended to
confuse the specification of an acceptable materials test.
The objective of this discussion is to establish the basis for
useful thermal protection materials tests, however controversial they
may be. No attempt will be made to satisfy all disciplines equally
since that perhaps is not possible nor even desirable. Emphasis will
be placed upon producing material data useful for future aerospace
vehicle design where thermal protection is required. Furthermore, all
types of thermal protection will be considered, not just ablation or
transpiration processes. Every attempt will be made to take maximum
advantage of existing progress in theoretical analysis and experimental
techniques without unnecessarily involving a materials testing with
theoretical uncertainty.
Present and Required State of Art
It is an accepted fact that a substantial quantity of uncertain
materials information has been generated with respect to thermal pro-
tection, particularly in the area of ablation materials. Much of the
confusion is the result of inadequately informed materials personnel
applying materials to heat sources of unspecified characteristics.
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Little consideration was given to what materials data were essential
or existing l_owiedge in other areas, such as aerothermodynamics. At
the same time available information was scarce and in justice to these
early results, real progress was realized in compiled information and
even through mistakes.
There is some doubt, even now_ as to whether an acceptable
"standardized" materials test can be defined. This is due to uncertain-
ties in the measurement of certain test parameters or inadequate exper-
ience with tests described in the literature. Additional investigation
will be necessary in order to establish completely acceptable, accurate
measurements both on the material and the test conditions. However it
is now possible to specify those parameters which define a good test
and to provide a plan which will lead to comparable materials data. It
is further possible to specify the materials properties and character-
istics which define the thermal protection capability stud to at least
specify (if not completely define) the test measurements.
It is not intended here to outline or design certain tests. Such
standard tests can only be established by means of a well planned develop-
ment program, with participation of the majority of laboratories engaged
in thermal protection testing. Instead, it is attempted in the following
to discuss the significance of the essential testing parameters in some
detail. This is augmented in Appendix A by the description of potential
standard test methods as they have been developed by a leading laboratory
and so far used successfully. No judgement is passed on the proposed
methods and it is left to the reader to appraise their validity and
applicability in the light of the following general discussion.
2. TEST ENVIRONMENTS
a. Environmental Characteristics of Test Devices
In pace with the development of TPS, a variety of testing devices
has been designed and used with varied success. They all attempt to
simulate the flight environment, which is basically composed of four
major elements: the application of heat (enthalpy), the mass flow
(including its mechanical effects), the gas composition (air) and time
(of operation).
Solar and Arc Tmage Furnaces provide a satisfactory heat flux, yet
are limited with respect to temperature. The mode of heat transfer is
purely radiative. Influences of gas chemistrj can be accurately inves-
tigated, while mass flow effects cannot be reproduced.
Rocket Exhaust Jets furnish a satisfactory representation of
heating and mass flow conditions and can be operated for prolonged times.
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They fail however in the reproduction of the gas environment (combustion
gases instead of air).
Combustion Torches have characteristics similar to the jet rocket
exhaust_ yet are obviously very limited in heat input and mass flow.
They are confined to very superficial screening tests.
Pebblebed Heaters produce a fairly accurate representation of mass
flow and gas chemistry, yet are limited with regard to enthalpy and
operation time. They are excellent tools for tests in the moderate
heat flux-limited time field.
The Shock Tubes produce undoubtedly the most accurate simulation
of the aerothermal environment. They are however not useful for mate-
rials tests due to their obvious time limitations.
The Constricted Arc or Plasmajet can produce high enthalpies and
moderate mass flow rates for prolonged times; by the use of air or the
combined use of nitrogen and oxygen a satisfactory simulation of the
gas chemistry can be obtained. Plasmajets lend themselves also to the
simultaneous simulation of convective and radiative heat transfer by
the use of radiant shrouds or the combination with an arc image device.
It is apparent that all these devices have certain shortcomings in
the true representation of the flight environment. In the search for
generally applicable materials tests, preference should be given to the
device which produces an optimum compromise between true flight simula-
tion and adaptability to materials testing, and at the same time is
convenient and not too expensive. It appears to be generally agreed
between the experts in this field, that the constricted arc or plasma-
jet provides the best compromise.
While there are numerous types of plasmajet facilities which have
individual desirable and undesirable characteristics, adequate power,
mass flow and intelligent design can produce a reasonably acceptable
test tool. Some of these are discussed in Appendix A. The individual
characteristics of various forms of plasmajet facilities will not be
discussed in this commentary. Neither will any attempt be made to judge
the accuracy of aerothermal simulation. The purpose of this discussion
is to suggest what may be necessary as a materials test device, the
energy conditions for an acceptable materials performance test and the
types of measurement which should accompany it. While most of the com-
ments apply to ablation and transpiration requirements, the same facility
will be extremely useful for the comparison of other TPS and other such
problems as corrosion in high temperature high velocity air streams.
Primary emphasis will be placed on those variables which affect the
materials being tested rather than the mechanics of operation.
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b. Discussion of Individual Test Parameters
(1) Heat
Heat is the primary element of a TPS materials test facility. This
energy must be available in the form of a moving gas stream. It should
be sufficient to specify how much heat should be available to cover the
range of required materials test and the form in which it should be
available.
(2) Enthalpy (H)
This thermodynamic value is defined by the following equation:
H = q+Apv
where
q internal energy (atomic or molecular)
p pre ssure
v volume (specific)
A mechanical heat equivalent
While the pv term is critical In the re-entry, it is not in the test
case. In the test, the enthalpy is almost totally determined by the
heat content of the system, since physical limitations dictate this
condition. This is not unusual and is widely used as the constant pres-
sure conditions of chemical thermodynamics. Therefore the enthalpy
difference frequently used to correct the cold wall enthalpy difference
is nothing more than the heat capacity differential of the specimen and
the boundary layer.
Materials test facilities should have an enthalpy capability
between 1,O00 and 15,000 Btu/lb. Futhermore no continuous variation is
required, but variation within steps of the total range is most conven-
ient. In all cases a unlformtest area must be available.
(3) Enthalp_ Measurement
There is a substantial degree of disagreement regarding the measure-
ment of enthalpy and heat transfer rate in plasmajets. There is little
to be gained in discussing the controversies. Several techniques such as
melting point calorimeters, cold calorimeters, combinations of calorimeters
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and pressure or thrust indications, (total enthalpy probes) and plasma-
jet heat balance measurements are available. Additional work is neces-
sary to establish complete agreement but probably not as necessary as
the abandonment of pet techniques and theories. The cold wall calorim-
eter which occupies (including guard) less than one-half the radiusof
the jet is a reasonably good approximation for an acceptable measurement
of heat transfer rate under present conditions. It also appears reason-
able to define thermal capacity (Q*) in terms of cold wall heat flux
measurements. Two points are recognized: (i) there are other important
variables which influence Q*, as pointed out in Appendix A_ and (2)
heat flux is not enthaipy and the thermal capacity is a function of the
enthalpy level. This relationship as a test facility may be expressed
by
_=H.m
where
heat flux
H gas heat content
mass flow rate
For such a relation it is obvious that the same heat flux can be
obtained from a number of H and m values. A very high heat flux
can, e.g., be measured in a low temperature gas with a very high mass
flow rate.
(4) Uniformity of Heat Application
A dynamic gas facility must provide a reasonable uniform cross sec-
tional area with respect to heat content and flow. How this is obtained
is not important, but at least 2/3 of the axial portion of the test
medium should have less than 5% variation in total enthalpy. Uniformity
with respect to composition and contamination will be discussed in a
later section. It should be mentioned that few commercially available
or home grown plasmajets have such uniformity without stilling chambers
and secondary expansion nozzles.
(5) Radiant and Non-Equilibrium Heat Transfer
There are many problems with respect to contributions from radia-
tion components in the boundary layer_ the electrical discharge and
the gas. Under present circumstances these problems tend to become
exaggerated, except for hyperbolic re-entry conditions and shroud
nozzles. However if some of the present variables can be controlled
there will be a much greater possibility of solving future problems.
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At this writing radiation heat transfer arid non-equilibrium discrepancies
do not affect heat transfer measurement by more than ten percent in
intelligently engineered facilities. Furthermore, since this tends to
be a constant in a particular set of comparative tests, it becomes even
less controversial.
(6) Mass Flow
This is the most clear cut and easiest to measure variable in all
plasmajet operation. A meterials test requires that mass flow with the
resultant pressure and shear forces be rather high. This of course
depends upon many conditions and engineering characteristics of the test
apparatus. Buhler and associates at Plasmadyne Corporation have made
notable progress in calibrating gas dynamic parameters. Their work
should be carefully reviewed for standard techniques of pressure measure-
ment and relation to simulation accuracy.
The control of mass flow by stilling chambers, auxiliary nozzles
including shroud nozzles and choking is entirely dependent on the
immediate requirements of a test. Since it is good practice to measure
total and dynamic pressures, little can be said with regard to a
materials test beyond this point. Mass flow rate requirements are
therefore variable, but should fall between 0.007 and O.1 lb/ft2sec.
Flow must be supersonic for an acceptable materials test.
(7) Gas Composition and Contamination
The composition of the test gas in measuring ablation rates and
similar phenomena must be 78% N2 and 22% 02. This is usually accomplished
by operating the plasma jet with nitrogen and post-mixing sufficient oxygen
to make the above specified composition. Low pressure (<O.O1 atmospheric)
plasmajet may be run on air without extensive electrode contamination,
provided water cooled metallic electrodes are used.
The subject of contamination in an aeroplasma can be approached
with justifiable misgivings. In general contamination has no place in
an acceptable test environment, excuses suggested by reason of improper
design, operation or materials selection notwithstanding. The use of
graphite parts in a materials test plasmajet is intolerable. Cooled
metallic electrodes are not foolproof because poor design or improper
operation can contribute equally objectionable contamination. Generally
speaking contamination should be less than 0.1% per gram atom weight.
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3 SAMPLING CONSIDERATIONS • °
a. Sample Size
The factors that frequently control sample size are the test condi-
tions available, cogently described in Appendix A as being "according
to budget, available power supply and desired environment - in that
order." Adequate facilities are available for accurate measurement of
the materials behavior as applied to radiation, insulation and convec-
tive cooling systems. Therefore most of the comments made here will
concern the testing of absorptive TPS in dynamic hot gas facilities.
The first criterion of materials sample size both in surface area
and thickness is that it be compatible with the structure of the material.
This applies particularly to reenforced plastics, laminates and composite
structures where geometry, fiber orientation, and directional properties
of the sample must be representative of the engineering application.
It is debatable as to whether or not the jet dimensions should
influence sample size. There are more reasons why the sample should be
totally immersed in the gas stream thanthere are for partial sample
exposure, even for flat 180 ° geometry "splash exposures." Thermal
diffusion effects, non-uniform Jet characteristics, weight loss errors
and many other factors argue against partial sample exposures. With
recently developed pipe and shroud techniques it seems reasonable that
a one inch diameter sample could be exposed to satisfactory gas enthal-
pies at moderate power investments and with generally safe sampling
statistics•
b. Sample Geometry and Mountin6
Most of the general comments made with respect to sample size also
apply to sample geometry. However mounting presents a special problem
that should be discussed under this heading.
Flat face cylindrical samples with mechanical feed represent the
most convenient and probably the most useful geometry for materials
testing. It provides an excellent geometry for thermocouple mounting,
rate measurements and surface study. If the sample is of the order
of i/3 of the Jet cross-sectional area, falrlyuniform stagnation point
conditions are obtained. In well calibrated facilities this area ratio
might be increased. Flat samples do have problems associated with down
stream gas flow and heat transfer to the sides of a sample, whether
it be cylindrical or rectangular. Guarding against side heat flow can
be a meticulously careful experimental technique with few admirers and
a multitude of critics• Finally the flat face geometry is not ideally
suited for char stability studies•
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Other geometries such as conical, spherical or contoured, must be
considered for more complete materlal_ e_alua_on. In all such cases
materials engineers would be well advised to seek the assistance of
thermodynamicists, aerodynamics or the more recently conceived hybrid
of these species, the aerothermodynamiclst. Flow conditions and heat
transfer rates with relation to the properties of unperturbed flow can
cause serious errors in an otherwise straightforward experiment. Since
such geometries are usually scaled down from full scale configurations,
the necessary establishment of scaling laws for the heat transfer can
become very complex. It has been generally observed that heat transfer
and flow conditions down stream from the stagnation area can be at least
as Severe as that measured at the stagnation point. When materials are
tested in specific configurations, a calorimeter of the same size and
shape may be indicated to measure total cold wall heat input. These
are among the many difficult areas of question that require increased
experimental verification. Specific shapes are, however, essential to
study effects of shear, char tenacity, radiation distribution, thermal
shock, pyrolitlc gas effects and the behavior of molten ablation products.
The use of nozzles or shrouds, which have been contoured for specific
sample geometry and required flow properties, may be advantageous. The
distribution and control of radiant energy over the sample as affected
by the radiation of uncooled extension nozzles or shrouds, is presently
under study.
The mounting arrangements particularly where radiative-lnsulation,
heat sink, convection cooled and long term ablation tests are conducted
in gas dynamic facilities suggest a few special words of precaution.
The importance of lateral heat transfer both in flat plate and other
geometries has been pointed out. An equally serious error in the
measurements may result from thermal conduction and capacity in the
mounting and attachments during tests requiring more than one minute of
exposure. This may be aggravated by careless selection of mass ratio
of sample to holding fixture. Low conductivity, low heat capacity, low
mass fixtures or the most desirable, calibrated heat leak fixtures can
overcome this source of error.
c. Sample Positlonin6
Sample position during test is dependent on a number of factors
most of which are difficult or impossible to define. At least the sample
should be positioned in an area which is experimentally calibrated and
not subject to casual variations. The degree of radiant energy exposure
on the sample from the cathodes of direct current plasmajets is a contro-
versial subject difficult to resolve or correct. It could be the source
of large errors particularly when organic ablative samples are tested
and a convective-conductlve heat transfer environment is expected.
While not generally available, right angle flowmay be produced in
plasmajets, a technique which needs additional experimental development.
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4. SIGNIFICANT MATERIALS PROPERTIES AND DATA
a. Design Considerations
The use of any material in engineering or design application demands
that certain properties be established and that the statistical variations
of such properties be known. These data are designated as design allow-
ables. For any specific application a number of mechanical and physical
properties must be known and assessed with respect to operational require-
ments and the anticipated environment. This deductive process is then
followed with component fabrication and preliminary simulation testing.
From the results of simulation tests and the materials design data some
correlation can be derived although it is never exact. Even less cor-
relation between full scale simulation and materials properties can be
expected.
The primary requirement for thermal protection design is accurate
materials information. There is every indication that this could be
available once it is understood which material properties are represent-
ative of service behavior and what specifications are necessary in a
test to reproducibly and economically demonstrate these properties.
This section discusses various properties applicable to thermal
protection performance. Agreement must be reached in expressing and
standardizing these allowables or very similar ones if any rational
approach is to be anticipated. Considerable efforts and funds have been
spent and will continue to be spent in poorly defined testing procedures
which produce mountains of conflicting and unresolvable information.
There is a serious obligation on the part of all concerned, and in par-
ticular on the part of the government and industrial contracting agencies
to implement a program which will lead to the essential uniformity of
test and the publication of data.
b. Primary Materials Properties
The application of a material or materials composite in a thermal
protection system has one basic requirement - the ability to absorb or
impede the flow of heat energy. Since matter has a limited energy
absorption capacity, the weight or mass and the rate of energy absorp-
tion or impedance must be known if any practical or engi_]eering use is
to be anticipated. From this may be derived the design criteria which
govern the use of thermal protection materials;
(i) Thermal capacity
(2) Weight
(3) Time or rate characteristics
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When matter becomes involved with an energy transfer or storage
phenomenon, the capacitive factor must be accompanied simultaneously by
an intensity factor. In this case the driving potential is the enthalpy
difference between the energy source (the boundary layer) and the receptor
(the material). This intensive factor for the problems considered is
more appropriately discussed in connection with test criteria and
measurement aspects. It is mentioned at this point for the purposes of
technical accuracy and to emphasize that the thermal capacity is always
dependent on the intensity factor. Engineering practice both in thermal,
electrical and stress applications (e.g., tensile strength) generally
considers average capacity over a limited or specified range of intensity.
In accurate analysis the relationship of capacity versus intensity has
to be established, with other factors held as parameters. Recognizing
this, the practical requirements of the materials engineer then dictate
the necessity of establishing a fixed point (thermal capacity) so that
other constantly changing variables can be assessed.
If the so accepted thermal capacity concept can be recognized as a
materials and engineering property, then associated conditions can be
specified which make it more meaningful. If a standard test is to be
obtained, and certainly there is agreement regarding its desirability,
some representative value must be carefully defined as well as a test
procedure which is practical and reasonable. It is recommended there-
fore that the "thermal capacity" be accepted as the representative value
as it comes closest to the needs of the design engineer. This is more
desirable than "heat of ablation," because the latter term is too
limited and does not permit direct comparisons with other forms of
thermal protection systems. Furthermore many of the proposed definitions,
while technically accurate, relate the engineering quantity to the test
conditions rather than the application. A very minor modification; the
introduction of weight per unit of surface area and the use of time as
a parameter in the numerator produces just as accurate a presentation
and makes the thermal capacity term relatable to design parameters.
Insulation and radiative systems are special cases of thermal pro-
tection systems for several reasons:
(1) Radiative systems do not involve weight since they are based
on a surface phenomenon. However if the radiative capability or lack
of it in the sample will be indicated by the required magnitude of
thermal capacity or the required weight of thermal protection, this
does not relieve the requirement for establishing the sample emissivity
or surface temperature during test.
(2) Insulation systems, even when the outer surface is in radiative
equilibrium with the environment, have a finite thermal conductivity or
diffusivity. The magnitude of this thermal leak and the permissible
back face t_mperature establish time of operation and the weight of
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insulation required. When these factors are known, direct weight com-
parison may be made with absorptive type thermal protection systems.
Indeed the low rate long term ablation system must be examined in a
similar manner because, over extended periods of time, the thermal
diffusivity of the ablation material must be known. Finally 3 it has
been demonstrated that radiative insulation systems can be screened or
assessed by the same techniques generally used for absorptive systems.
However, established thermal conductivity techniques are usually more
convenient and more accurate.
c. Secondar _ Properties and Characteristics
Aside from those primary variables in a materials test_ there are
many other factors of a secondary nature which must be recognized.
The more important of these are
Thermophysical properties
(emissivity)
(specific heat)
(thermal conductivity)
(heats of reaction and change of state)
Molten viscosity
Char formation
Shear and compressive strength
Thermal expansion
Sonic fatigue
High temperature corrosion
Behavior in vacuum and/or ionizing radiation
Density and weight
Pyrolytic gas properties (physical and chemical)
Fabrication variables
These properties or characteristics do not affect all materials
equally, nor are they of equal importance. Some have a critical bearing
on test procedures, while others will vary as a result of the test
procedure. Each will be discussed in proportion to its influence on
the reliability of an acceptable materials test.
(i) Thermophyslcal Properties
This section refers to those vital physical properties which control
the behavior of materials at high temperature. While some may be ques-
tioned as thermophysical properties they are included in this discussion
because of related phenomena or measurement techniques. Those properties
or behaviors which will be considered are, emissivity, thermal conduc-
tivlty, specific heat# heats of reaction vaporization and/or sublimation
spectral absorptivity, thermal expansion and pyrolltic gas properties.
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While is is impossible to, _ate.'_h_s_ p_enomena with regard to
relative importance, emissivity doubtless plays a significant role in
any type of thermal protection. It is a critical property not only for
radiant conditions but is of equal importance in rejecting heat that is
accumulated from convective and conductive energy transfer. The measure-
ment of surface emissivity is a most delicate procedure even under very
closely controlled laboratory conditions. The measurement of surface
emissivity during ablation testing is therefore not a recommendable
technique. A measurement of a char layer after test may be possible
but difficult, particularly at elevated temperature. For practical
purposes, comparative surface temperature or radiometrlc measurements
under calibrated environmental conditions with carefully calibrated
emissivity standards appear to be the most obtainable technique pres-
ently available. Associated with the correct measurement of surface
temperature and emissivities are the associated problems of spectral
absorption both on the surface in the matrix material and transpirated
gas properties which cover the surface of the sample. While these are
not primary measurements they influence other measurements, the mechanism
of energy transfer and materials behavior. They should not be confused
with primary measurements but must be placed in the category of necessary
research.
The more commonly known thermophysical properties such as thermal
conductivity, specific heat and thermal expansion are vitally essential.
They must be separately measured and made available with the primary
data of thermal capacity and performance. As previously mentioned,
these data are significant for thermal protection systems involving
insulation, convectlvely cooled and heat sink characteristics. They
become almost equally important when ablation or transpiration are con-
sidered for longer duration. There is an increasing tendency to measure
thermal diffuslvity m where
k
C_ ----
p • cp
where
k thermal conductivity
p density
cp specific heat
It is desirable and, under some conditions, may be possible to measure
this property during a dynamic test.
Heats of reaction, vaporization and sublimation are extremely use-
ful for kinetical interpretations of the ablation and transpiration.
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Such measurements must be made .in re_e_eh'_a_ilities, as previously
distinguished from facilities.
2_Molten Viscosi_ty
There is no established concept for the significance of this phenom-
enon which is observed on the surface of ablation specimens. It may find
a possible application in the assessment of shear forces acting on a
specimen but should not be awarded a high priority except in very basic
studies of ablation phenomena.
(3) Char Formation
Surface carbonaceous material which forms during the ablation of
organic base composites has an important bearing on the overall heat
absorption characteristics. Its stability depemds upon the materials
properties and the mass flow conditions of the environment, in service
as well as in a test. Removal of char by poorly designed test conditions
leads to erroneous results just as does the erroneous assumption of char
stability derived from tests at low mass flow conditions. Since it is
not possible to exactly simulate operational conditions in a laboratory
materials test_ this characteristic should be independently assessed
either by separate labor_tory examin_ion_ or by exposure in a high mass
flow rate facility (e.g. rocket exhaust) where environmental pressures
and shear forces can be reproduced.
(4) Shear and Compressive Strength
These are mechanical properties which should be independently meas-
ured and used as guides to test evaluation and to design requirements.
Shear stress should be evaluated over a range of surface temperatures_
since like in char layers, surface cavitation and spalling leads to
large errors in thermal capacity. These properties can be of major sig-
nificance in lightweight high efficiency insulation systems.
(5) Thermal Expansion
For certain thermal protection systems thermal shock behavior must
be carefully assessed. For this reason thermal expansion properties
combined with tensile properties should be established as supplementary
information.
(6) Sonic Fatigue
The behavior of materials under severe sonic vibration is a some-
what new consideration for thermal protection systems. While it applies
predominantly to long time_ stable systems with metallic skin (e.g. high
efficiency insulation panel) it may also apply in the future to other
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systems such as convecti_e!y cooled, long duration ablation and tran-
spiration systems. Bounda_y layer noise up to 150 db may be expected
at velocities in excess of M 5 at altitudes exceeding I00,000 feet.
The detailed effects of this phenomenon on hot gas environments, or its
presence in supersonic hot gas facilities are not known. It is possible
that such an environment could change heat transfer characteristics in
the boundary layer.
(71 High Temperature Oxidation
Very little quantitative or even comparable data are available with
regard to oxidation rates of metals or organics under moving air and
thermal cycling conditions. The problem is most acute for insulation
panels which must operate in excess of 1500 ° F for long periods of time
with cyclic temperature changes. While considerable activity is now in
progress in this area, there exists an equal need for standardization
and uniformity of tests and the expression of results.
(8) Vacuum and Ionizing Radiation
The subject of space environment and its effects on thermal pro-
tection systems of all types would demand an extensive study. There
are many possible effects and many combinations of environments which
might be discussed, which are beyond the scope of this report. While
these areas could have an important influence on thermal protection
behavior, they are secondary to the immediate goal of an acceptable
materials test. Once this is accomplished, the influences of other
environments can be investigated wlth more intelligence. It is suffi-
cient to point out the potential problemand to suggest careful consid-
eration in those operational areas, where long periods of time must be
spent in space prior to the use of a thermal protection system.
(9) Density
This fundamental physical property as well as the total weight
change should require little elaboration. It is the most obvious mater-
ia!s property to be measured and, while basically simple, can be subject
to procedural errors. Some early ablation weight losses were based upon
loss in weight after the char layer had been scraped from the sample;
others were not. In almost all cases it is exceptionally difficult to
avoid sample losses after ablation testing and provide a technically
accurate weight loss figure. In fragile char layers and refractory
oxide, bubbles are formed during ablation, and it is difficult to define
a satisfactory measurement system. A development project, which would
provide a means for indicating weight changes during tests, would be
extremely useful.
ii0
(i0) Fabrication Aspects •
D
The appraisal of this subject is well beyond the scope of this
report. It is recognized and little change can be expected in the near
future. Closer specifications in the areas discussed in this section
are desirable. Plastic testing procedures are now under agressive
standardization programs. For the near future however these variations
can only be normalized and treated statistically. In intelligently
run materials test programs they should constitute a minor error com-
pared with those now being tolerated in test procedures.
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i. STATE-OF-THE-ART SIRa4ARY
The ultimate objective of this report is to define the most signifi-
cant TPS, and to recommend a degree of effort which should be placed on
the related materials R&D to meet the future requirements of NASA. To
arrive at an objective judgement, three considerations have to be weighed
against each other: the requirements for thermal protection in future
NASA projects, the capabilities and growth potential of TPS's which
satisfy these requirements, and the magnitude of the present R&D effort.
The degree of future R&D effort should be proportional to the requirements
and the potential of the TPS, and inversely proportional to present
efforts: Systems which have little potential should not be pursued,
regardless of requirements and present efforts. Likewise, efforts should
be held at a minimum level, if no requirements exist or are foreseen.
Primary emphasis should, however, be placed in these areas, where both
requirements and potential are high. The degree of effort depends then
on the magnitude of present effort. By the same token, a reduction of
the present effort is indicated, if it is higher than either requirements
or potential Justify.
The overall development status of TPS's is summarized in Table 6.
The potential of direct radiation systems is too limited to produce
any substantial gain over their present capabilities, except for solar
heating in space, where they constitute the primary tool of temperature
control. Even though their potential is likewise limited, the simplicity
of the heat dissipation at the place of heat input warrants high efforts
to be placed on the development of coatings with balanced emissivities.
There is a vital need for increased emphasis in the following areas as
applied to surfaces for space craft temperature control:
(a) Development of surfaces with reproducible emissivity character-
istics - particularly the specular metallic surface.
(b) Development of standardized measurement techniques and standard
surface s.
(c) Development of surfaces capable of withstanding the various pre-
launch, as well as space environments, with little or no change in emis-
sivity characteristics.
Another proposed system for protection against extreme heating rates
and prolonged time periods is to repel the ionized gases with magnetic
fields (magneto-h_drodynamic s).
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Conventional insulation has a......_ed at a saturated state of develop-
ment_ where further efforts will orJly pieodt_ce 1_)_rgina] improvements. It
has become a part of straightforward engineering and requires no further
• -u°research efforts _owever, the extended duraoion_ of flight at inte_ne_i-
ate heat fll_ levels, encountered in advanced f_;_bt and manned re-entry
vehicles_ create severe requirements for an adequage passive _P_, which
• _ ° I ° noperates without functional means Advanced_ hi_ efficiency ins_LLatlo
has a promising growth potential, and highest efforts, particularly
fu_zds_nental research on the means of controlling the heat transfer char-
acteristics of materials_ are urgently needed.
TABLE 6.- DFJEI_OPMENT STATUS OF TPS
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TPS Potential
Direct radiation:
Aerodyl_aic heating
Space (solar) +
Insulation:
Conventional o
High efficiency ++
Indirect dissipation:
Aerodynamic heating +
Space (solar) ++
Convective cooling:
Circulating o
Heat sink
Ablation:
High 4 +
Moderate _ ++
Film cooling:
Direct
BL gas injection ++
Transpiration ++
Energy conversion ++
Legend: o average
- below average
+ high
++ extremely high
. Present
meslgn I Reconm71ended
_Developmemt
_equiremenLsl Efforts Priority
4+
O
4-+
+
++
+
+
O
O
O
i.
+
o
++
+
++
+
4-+
+
++
+
++
++
+
o
O
o
++
++
+
++
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The potential of indirect dissipation has so far been very little
evaluated. There is, on the other h_nd,._ a_1_±_e need _ tempera%_re
reduction at certain "hot spots" in advanced fli_obt systems (e.g., leading
edges) _ithout functional means. Increased R&D effort is indicated. _u
extremely high application potential exists in advanced space vehicles,
where direct radiation is insufficient for temperature control. Highest
R&D efforts are in order.
The application of convective cooling is limited in view of the
extreme weight penalties, to requirements which call for an unlimited
time of operation at heat flux levels which cannot be met by passive
means. No particular R&D efforts appear to be justified.
In view of the emphasis placed on heat sink systems in the initial
development of ICBM's its capabilities have been extensively explored
and appraised. Continued development of heat sink systems is not likely
to produce useful results fo_....._^ missions. _._+_v_. ........ the benefit may be
for ballistic missiles, except for the potential applications of pyr_olytic
yraphite.
Likewise, a high state-of-the-art has been achieved in high heating
rate ablation systems, as they apply particularly to the steep (ballistic)
re-entry. The potential of ablation at moderate heat flux rates and long
operation times, however, is insufficiently explored, even though extreme
requirements are apparent. A reduction of high heating rate efforts in
favor of R&D in the intermediate heat flux-time field is in order. In
addition, there is a definite need for increased efforts in the applica-
tion of ablation to solid propellant rocket nozzles.
The very limited capabilities of liquid f_ilm cooling, paired _th
considerable weight requirements 3 do not warrant any particular efforts.
Gaseous film cooling ...._y gas injection in the boundary layer, however,
appears to have considerable growth potential, particularly for applica-
tions in the most problematic intermediate heat flux-time field. With
the exception of NASA work (Ames), this promising system is greatly
neglected. A high R&D priority should be assigned.
Transpiration systems have considerable potential for prolonged
periods of operation at extreme heating rates. Even though no require-
ment exists or is foreseen for this condition, a minimum state of the
art should be maintained. As this field is completely neglected at
present, adequate efforts should be initiated.
The application of direct ener_ _ conversion materials and techniques
to the absorption of heat is in a very early feasibility study state, yet
is extremely attractive for space applications, where utilization of the
otherwise undesirable heat would be essential. A high rate of R&D effort
is indicated.
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Oneof the major difficulties in the development of TPS is the lack
of pertinent materials data. In the first place, even conventional
properties of materials are not available in certain high, as well as
low temperature ranges. Second, the behavior of matter at extreme tem-
peratures and the transition to the thermal plasma are not sufficiently
explored, nor the interrelation of phenomena understood. Research in
these two areas is indicated, particularly in view of the time require-
ments of such fundamental investigations.
Of immediate concern is, however, the establishment of performance
data on TPS as well as related materials. Most of the few numerical data
available are not comparable, as they were obtained under a variety of
more or less defined environments. The general acceptance of a standard
test method, standardized samples and environments are a prerequisite of
any future development work on TPS. Immediate efforts should be placed
in the development of a standard test method and a uniform representation
of test results.
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2. REQUIREMENTS OF NASA VEHICLE PROGRAMS*
The present as well as expected future vehicle program of NASA indi-
cates the following four primary requirements for thermal protection:
(1) Drag and lift surfaces of return vehicles from orbital and
interplanetary operations, related to the intermediate flight regime.
Two heating characteristics are encountered.
(a) Prolonged (4-60 min) atmospheric exposure to intermediate
heat flux levels (15-250 Btu/ft 2 sec), as encountered in high
velocity cruise or during return from orbital operations.
(b) Two-cycle atmospheric heating, consisting of a short
(1-6 min) exposure to high heat flux levels (250-800 Btu/ft2 sec),
followed by an exposure similar to (1), as encountered in return
maneuvers from interplanetary operations.
(n-2)
(2) Solid propellant rocket nozzles and casings, subjected to heating
by various types of combustion gases and products, with heat flux rates up
to 500 Btu/ft2 sec and times from seconds to several minutes.
(ii-4)
(3) Temperature control in the hulls and heat exchange elements
of space vehicles, exposed to radiant solar heating, in near space
(_ = 0.12 Btu/ft2 sec) and deep space (preferred range 0.24 to
0.052 Btu/ft2 sec).
(n-3)
*The numbers in
related report sections.
at
_nd of paragraphs indicate the
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(4) Protection of space vehicles against the heating from power-
plants and propulsion systems, exhibiting a variety of temperatures up
to 1,500 ° F and heat flux levels up to 36 Btu/ft 2 sec.
" (n-4)
3. RECOMMENDATIONS*
Based on NASA vehicle requirements and the potential of various TPS,
primary materials research effort is recommended in the following fields:
(i) Development of lightweight "high efficiency insulation" systems,
which substantially increase the thermal capabilities of passive thermal
protection for unlimited operation time, as required in high speed cruise
flight and orbital lift re-entry. Development should be focused at the
heat flux range from lO to 50Btu/ft 2 sec.
(I-50(2);I-5)
(2) Development of low rate '("slow") ablation systems for the inter-
mediate flight regime, with heat flux levels from 15-250 Btu/ft 2 sec and
times from 4-60 minutes. The development should include the study of the
downstream effects of ablation products.
(I-3d(2) I-5;II-2)
(3) Two-cycle ablation systems for return maneuvers from space opera-
tions, compatible with space environment before as well as between cycles,
and capable of heat absorption as follows:
Cycle I: 4 = 250-800Btu/ft2 sec Cycle II: 4 = 15-250 Btu/ft 2 sec
t = 1-6 rain t = 4-60 min
(n-2)
(4) (a) Studies and experimental investigations on the radiative
heating from the hot boundary layer, and particularly from the hot gas
cap between the vehicle nose and the detached bow wave at parabolic
velocity and (b) development of TPS for combined convective and radia-
tive heating, as established in (a).
(II-2a(1))
(5) Development of boundary layer gas injection systems for gaseous
film cooling, applicable primarily to the intermediate heat flux field
(15-250 Btu/ft2 sec) and prolonged time of operation, as encountered in
high speed atmospheric cruise and space return vehicles. Besides the
primary objective of thermal protection, its aerodynamic effects (drag)
should be investigated.
(I-3d(4);II-2)
*The numbers in parentheses at the end of paragraphs indicate the
related report sections.
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(6) Development of coatings compatible with space environment, with
defined ratios of absorptivity to emissivity, for temperature control of
space vehicles. Two heating characteristics are_encountered:
q V •
q
a. Constant heat flux of 0.12 Btu/ft 2 sec (near space)
b. Va_j_ng heat flux in interplanetary operations
(I-2d; I-3e (I) ; II-3)
(7) Development of indirect dissipation systems
a. For intermediate heat flux levels (up to 45 Btu/ft2 sec) in
limited areas of drag elements, such as leading edges or nose cones
of cruise vehicles.
b. For _°t_m _ ......... in space
above.
Conditions same as in (5)
(i-3c(3);K-3)
(8) Development of surface coatings capable of heat absorption and
utilization by application of direct energy conversion materials and
techniques, for the use in space vehicles. Systems have to be compatible
with space environment.
(9) Development of high efficiency insulation systems based exclu-
sively on reflection and radiation for the use in power plants of space
vehicles.
(II-6)
(i0) A systematic investigation on the application of TPS to solid
propellant rocket motors, to include:
Transpiration
Evaporation cooling
Chemical reaction cooling
Heat sink
Radiation
(Film cooling)
(Ablation)
(ii) Maintenance of an adequate state of the art in transpiration
cooling, with particular emphasis of long time operation at high heat
flux levels (above 1,000 Btu/ft 2 see).
(l-Sd(D))
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(12) Studies on the materials behavior at extreme temperatures, and
establishment of thermal and other pertinent ma_e_lal properties at
extremely high, as _ii as extremely low temperatures.
(13) Development and introduction of standard test methods for the
establishment of performance data for TPS.
(I-4;III-2)
(14) Establishment of a list of standard terms, definitions, symbols
and dimensions. Such a list is proposed in this report for acceptance.
(III-l)
Commensurate with these proposed increased efforts_ a reduction of
efforts is recommended in the following fields, in which an adequate
state-of-the-art has been achieved:
(15) Reduction of effects in heat sink systems_ dn view of their
limited capability and the saturated state-of-art.
(16) Reduction of efforts in short-time high heating rate ablative
systems for ballistic nose cones, as all present and foreseen require-
ments can be adequately met with achieved capabilities. Remaining
efforts should be directed toward a wider variety of potential material
systems.
(17) Reduction of efforts in conventional insulation, due to its
obvious thermal limitations_ which permit only marginal improvements.
(18) Reduction of present extensive efforts of theoretical treatment
of TPS in favor of technological approaches, as outlined in (12) above.
(I-4)
NASA Headquarters,
Washington, D.C., October i, 1961,
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APPENDIX A
TESTING TECHNIQUES, FACILITIES AND PROCEDURES
Most attempts to simulate highheat flux environments have employed
arc plasma devices. There are as many testing techniques as there are
units. The probability of standardizing is not very likely because the
required details of environment differ from one test program to another
and the units are often "home-made," or at least modified, according to
the budget, available power supply and desired environment - in that
order. One serious factor has been the exclusion of turbulent heating
and the associated shear forces. In general, however, the failure to
properly simulate the combined chemical-thermal-mechanical parameters
leads to problems with the interpretation of results.
With this in mind, the review summarizes a series of approaches
taken in the past few years (primarily at one laboratory) in conjunction
with re-entry vehicle materials testing. There were sufficient talents
and funds available to allow for elaborate analytical studies and the
latest of arc devices and techniques, with serious material problems
that depended primarily on ground testing and only confirmation with
instrumented flights. A great deal of production planning was based on
the ground test results and extrapolations, and the results therefore
had to be trustworthy or at least understood the limitations.
The prime purpose of this review is not to achieve standardization,
but rather exemplify the experimental details and analysis which had to
be taken into account. They illustrate the sophistication which had to
be employed to avoid the much more time consuming, expensive gambling
with full scale testing programs.
There is an abundance of tripe in the literature based on the phi-
losophy of "have arc, will test," with "back-of-the-envelope" calcula-
tions and "profile comparisons." Testing of this type does not suffi-
ciently resolve the TPS requirement to significantly improve the
probability of designing and building hardware with reliable safety
factors, meeting severe weight and size restrictions.
The review includes the following:
I. Small Arc Techniques
Three references (81, 82, 83) are given to published
procedures and facilities covering early versions of splash
test methods employing small arcs L4o to ioo kw in (81
and 82) and 300 kw in (83_.
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II. Large Arc Techni_ue_
A. The 500 k_ _rc facility for splash tests
(Avco "SOO" Arc)
B. The I0 mega6watt arc _sm_plex
i. Splash technique
2. Pipe technique
3. Shroud technique
4. Hyperthermal wind tunnel
The small arc tests are generally inadequate, but since they are
common laboratory items, they are the ones most likely to be misapplied
and must be looked at most cautiously. This is obvious from the foot-
notes summarizing comments made by critical reviewers,* indicating
questionable areas. Certainly any reference to standardization can
only apply to an established "in-house" technique.
The larger facilities outlined in Part II are the most recent tests.
The 500 kw splash tests and the i0 megawatt pipe tests are currently
being employed on a routine basis. The shroud and the hyperthermal
devices are still in the comparatively early stages of operation.
i. SMALL ARC TECHNIQUES
a. Description of Standardized High Temperature Material Systems
Screening Test I
Testing Device
The tests have been designed to utilize the gas stabilized Arc
Plasma Jet of the 40 to lO0 kw size range, i It must produce a 1/2 inch
diameter jet of air or simulated air. As seen in figures 15 and 17, a
mixing chamber and 1/2 inch nozzle must be attached to the arc jet unit
to produce a uniform flame. Through the use of this auxiliary nozzle,
the arc may be formed on N2, and 02 added in the mixing chamber to
reduce electrode wear. ii It also provides an opportunity for measuring
*Dr. Robert M. Crane, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
i40 to lO0 kw size is now small. This power range is too restric-
tive, then, in its general application.
iil/2-inch diameter jet is too specific. Also, a mixing chamber
is not required on all arcs; the arc design has progressed to beyond
the state of the art when this was written.
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chamber pressure, iii The nozzle is a straight design producing a sub-
sonic gas stream. The initial te_ts will be conducted with this subsonic
gas flow, although future tests will certalnly include supersonic gas
streams.
Test Conditions
Samples of each material system shall be exposed to three thermal
environments. These were chosen to encompass the range of expected
applications within the practical limitations of the equipment to be
iv will
used. Therefore, the very low and the very high heat flux levels
not be attempted at this time, but will be included at a later data when
more elaborate equipment becomes widely available. The test conditions
are summarized in table 7.
TABLE 7.- PROPOSED STANDARD TEST CONDITIONS
Test parameter Test number and conditions
I
Heat flux to cold wall i00
calorimeter, Btu/ft2sec
Time of heat pulse, see 360
Gas velocity at nozzle v 2,000
ft/sec approximate
Type of gas air
Nozzle chamber pressure
Stagnation pressure
Power input
Mass flow
Gas temperature
Gas enthalpy
II III
500 i, 000
72
2, 000 2,000
air air
Constant - Measured
Measured
Constant - Measured
Constant - Measured
Calculated
Calculated
iliEstablishment of subsonic nozzle as a testing standard should
not be considered. The whole concept of a standardization should try
to match expected environment as best as possible.
iVEquipment can now give low (30 Btu/sec/ft 2) as well as moderately
5 Btu/sec_high 00 ft 2 J heating rates.
VGas velocity is unnecessarily low_ times are unnecessarily long
to establish steady-state ablation rates for these heating rates and
for most ablating materials.
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Calibratl on
Accurate calibration of the arc vl shall be accomplished by using a
water cooled copper calorimeter of the Melpar design, as shown in fig-
ures 15 and 16. This calorimeter must be used to produce correlatable
data. However, information relating the values obtained using various
types of calorimeters is desired and is necessary to evaluate the use-
fulness of the calorimeters.
The calorimeter will be used to determine the proper power setting,
mass flow, etc., to produce the range of heat flux values desired. It
will then be used to obtain a profile of the heat flux versus distance
curve of the arc flame to determine the desired sample positions. The
calorimeter shall also be used to check the heat flux at the sample
location Just before exposing the samples. It should be noted that the
front face of the calorimeter must be polished to a bright finish before
each run to obtain the proper heat transfer.
The pressure, flow rate, and temperature rise of the calorimeter
water must be optimized, measured accurately, and reported with the data.
The high heat flux indicated may be unobtainable with certain facil-
ities. In this case, the highest flux obtainable will be used and
reported. Also, the power settings may be changed and reported for this
test if necessary.
Standard Samples
Samples of six different, reproducible, material systems will
be exposed to each of the three heat flux levels indicated. The
VIThe calibration of the arc should not be specified. Work needs to
be done in this field. It is not generally admitted - yet true in all
cases we have looked into - that a calorimeter gives a different (ge-_er-
ally lower) value of enthalpy than a first law determination. Both tech-
niques give different results from those that employ equilibrium sonic
flow or direct velocity measurements. The design of the arc system seems
to determine the discrepancy between the various methods. Those systems
that employ the nozzle as a cathode appear to give the greatest discrep-
ancy among the various methods. Indeed, a given arc system that gives
good results at one enthalpy level may not give the same agreement at
another. The causes are probably due to nonequilibrium effects. Recent
heat-transfer tests performed by Griffin and Jedlicka at Ames have demon-
strated that small contamination levels can change the heat transfer rate
by factors as much as 3 for plasmatron arc. Therefore, it seems obvious
that this method cannot be adopted as standard until more work is done
in this field.
g w _ °
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samples vii of (i) slip cast fused silica, (2) ATJ graphite, (9) Teflon,
(4) Micarta, (5) 1020 steel, (6) Phenyl Silane with glass fabric. It
is requested that the materials be tested in the order indicated (I to 6)
in order to quickly produce correlatable data.
The physical properties and appearance of the samples shall be
viii
recorded before and after exposure.
The sample holder should be water cooled for long life and must
provide minimum contact with the sample so it doesn't affect the results
by cooling, etc.
The samples ix shall be 1/2 inch flat plates, 2 inches by 2 inches
square. They shall be exposed with a 45 ° angle between the flame and
a face diagonal as shown in figure 18. The center of the flame shall
be directed at the center of the front face.
Two spring loaded thermocouples of 28 gauge wire shall be attached
to the back of the sample, as in figure 18, to record back side
temperature.
Instrumentation and Data to be Obtained
The test facilities shall be instrumented to supply as much data
as possible from each test. The data to be obtained and reported, along
with a reasonably consistent set of units, are indicated on figure 19.
The information to be obtained on the arc shall include: power
input, power loss to coolant, efficiency, mass flow rate through torch,
stabilizing gas, Jet gas composition, nozzle chamber pressure, gas
viiIt does not seem necessary to run 6 control tests. A Teflon
control is desirable however because it truly sublimes and is obtainable
in fairly uniform batches. The other materials would not be as good for
a control because of manufacturing inconsistencies.
viiiIt is not necessary to water-cool sample holder. It is a good
idea, though, to meter the heat loss from the holder and to keep it to
a minimum.
ixThe samples proposed are not good design for testing in supersonic
streams. A better design would be an axially symmetric one with testing
area confined to a central core area. The mass loss (of the removable
central core) is then found by weighing before and after runs.
This type of model avoids edge effects and re-deposit effects for
melting situations.
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velocity x at nozzle, heat flux at sample location, stagnation pressure
at sample location. Several parameters will be calculated from this
data, such as: gas temperature and gas enthalpy.
The stagnation pressure shall be measured at the sample location
as is shown in figure 20.
The instrumentation of the sample shall produce data such as:
front side temperature versus time measured by radiation and optical
pyrometers (if possible) to allow for emissivity calculations, back
side temperature versus time, depth and volume of ablation or erosion,
weight loss, general appearance and properties of the samples including
apparent reactions and interactions, and photographs of the samples
after exposure.
b. Modifications to Description of Standardized High Temperature
Material Systems Screening Test 2
Test Conditions
Due to the fact that the various classes of material systems, as
typified by the "standard" samples, have greatly differing useful lives
in the various thermal environments the test conditions may have been
modified. These conditions, (mainly exposure time) illustrated in
table 8, are designed to prevent burn through of the sample during the
test, as data on thse samples would then be of questionable value.
Back face temperature measurements may be achieved through the use
of the spring loaded thermocouples as was originally suggested. How-
ever, since serious error may result with this method on certain mate-
rials of low conductivity, thermocouples may be sandwiched between the
back of the sample and an asbestos sheet backed up by a transite block.
In any case the method used must be critically analyzed for the accuracy
and the meaning of the data collected.
Calorimeter design changes xi as discussed at the January meeting
are incorporated in figure 16. The grooved face plate should be free
of stagnation areas and should provide for more uniform, higher water
velocity in the critical area. As pointed out in figure 16, water inlet
and outlet liner should have the same flow area, and the flow area at
the face plate should be about one half of the inlet or outlet area to
increase velocity.
XUse velocity just ahead of model as reference standard rather than
velocity at nozzle.
xiIf the improved design of calorimeter is anything like Melpar
design, it should not be used.
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Temperature measurement problems with thermocouples due to the
electrical "noise" produced by the plasma may be circumvented by the
use of battery operated potentiometers or by properly insulating the
recording equipment.
TABLE 8.- PROPOSED TESTING TIME FOR VARIOUS MATERIALS
Material Heat flux level 2 Btu/sq ft-sec
i00 500 ItO00
Silica 360 72 96
Graphite 120 24 12
Steel 120 24 12
Phenyl Silane 120 24 12
Micarta 120 24 12
Teflon 90 18 9
The Nonmetallic Materials Laboratory, WADD, has been determining
density of porous materials with an Amico-Winslow porosimeter. Based
on the mercury intrusion technique, it is used to determine apparent
density of the porous solid, and true density of the solid after reduc-
tion to particle size. xii
c. Testing of Reinforced Plastics Under Simulated Re-Entry
Conditions 3
The development of the plasma Jet has provided a new tool for the
study of the behavior of ablating systems in dissociated air. The pur-
pose herein is to indicate the applications of the calibrated plasma jet
to the experimental determination of the steady-state ablation charac-
teristics of silica- and nylon-reinforced plastics. These materials
have been selected as being typical of inorganic- and organic-relnforced
plastics.
It is primarily intended to illustrate experimental techniques and
possible methods of data analysis and interpretation. No attempt will
be made to determine the optimum silica- or nylon-Phenolic combination.
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xiiAnother technique employed in industry involves the use of the
Beckman air pycnometer. This instrument measures apparent density of a
porous material and then with subsequent closing of the pores by means
of impregnation with paraffin, a bulk density is obtained. The differ-
ence in volume is the open pores of the material. Crushing of the
samples and obtaining the powder density and subtracting the apparent
density will then yield the volume of the closed pores.
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However, attention has been focused on composites in which the reinforce
ment constitutes the largest fraction of the mixture
Experimental Setup
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The basic experimental setup for the determination of the laminar
stagnation-point ablation behavior of the reinforced plastic materials
is shown in figure 21. The plasma jet was operated with a 1/2-inch sub-
sonic exit nozzle and exhausted directly to the atmosphere. Flat-faced
samples were placed on the arc axis. The sample face was located 1 inch
from the exit_orifice. By suitable empirical choice of exit jet and
sample diameter, it was possible to obtain a match such that the sample
retained its initial flat shape during ablation. In the current series
of experiments, xiii it was determined that the 1/2-inch exit jet was
best matched with 3/4-inch diameter specimens. A typical film sequence
for a silica-phenolic material is shown in figure 22. It is noted that
the sample retained its initial shape d'._._ingthe coumse of a run. The
techniques for the determination of the thermodynamic conditions, e.g.,
heat flux, shear, and pressure distribution, on an "infinite" surface
located 1 inch from the exit orifice, as a function of arc air flow,
were summarized by John and Bade (96). It was assumed that the aero-
dynamic and thermodynamic conditions on the surface of the 3/4-inch
diameter specimens were the same as those on an infinite plate. During
the course of a typical run (30 seconds), the samples were observed to
lose between 1/4- and 1/2-inch of their length due to ablation. By
placing the water-calorimeter shield combination at different positions
within this range along the arc axis, it was determined that there was
no appreciable reduction in heat flux during an ablation test.
Steady-State Ablation Velocity
The steadystate ablation velocity V was obtained from 35 mm
Arriflex film records (24 frames/second) of the ablating sample surface
To reduce the exposure due to the radiation from the sample surface and
hot plasma, the camera lens was preceded by both a Kodak Wratten No 40
filter (peak transmission, 0.513 micron bandwidth, 001 micron), and a
Kodak Wratten No 20 neutral density filter; the camera lens was oper
ated at an aperture of f/32 A large 12inch focal length camera lens
made it possible to obtain nearly a i:i object-to-image ratio.
The intense radiation from the sample surface permitted use of a
slow emulsion film (Kodak Panatomic-X) with associated improved image
xiiiThe matching of the i/2-inch jet to a 3/4-inch model results in
nonuniform heat transfer across the face. Apparently, this nonuniform
heat transfer resulted in retention of flat faces for this geometry com-
bination. In general, this matching technique is not sound because of
the nonuniformities involved.
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contrast and definition. Referring to figure 22, the position of the
ablating surface in the individual film frames was referenced with
respect to a tungsten fiducial marker. The tungsten marker and sample
were silhouetted_ as shown in figure 22, by means of a modified shadow-
graph lighting system. It was estimated that this photographic system
permitted location of the ablating sample surface to within ±2 mils.
Distance-time histories for ablating samples of silica-phenolic
and nylon-phenolic at the same arc operating conditions are shown in
figure 23. It is noted that the samples reached their steady-state
ablation velocity in less than 5 seconds. In figure 24_ the steady-
state ablation mass flux (pV) for silica- and nylon-phenolic is plotted
as a function of air enthalpy. Referring to John and Bade (96) each
value of the air enthalpy corresponded to unique values of the stagnation-
point velocity gradient and pressure. Therefore, each value of the air
enthalpy had an associated heat flux, shear, and pressure distribution.
For both materials, even though the nominal aerodynamic heat input was
nearly constant at about 1,250 Btu/ft2sec over the operating enthalpy
range, the steady-state ablation mass flux decreased with enthalpy.
Surface Radiation
The total radiation emitted by the ablating surface and the sur-
rounding gases was measured with a single-junction Eppley thermopile.
The thermopile-mirror-ablating surface system is shown in figure 21.
The geometry of the system was arranged such that the image of the flat
ablating surface completely covered the thermopile Junction. To esti-
mate the total emitted radiation per unit area of sample surface, it
was assumed that the angular radiation distribution was given by
Lambert's cosine law. Measurements without an ablating sample in posi-
tion indicated that the gas radiation was negligible, xiv The possi-
bility exists of significant radiation from the boundary layer due to
the presence of excited ablated species. However, the magnitude of
this effect is still unresolved. Therefore for the purpose herein, it
was assumed that all the measured emitted radiation originated at the
ablating surface, and the radiation from the surrounding gases was
negligible.
In figure 25, the radiation per unit area of the ablating sample
surface has been plotted as a function of air enthalpy for the silica-
and nylon-phenolic samples. For the environmental conditions character-
istic of the experiments, the nylon-reinforced samples emitted nearly
twice as much radiation as the silica-reinforced material. It is noted
xivThere is to be considered the direction radiation from the arc.
If the emissivity of the surfaces is low this radiation may be reflected
to the system.
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that the radiation emitted by th_ny_on-Rh_n_ic represented a rela-
tively large fraction of t_ col_Bll aer_amic heat input.
o,
SurfaceTemperature-$ectral_te_nation
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A lower bound for the surface temperature of ablating nylon- and
silica-phenolic has been estimated by comparison of the spectral radia-
tion characteristics of the ablating surface with that characteristic
of a blackbody. The spectral distribution of the radiation from the
ablating surface was measured with the monochromator (Perkin-Elmer
Model 83) and mirror system shown in figure 2_I. The radiation was taken
from the surface at an angle of about 45 degrees from the normal and was
focused by a series of mirrors into the monochromator. In the mono-
chromator, the radiation was detected by either a lead sulfide cell
(0.5 to 2.5 microns) or a thermocouple detector (1 to 15 microns). The
wavelength calibration was supplied by atmospheric and carbon dioxide
absorption bands and by the emission lines of a mercury vapor lamp.
The absolute intensity calibration was obtained by replacing the radi-
ating sample by standard radiation reference sources.
In figure 26, the spectral radiation emittance of nylon- and
silica-phenolic is plotted as a function of wavelength in the wave-
length region of from 4.1 to 5.4 microns. Superimposed on the experi-
mental points are a series of spectral emittance plots for blackbodies
at different temperatures. In this spectral region, based on measure-
ments of the transmission of thin layers of silica, the emissivity of
silica-phenolic can be expected to be high. Thus at these wavelengths
of high emissivity, the blackbody curve which lies just above the
experimental curve will be characteristic of the surface temperature.
The surface temperature for the silica-phenolic sample is then prDbably
close to 2,650 ° + lO0 ° K. In the case of the nylon-phenolic matenial,
there is no strong evidence that the emissivity can be assumed close to
unity. Therefore, it is only possible to conclude that the surface tem-
perature is somewhat greater than 3,000 ° _+ 100 ° K. The preceding meas-
urements have been carried out at the environmental conditions corre-
sponding to an air enthalpy of 7,100 Btu/lb (see table I of John and
Bade)(96). Work is currently underway on the determination of the varia-
tion of surface temperature with external environmental conditions.
Surface Temperature - Melting Wire Technique
Surface temperatures of ablating specimens have also been estimated
by embedding 5-mil wires of different melting points in the material sam-
ple prior to testing the sample in the plasma jet. Wire types which have
been used include: iridium (mp 2,727 ° K), molybdenum (mp 2,890 ° K), and
tantalum (mp 3,269 ° K). Methods for detection of indication of wire
melting have included visual, microscop'_,. X-ray, and metallographic
examination.
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to define the "heat of ablation" in a numberof different forms.
of the more commondefinitions are indicated below:
Definition of th2 Heat of Ablation
In presenting steady-state abiat_o_ results_ it is found convenientFour
Cold-Wall Heat of Ablation
* qc/PV (Btu/ib),%=
% = cold-wall heat input (Btu/ft2sec),
p = material density (ib/ft3), and
V = ablation velocity (ft/sec).
Hot-Wall Heat of Ablation
* = q_qo= h_ - hw q__ (Btu/ib)
qo pV hs pV
qo = hot-wall heat input to nonablating
surface at same surface temperature
as ablating surface (Btu/ft2sec),
h s = total free-stream gas enthalpy
(Btu/ib), and
hw = total wall gas enthalpy (Btu/ib).
Radiative Heat of Ablation
* qrad (Btu/ib),
qrad - pV
qrad = radiation from sample surface
(Btu/ft2sec).
Thermochemical Heat of Ablation xv
q. = hs - hw + qc qrad (Btu/Ib).
h pV pV
The heats of ablation defined in the above equations are presented
in figure 27 and figure 28 for typical high-purity silica- and
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XVThe enthalpy term in t_a@dehominator of the thermochemical heat of
ablation formula should be a free-stream gas enthalpy value. (Uncl.)
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nylon-reinforced phenolic (resin content 40 percent). These results
serve to illustrate the necessity of clearly defining the "heat of
ablation" before attempting to inte_ret steady-state ablation results.
Additional references for back_ound information are noted as
references 8_96.
2. LARGE ARC TECHNIQUES
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INTRODUCTI ON
The flight applications considered presently in the thermal pro-
tection systems field cover a broad range of environmental and material
performance parameters, as well as a range of material properties and
characteristics. To evaluate successfully the performance of a proposed
thermal protection system, it is necessary to acD_ieve a degree of simu-
lation of the environment and to determine the required material char-
acteristics under sucLh simulated environment. Such ground tests are
then translated into predicted flight performance. A number of facil-
ities exist in the field and a number of test techniques are utilized
to simulate to various degrees the anticipated flight conditions.
An effort is made here to briefly describe and review (a) the
requirements for environment simulation and material performance meas-
urement, (b) the capabilities of facilities existing in the field, and
(c) operating procedures and types of test performed at Avco RAD.
The background information and detailed description employed by
Avco RAD in testing are given by reference only.
REQUI_S
The basic objective of any facility used to determine thermal pro-
tection system performance is to simulate the aero-thermodynamic environ-
ment in various phases of flight, and to evaluate materials proposed for
the system. While a complete simulation of the trajectory and heating
parameters may not be feasible at this time, some of the conditions may
be reproduced.
Simulation of Environment Parameters of Interest
The significance of environmental parameters depends to a great
extent on the characteristics of the materials used for thermal protec-
tion as well as flight path The necessity of tran-
sient or steady-state _ed by the same factors
and especially by the duration of the heating pulse. Generally material
behavior will be affected by_tagnation enthalpy (HIRTo) , heat flux (q),
pressure (p), shear (T), and duration, as well as by the pressure and
shear gradient, together with the material thermal properties and abla-
tion characteristics. The longer operating times are of particular
interest in the forthcoming space applications.
The significant variables and the testing range desirable are shown
in table 9 for some of the current applications. As the application
range increases the requirements for parameter simulation range will
increase accordingly.
TABLE 9.- ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS
Vehicle
Solid
propellant
ascent
Typical
IC_M
re-entry
Satellite
re-entry
Typical
glide
re-entry
Duration of
heating,
2Qc/%a x ~ see
90.0
25.0
30.0
200.0
i,800 - 4,800
Maximum heat
rate range,
q ~ Btu/ft2-sec
2O - 150
500 - 5,000
300 - 3,500
i0 - ii0
I0 - 120
Average
stagnation
enthalpy
H/RT o
2O
220
200
280
270
Maximum local
pressure
range,
psi
2- 30
10- 2.50
5- 200
0.i0- 2.0
Maximum
shear
range,
psf
4- 12
20- 80
15- 60
0.40- 12.0
Less than Less than
satellite satellite
x
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Measurements (Material Characteristics and Operating
Conditions)
The experimental measurement required in addition to the determina-
tion of the input data (calibration) will depend on the significance of
the parameters involved. The testing procedure and test requirements,
including the measurement of material parameters established at Avco RAD
are shown schematically in table lO (Parts I and II). These procedures
cover basically ablation and radiative types of tests from preliminary
screening (Type A) to final evaluation (Test C). Additional measurements
of material properties (e.g., thermal conductivity, heat capacity, chemi-
cal characteristics, etc.) are preformed as well.
Q@ •@@ @ • • •• ••
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TABLE i0.- MATERIAL TESTING PROCEDURE IN PLASMA JET ARCS
Part I: Conditions (Input) and Test Requirements
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1. HIRT o - enthalpy
2. T - shear
3- p- pressure
4. _- heat flux
5- t - running time
6. n - number of
samples
7. O - density
8. g - emissivity
9- T s - surface temp.
10. Composition
ll. Calibration
(operating
conditions)
Class A*
3 values
covering
the range
As defined by
sponsor and
H/RTo
6
Per sponsor
information
General
Type of test
Class B**
As defined by
application if
feasible, and
per agreement
with sponsor
18
Class C***
As defined by
application,
to be selected
by operator
12. Test facility
(pipe, shroud,
etc.)
Pipe and
splash
Per sponsor
information
13. Application Per sponsor
Specific (3 runs)
over the range
if necessary
Depending on
i through 5
requirements
Per sponsor
information
Pipe
Same as B but
more frequent
Per sponsor
Pipe, shroud, H_,
etc., selected
by operator
depending on
application
Per sponsor
*Preliminary.
**Intermediate.
***Final qualification.
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TABLE 10.- MATERIAL TESTING PROCEDURE IN PLASMA JET ARCS - Concluded
Part II: Results and Report Requirements
14. q*
15. _ - transpiration
factor
Class A*
Yes - vs. H/RT o
Yes - graphical
Type of test
Class B**
Yes - vs. H/RT o
Yes - graphical
/
Class C***
Vs. H/RT o
Yes - curve fit
as applicable
16. Hv - heat of Yes - graphical Yes - graphical Yes - curve fit
ablation
17. f - evaporation No Yes - graphical Yes - curve fit
fraction or and measurement
efficiency
factor
18. M - mass loss Total Total Total and rate
19. AT. - thickness loss Total average Total average Total and rate
and traverse and traverse
20.
21.
Visual observation:
Ibl appearancebrightness
(c) blinking, etc.
(d) flow, etc.
(e) other
Basic input data
(see 1 - 13 in
Part I)
Yes
Yes
Yes
22. Estimate of
accuracy
should include
film coverage
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
23. Temperature dist.
24. Description mecha-
ism of process
Yes
Yes (per sponsor)
Yes
General input
only
No
No
Yes
Yes (per sponsor)
Yes
Specific - input
and output
Yes - 3 runs
spot check
No
25. Analytical No No
comparison
26. Char analysis No No
section
27. Report form by TRR TRR
operator
Yes
Yes
Yes
Specific - input
and output
statistical
evaluation
3etailed
traverse
Yes - include
theoretical
background,
description by
reference if
available
Yes
Yes
_4 or TR
*Preliminary.
**Intermediate.
***Final qualification.
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A. The 500 KWArc _acility for Splash Tests (Avco "500" Arc)
The arc-jet unit used in the experiments is shown schematically in
figure 36. The gas to be heated is injected tangentially into the
chamber. The arc discharge is ignited by exploding a tungsten bridge
wire which initially connects the carbon cathode and water-cooled copper
anode. The injected gas flows through the region occupied by the arc
discharge, momentarily becomes part of the discharge, and then leaves
the system through a plenum chamber and a subsonic exit nozzle. The
entire arc chamber, including the anode, plenum chamber, exit nozzle,
and cathode holder, is water-cooled.
The basic experimental arrangement used for determining the laminar
stagnation-polnt ablation behavior is shown in figure 29. The arc-jet
unit may be operated with a 1/2 inch subsonic exit nozzle, and the jet
was exhausted directly to the atmosphere. Flat-faced samples are placed
on the Jet axis. The face of each sample is located one _nch from the
exit orifice. By suitable empirical choice of jet and sample diameters,
it is possible to obtain a match such that the sample retained its
initial flat shape during ablation. The 1/2-inch plasma jet was best
matched with 3/4-inch diameter specimens.
The calibration of an arc-jet unit consists of the determination
of the aerodynamic and thermodynamic parameters which characterize the
interaction of the subsonic jet of arc-heated air with the surface of a
flat-faced material specimen. The nominal heat flux, shear, and pres-
sure distributions on an "infinite" flat surface located one inch from
the exit orifice are summarized in table ll as functions of jet mass
flow for conditions of "low" and "high" arc input power.* In the splash
technique of materials testing, it is assumed that the inch diameter
specimens are the same as those on an infinite plate.
Detailed descriptions of Avco RAD facilities, testing procedures
and background information covering theory of operation and of the abla-
tion mechanism used by Avco in the interpretation of test results are
given in the reference list attached. The importance of proper experi-
ment design and interpretation and comparison with the theory cannot be
overemphasized.
B. The l0 Megawatt Arc Complex
The i0 megawatt air stabilized arc consists of _ individual arcs
discharging into a common plenum. Of these 5 arcs up to 4 can be
operated simultaneously for a total power input of l0 mw. This multi-
ple arc can be operated with mass flow rates from 0.02 to 0.5 pounds
*The designations "lo_' and "high" input power refer to two settings
of the d-c power source used to supply the plasma jet.
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of air per second, and stagnatiOn, plenum chamber pressures _rom 0.5
to 26 atmospheres absolute. Prec_se'I_miZs of operation are listed in
table 12.
The high available power permits large air mass flows to be heated
to re-entry enthalpies, thus opening up a wide range of possible aero-
thermodynamic experimental facilities, four types of which are presently
in operation at Avco: splash, pipe, shroud, and hyperthermal wind tunnel.
i. Splash Technique
In a subsonic splash facility air flows from the settling chamber
through a subsonic nozzle into a pressurized atmosphere. The jet
impinges upon and flows normal to a blunt cylinder, simulating the
stagnation point conditions. The operating capabilities presented as
the variation of stagnation point heat transfer rate with pressure for
a typical splash configuration _s shown in figure 29. Lines of con-
stant throat diameter are cross plotted. The effect of variation in
exit Mach number at a fixed stagnation enthalpy is also shown in the
figure.
With the splash technique considerable test flexibility is possible
because, for a constant throat diameter and throat Mach number the power
and enthalpy can be varied. Or for a fixed jet exit diameter the enthalpy
can be fixed and the power and exit Mach number varied.
2. Pipe Technique
This technique is very successfully used for turbulent ablation
studies. The arc heated air flows from the stagnation plenum through a
pipe at the end of which is a sonic throat for flow control. Ablation
is measured in the pipe region after boundary layer transition but before
fully developed pipe flow is obtained. Typical capabilities for turbu-
lent boundary pipe flow are presented in figure 30. The heat transfer
rates based on axial distance are shown for fixed enthalpy as a function
of non-dimensional length. The values of Reynold's number and non-
dimensional boundary layer are shown cross-plotted in the figure.
3. Shroud Technique
In a subsonic shroud facility, air flows from a plenum chamber
through an annular region formed between the shroud and the model. The
shroud is contoured with respect to the model to obtain a prescribed
pressure distribution.
The shroud technique which has been used for blunt body heat trans-
fer study has now been adapted to ablation research. The inset sketch
in figure 31 illustrates the arrangement. The approximate capabilities
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of the shroud and _he operating limits of the arc are sho_n in figure 31.
This figure presents cold wall stagnation heat transfer, calculated from
Fay-Riddell theory, to a typical six-inch diameter hemispherical shroud
model as a function of stagnation pressure for various dimensionless
enthalpy ratios. Lines of constant power input to the air and air mass
flow are shown. Power to the air is simply equal to the mass flow times
the enthalpy. The maximum power that can presently be imparted to the
air is about 3-1/2 megavatts (3,300 Btu/sec) thus forming one limit on
the test envelope. The other limits are a maximum enthalpy ratio of
about 300 (i0,000 Btu/Ib), maximum total pressure of 20 atmospheres
although pressures up to 26 atmospheres have been reached; and for
exhausting to the atmosphere, a minimum pressure of about 1.8 atmos-
pheres to insure chocking at the sonic point. Other larger and smaller
shrouded models can also be adapted to the arc.
It is known that true simulation of aerothermodynamic hypervelocity
flight requires simulation of enthalpy, heat flux, and to a lesser extent
pressure particularly where ablating designs are under study. The typi-
cal ICI_ trajectory shown on figure 31 shows heat flux - pressure simula-
tion. Since the model size is similar to a full scale re-entry vehicle
nose, the enthalpy is also very nearly simulated. Thus, a high degree
of re-entry simulation with the shroud has been demonstrated.
4. Hyperthermal Wind Tunnel
This is a supersonic wind tunnel which enables the determination
of ablation characteristics of scale models. Such facility called the
hyperthermal wind tunnel and capable of direct simulation of re-entry
conditions for relatively long test durations is now in operation.
This facility is a blow-down nominal Mach 5 very high temperature
wind tunnel with a one-foot diameter test section. A cutaway drawing
of the tunnel is shown in figure 32. Figure 33 shows a photograph of
the facility with a super-satellite re-entrymodel mounted in the test
section. Models up to 4 inch diameter can be tested for duration of up
to one minute.
Simulation Capability
The aerothermodynamic environment simulation capability of the tun-
nel is shown in figure 34. Stagnation heat transfer on a 3-1/2 inch
diameter Mercury shaped model is shown as a function of stagnation pres-
sure for various enthalpies. The various facility limits indicated on
the figure form a usable test envelope for Hs/RT o of 7._ up to per-
haps 800, and model stagnation pressures from 0.002 up to 0.5 atmospheres.
A typical supersatellite re-entry overshoot trajectory for a i0 foot
diameter Mercury shape is crossplotted on this figure in two forms;
@:: -::....-....: :.....
oo @oo •
stagnation heat transfer versus stagnation press_re,'and _e_sus the skewed
Hs/RT o grid. From these two curves the high degree of re-entry heating
simulation obtainable is evident. It follows that simulation of flow
conditions around the model is also achieved.
Figure 35 shows the test section conditions obtainable for total
pressure of 2 and 20 atmospheres including density, density altitude,
Reynolds number, total and static temperature, as functions of velocity
and total enthalpy for equilibrium flow. Since the flow in the nozzle
departs somewhat from equilibrium, the actual velocities and tempera-
tures are lower and the Reynolds numbers higher than shown.
Test Methods
Pressure distributions on either cooled or uncooled models can be
measured directly with conventional pressure transducers. Heat flux
measurements can be made with copper plug calorimeters which utilize
imbedded thermocouples. Similarly, temperature distributions within
and around the model can be recorded using conventional thermocouple
methods.
The design of a one-component sting mounted water cooled balance
for direct measurement of drag forces is available, and for simultaneous
measurement of lift and drag forces an external balance is being
considered.
The tunnel is unique in its ability to reproduce ablation condi-
tions over significant time lengths with complete flow field simulation.
Thus the complete aero-thermodynamic performance of a vehicle design in
the laminar flow region can be studied in one facility.
A Schlieren and shadowgraph flow visualization system is in opera-
tion permitting the study of flow fields, shock shapes, etc. Further-
more, body shape as a function of time for ablation tests can be photo-
graphed directly by fast motion pictures or indirectly through the
Schlieren system. Measurement of surface radiation and/or surface tem-
perature can be accomplished by spectroscopic techniques.
Projected Improvements
Within a few months* the hyperthermal wind tunnel will be capable
of virtually continuous operation which will permit tests to be conducted
with long heat pulses. Likewise a Mach number 12 nozzle is under design
for testing at simulated altitudes above 300,000 feet.
*As of June 1961.
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3- REVIEW OF FACILITIES _
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A review of existing facilities suitable for partial environment
simulation was made and a summary of their capabilities is given in
table 13. In many cases only an estimate of the capability was made
because of difficulties in obtaining properly referenced information.
A brief definition of terminology used is included in the table and the
range of operating parameters is given.
Avco-RAD facilities used for simulation of the environment are
described more in detail below. Testing procedures, types of test and
test techniques are given, and a detailed summary of operating condi-
tions (including the range of parameters attainable) are shown in
table 12.
An added review of high temperature evaluation information is
g_ven in table 14, taken from reference 86, WADDTR60-90.
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APPENDIX B
NOMENC_ AND SYMBOLS
Proposed standardized definitions 3 terms, symbols, and dimensions
are as follows :
a. General terms
alt
V
U or u
t
M
d
r
k
E
P
C s
Cl
Hf
Hv
H
altitude, mi or ft
velocity, ft/sec
re-entry velocity, ft/sec
time, sec
Mach number
diameter, in
radius (nose, etc.), in
b. Material constants
thermal conductivity
emissivity (total hemispherical)
ratio of absorptivity to sunlight and IR emissivity
density, lb/in3
specific heat solid state, Btu/lb/°F
specific heat liquid state, Btu/lb/OF
heat of fusion, Btu/lb
heat of vaporization, Btu/lb
c. Environmental terms
mass flow (environmental gas), ibs/ft2/sec
gas enthalpy, Btu/ib
144
Hw
Re
7
P
P
V
p
Cp,C v
Q
S
t
W
co
a
d. Heat exchan6e
.-:'.: : --: :
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gas enthalpy at the wall
Reynolds number
ratio of specific heats Cp/Cv
pressure
density
total volume of gas, lbs
viscosity of gas, lbs/sec/ft
specific heat, Btu/lb/°F
Environmental subscripts
stagnation point
total
wall
free stream
ambient
total heat input, Btu/ft 2
heat transfer coefficient
total environmental heat flux to surface (convective
and radiant ), Btu/ft2/sec
representative environmental heat flux to surface (fig. 2)
representative time of heat exposure, depending on TPS
according to figure 2
convective heat flux to surface for cold wall, Btu/ft2/sec
reduction of qc or qmax for hot surface
X
6
5
0
X
6
0
%
%
%
Q*
reduction of net heat flux to the surface for '_olocking
action" (or blowing effect), qb = _m(H - Hw)
constant depending upon the coolant
radiant heat flux from gases to surface
heat reflected at hot surface
heat flux emitted from a hot surface, % = (_e[Tabs]4
Btu/ft 2/sec
heat flux absorbed in active part of TPS
heat absorbed in base material and/or support structure
Stefan-Boltzmann constant (0.1713 x i0-8), Btu/ftR/sec/°F 4
e. Material capabilities
effective thermal capacity for a certain heat flux range to
be specified by subscripts, Q* = _/_, Btu/lb
Subscripts
a
t
ablation
transpiration
I Q*a or t =
s non-melting heat
Q*s or c =
c convective cooling
and_or radiative
f total capacity to include melting
v total capacity to include vaporization
or sublimation
effective total weight of TPS and support structure
(fig. 9), ib/_ 2
effective net weight of TPS (active portion), ib/ft 2
effective weight of passive portion of TPS (back-up weight,
pumping systems), lb/ft 2
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effective gross weight = Wn + Aw
ablation rate (volume), in/sec
total ablation (volume), in
ablation rate (weight) or coolant flow, ib/ft2/sec
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i,000
0 5 I0 15 20 25
Velocity x 103 ft/sec
Figure i.- Typical st_tion-point convective heat flux in relation to
velocity and altitude.
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Figure 2.- Representation of the transient heating cycle.
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Figure 3.- Changing heat flux and BL temperature profile during a tran-
sient heating cycle.
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Q Ballistic missile nose cones
Q Orbital drag reentry
Orbital llft reentry, nose
or control surface
Q Orbital llft reentry, lifting
surfaces
Q Reentry from hyperbolic path
to 300-mile orbit, nose and
control surface
Q Reentry from hyperbolic path to
3•0-mile orbit, lifting surfaces
O Tactical missiles and missile
defense systems
O Space vehicle (solar)
G Aircraft
Ramjet vehicles
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Figure 4.- Thermal environments of advanced vehicle systems.
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Figure 7-- Typical gross-weight-heat-flux chart for an ablation material
(77% glass fiber reinforced phenolic).
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Figure 19.- Data sheet - part 1.
Facility Parameters: Test no.
Description of equipment
Electrode material, characteristics, and polarity
Nozzle description
Total power input - kw, volts, amps
Power loss to coolant - kw, Btu/sec
Power into gas - kw, Btu/sec
Stabilizing gas composition, flow rate, and pressure -
lb/sec & lb/sq in
Mixing gas composition, flow rate, and pressure - lb/sec & lb/sq in
Stagnation pressure at sample - lb/sq in
Heat flux at sample - Btu/sq ft-sec
Time of exposure - sec
Nozzle chamber pressure - lb/sq in
Calculations:
Gas velocity at nozzle and at sample - ft/sec
Gas enthalpy at nozzle and at sample - Btu/lb
Gas temperature - OF
Mach number
Sample parameters:
Material and dimensions - in
Weight before and after test - lb
Density before and after test - lb/cu in
Front side temperature - OF. State method of measurement
and include plot of temperature versus time
Back side temperature - OF
Emissivity of face
Thermal drop through sample - OF
Depth of erosion - in
Volume of erosion - cu in
Distance from nozzle - in
Comments and other measurements
X
6
5
0
@@ @@@ • • • •0 ••
:iT----..
• _ 00 O0 O•O• OO0 00 • • OOO 0
Figure 19.-Data sheet - part 2. xi, xii
Comments on calibration: Test no.
Arc variations with time; accuracy of measurements;
calorimeter water flow rate, pressure, and temperature
rise; correlation between various types of calorimeters.
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X
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0
Comments on arc:
Pulsing; temperature, mass flow, velocity and pressure
distributions; stability; direction and movement of flame.
Comments on test and sample:
Sample alignment, preparation, deformation, surface
roughness.
xl. Supply instantaneous Ear c vs Iar c
power level.
curves showing fluctuation in
xli. "Calculations": state technique usual to determine enthalpy;
determine enthalpybyat least two methods out of those listed
below:
I. Equilibrium sonic flow
2. First law
3- Heat-transfer correlation
4. Free-streampressure and velocity
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Many of the excellent technical reports on thermal protection
systems which have been issued by industrial and government organiza-
tions have not been included. As an aid in keeping up with ablation
literature, the Nonmetallic M_terials Laboratory, ASD, will soon have
a complete llst of applicable references which can be obtained by
qualified requesters.
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